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Dr E.D. Anderson, the ICES Statistician, attended the meeting. 
2 TERMS OF REFERENCE 
At the 1985 Statutory Meeting of ICES, it was decided (C.Res. 
1986/2:5:7) that the North Sea Roundfish Working Group should 
meet from 9-20 March 1987 at ICES Headquarters to: 
a) consider the report of the ad hoc Multispecies Assessment 
Working Group; 





changes in catchability in both 
research surveys and evaluate the 
c) assess the status of and provide catch options for 1988 within 
safe biological limits for the stocks of cod, haddock, 
whiting, and saithe in Sub-areas IV and VI (also including 
Division IIIa for saithe); cod, haddock, and whiting in 
Divisions VIId, e and VIIb,c,h-k (also including Division VIIg 
for haddock); and saithe in Sub-area VII; 
d) provide quarterly catch-at-age and catch and stock mean 
weight-at-age data and information on the relative 
distribution at different ages by quarter for North Sea cod, 
haddock, whiting, and saithe for 1986 as input for the 
Multispecies VPA. 
2.1 Data Base Revisions 
Preliminary data were prepared for 1986 and amendments were made 
to the 1985 data. 
The Group's data base and programs were transferred to the IBM 
microcomputer recently installed at ICES. No attempt was made 
to update the data base on the NORD computer. 
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2.2 Problems in Maintaining a Valid Data Base 
Problems with the Dutch landings statistics are still in evidence. Official Dutch landings data consist only of the total weight landed of each species by quarter. No information is available on the weight landed by gear or the composition in market categories, and this leads to problems and possible errors in the derivation of catch-at-age data. Furthermore, no effort data are available 
Estimates based on only very limited biological sampling were available of the number at age of whiting and haddock in the Danish industrial by-catch in 1986, although an estimate was available of the total weight caught of each of these species. Especially when taken in conjunction with the poor Danish data on by-catch age composition for 1984 and 1985 (also brought about by the refusal of Danish fishermen to allow sampling by the Danish Institute), this has caused a serious further reduction in the validity of the international catch-at-age data base. The fact that the Danish Institute is currently being prevented from obtaining biological samples is, in effect, reducing the value of other nations' data. 
It must be stressed, therefore, that the Group possesses very poor estimates of the age composition of the Danish by-catch of haddock and whiting in the North Sea in 1984, 1985, and 1986 and any work on these species presented in this report must be inter-preted with this fact in mind. 
It should also be noted that no material improvement in this situation has occurred in the first quarter of 1987, so it is likely that the Group will experience the same problems at its next meeting. 
3 OTHER MATTERS 
3.1 Data on Maturity 
In 1984, the Working Group started to use maturity ogives for North Sea cod, haddock, and whiting based on the results from the International Young Fish Survey in 1981 and 1982. Before that time, knife-edge maturity ogives were used. 
Maturity data have now become available for the years 1983-1985. Maturity data for the period 1981-1985 are presented 1n Table 3.1. Except for the value of 1% mature cod at age 1, which seems to be an exceptional value, there are no great discrepancies between the average percentage mature fish at age over the period 1981-1985 and the values used by the Working Group in the last years. The Group, therefore, decided not to change the maturity ogives for North Sea cod, haddock, and whiting. 
For North Sea saithe, new data for the proportion mature at each age were provided by Norway, derived from observations made on a research vessel survey (Table 21.4). 
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3.2 Natural Mortality Rates 
For all roundfish species in the North Sea except saithe, new 
estimates of natural mortality rates, resulting from MSVPA, were 
available from the report of the ad hoc Multispecies Assessment 
Working Group (Anon., 1987, Table 2.8.2). For North Sea cod, the 
new estimates were virtually identical to those used in last 
year's assessment, and, therefore, they were not changed. For 
North Sea haddock and whiting, there were slight differences and, 
therefore, minor adjustments to some values have been made, as 
shown below. 
Haddock Whiting 
Age Old New Old New 
01 2.05 2.05 2.25 2.55 
1 1. 45 1. 65 0.95 0.95 
2 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.45 
3 0.25 0.25 0.35 0.35 
4 0.25 0.25 0. 30 0. 30 
5 0.20 0.20 0.25 0.25 
6 0.20 0.20 0.25 0.25 
7 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
8+ 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
1 Values refer to the period July-
December. 
3.3 Yield ~er Recruit 
At the request of ACFM, yield-per-recruit curves have been 
included in the report. However, the Group wishes to restate its 
view that single-species yield-per-recruit curves may be mis-
leading in terms of formulating long-term management objectives. 
This view is supported by the work of the ad hoc Multispecies 
Assessment Working Group. 
3.4 Catch Prediction Methods 
Shortly before last year's meeting, the Working Group was 
informed of the recommendation of the Methods Working Group on 
the use of Fs in catch prediction when N had been estimated from 
a survey index. Since then, more work on the problem has been 
done by the Multispecies Working Group, and the recommendation 
was endorsed. The Working Group, therefore, decided to implement 
the recommendation. The catch prediction procedure is as 
follows: 
a) Where an F in the last data year is estimated from a tuning 
method, then this same F is used to calculate N at the start 
of the first prediction year. 
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b) Where an F in the last data year in VPA is calculated to be 
consistent with a year-class estimate in the same ·year, the F 
is not used to carry the N forward into prediction. Instead, a 
recent average F is used. This procedure is followed to reduce 
the sensitivity of the prediction to arbitrary changes in M at 
age or revisions to survey indices. 
In this year's assessment, the Fs for 1986 which differ in the 
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Further background to this topic can be found in Anon. 
1986b, and 1987). (1986a, 
3.5 Changes in Catchability in Commercial Fleets and Research 
Vessel Surveys 
This Working Group introduced the "Rho method" in 1983 and 
"catchability analysis" in 1985. For each of these methods, 
graphs and tables of catchability by year and by fleet 
have been presented to ACFM. These graphs constitute the 
evidence that catchability has changed within the various 
commercial fleets for which effort data are available. (The 
graphs and tables were not included in the report for the last 
few years because there were too many of them.) 
Similarly, last year, the Group presented graphs and tables of 
research vessel catchabilities for various research vessel 
surveys. These are again presented in the sections relating to 
each stock and constitute the evidence for changes in re-
search vessel catchability. 
The consequence of our knowledge of these changes in catchability 
is that methods for estimation of fishing mortality rate or 
number of fish in the sea must accommodate the possibility that 
the data on which they operate may be affected by catchability 
changes. Some methods with this property are now available (Annex 
1) and extensions of these methods and/or other methods are being 
investigated. 
The requirement for estimation methods which accommodate changes 
in catchability can be demonstrated with reference to the esti-
mation of the abundance of the 1986 year class of haddock. Using 
methods described later in this report, the Group estimated the 
abundance of this year class at age 1 as 7,500 million. Had the 
·Group adhered to the "traditional" regression of VPA on IYFS in-
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dex (which assumes constant catchability), the estimate would 
have been 9,368 million. 
3.6 Calculation of Biomass Values at 1 January 
As pointed out by Dr E. Ursin in a letter to the Group's 
chairman, 0-group fish do not exist on 1 January and to include 
them in biomass calculations for that date is illogical. 
Accordingly, 0-group fish have been excluded from biomass 
calculations in this report. 
4 VPA TUNING METHODS 
The Group again employed the catchability analysis described in 
Appendix 2 of the 1985 report of the North Sea Roundfish Work-
ing Group (Anon., 1985) to estimate mortality rates of fish of 
ages 2 and older. 
Effort data and associated age compositions exist for the fleets 
indicated in the text table below. The data and associated pro-
grams are available in the ICES data base and can be accessed on 
the IBM microcomputer. Tables of the data have not been presen-
ted in this report. 
Cod Haddock Whiting Saithe 
Nation Gear IV VIa IV VIa IV VIa IV VI 
England Trawl + + 
England Seine + 
France Trawl + + 
Scotland Trawl + + + + + + + + 
Scotland Seine + + + + + + + + 
Scotland Light trawl + + + + + + + + 
Scotland NeQhroQs trawl + + + + + + + + 
Graphs of fishing effort for the gears and areas in the text 
table above are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. 
5 ESTIMATES OF RECRUITMENT 
5.1 Indices Available 
International Young Fish Survey (IYFS) indices for 1- and 2-group 
cod, haddock, and whiting were available for the period 1970-1985 
(Anon., 1986c). 
For the survey in 1986, indices were calculated by the IJmuiden 
Laboratory, using a data set provided by ICES. However, this data 
set is still not complete, so the 1986 indices should be regarded 
as provisional. 






1-group estimates were 
on a split of the length 
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distributions of 530 hauls. The number of 1-group fish is assumed 
to be equivalent to the number of cod <25 cm, haddock <20 cm, and 
whiting <20 cm. Tapes with length distribution by haul for the 
1987 survey were sent to ICES immediately after the end of the 
survey by most of the participating countries. Age-length keys by 
roundfish area for cod, haddock, and whiting were brought to the 
Working Group meeting by England, Netherlands, and Scotland. 
The Working Group wishes to stress here that their use of the 
results of the International Young Fish Survey is impeded by the 
fact that 1) not all nations had, at the beginning of the Working 
Group meeting, provided ICES with data for the 1987 survey, and 
one country had not yet provided final data for the 1986 survey, 
and 2) the ICES Secretariat is still not capable of producing 
indices from the IYFS data base. 
Programs developed by the Danish Institute were used, therefore, 
to derive mean numbers per age group per roundfish area using the 
data on length distributions from the ICES IYFS data base and the 
age-length keys available, and from these, 2-group ind ices were 
calculated. 
It should be stressed that these 2-group indices are to be con-
sidered as provisional because 1) they were calculated on an in-
complete set of data, 2) only hauls which were positive for a 
certain species were used to calculate the mean number of fish 
per haul, and 3) in the analysis, all hauls in the different 
roundfish areas were included, although not all these hauls were 
made within the standard area for the different species. 
In the course of the meeting, output from a program developed at 
ICES became available which also gave length distributions by 
roundfish area. For cod, the output was compared with the results 
of the analysis done at the Danish Institute, and both gave com-
parable figures. The length distributions produced at ICES were 
based on data from one more country. 
Indices from the English (EGFS) and Dutch Groundfish Surveys 
(DGFS) were updated, and data from the Scottish Groundfish Survey 
(SGFS) were included in the different tables giving the survey 
indices. The 1986 by-catch data of young cod in the shrimp 
fishery by the Federal Republic of Germany (FRGSF) became avail-
able too late to be included in the analysis of survey indices. 
5.2 Use of Indices 
During past meetings of the Working Group, input values for VPA 
for the youngest age groups in the most recent year were derived 
from inspection of the regression plots of survey index against 
VPA. 
Last year, the Working Group pointed out that there had been 
changes in the catchability in the different surveys and decided 
to take these changes into account. Mean catchabilities over a 
recent period were used to predict the number of 1- and 2-group 
fish. 
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This year, a number of new methods were available, referred to as 
the "Shepherd method", the "Cook method", and the "catchability 
tuning". These methods are concerned with using all available in-
dices simultaneously to arrive at the recruitment estimates for 
recent years. The Working Group adopted the methods which take 
into account changes in catchability. The different methods are 
described in Annex 1. 
6 SAFE BIOLOGICAL LIMITS 
In a letter to assessment working group chairmen (12 January 
1987), ACFM requested that working groups should again "try 
to define safe biological limits for the stocks which they assess 
and to indicate whether sufficient data exist on which to base 
a definition." 
In referring to this problem last year, the Group indicated that 
the approach taken to this problem by the Irish Sea and Bristol 
Channel Working Group is a reasonable one and it has been used in 
commenting (wherever possible) on this topic throughout the text. 
In addition to this, ACFM is offered (again wherever possible) 
levels of spawning stock biomass for consideration as "minimum 
acceptable" levels. In each case, the value chosen is the minimum 
spawning stock level from which the stock is known to have 
recovered since the early 1960s. 
ACFM will, of course, be aware that if it adopts these (or other) 
values, they will be subject to amendment if further changes are 
made to values of natural mortality rate and/or maturity ogives. 
The Group feels that, in the absence of discernable stock/re-
cruitment relationships for any of the stocks dealt with in this 
report, it is not advisable to extrapolate beyond the range of 
the historical data, and the approach adopted is the best 
available at present. 
7 RECENT MESH CHANGE IN THE NORTH SEA DEMERSAL FISHERIES 
From 1 January 1987, the legal minimum mesh size to be used 
when fishing for roundfish species in the European Economic Zone 
of the North Sea was increased from 80 to 85 mm. In principle, 
this change should be incorporated into any catch predictions 
made for 1987 and 1988 and into any long-term calculations. 
In practice, incorporating the effects of this change raises a 
number of problems. 
The true mesh size used by some fleets is not known and may be 
below the previous legal minimum, and it is by no means certain 
that such fleets will be affected by the change in the regu-
lations. Conversely, it is known that some vessels voluntarily or 
as a result of enforcement of the 100 mm legal minimum in the 
Norwegian sector use mesh sizes well in excess 80 mm, and these 
vesselR will not be affected by the change. The number of vessels 
using mesh sizes greater than the legal minimum is not known. 
Furthermore, recent work (as yet unpublished) carried out in 
Scotland indicates that legally acceptable gear used by some 
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seiners has selection factors far lower than those previously 
thought to be the case. 
The best that can be done at present is to assume that all 
vessels fishing for human consumption were using 80 mm mesh in 
1986 and started to use 85 mm on 1 January 1987. Estimation of 
the effect of the mesh change can then be carried out using 
methods and parameter values described in the 1984 report of 
this Working Group (Anon., 1984). This was done for haddock and 
whiting during the course of this meeting, and the results 
(assuming constant fishing effort in 1986, 1987, and 1988) are 
summarized below. The catch predictions for cod and saithe 
will not be significantly affected by an increase in mesh size to 
85 mm. 
Predicted catch ( '000 t) 
Haddock Whiting 
Year Category 
80 mm 85 mm 80 mm 85 mm 
1987 Human consumption 159 151 80 64 
Discards 99 75 78 69 
Industrial by-catch 5 5 27 27 
1988 Human consumption 188 185 104 91 
Discards 113 94 82 71 
Industrial by-catch 5 6 30 32 
For haddock, the short-term loss occurs almost entirely in 
discards. For whiting, however, short-term losses of 20% and 
8% are predicted for 1987 and 1988, respectively. It should be 
noted that these short-term losses are relative to predicted 
catches assuming no mesh change. Even if a mesh change is 
assumed, the predicted status 9:!!Q catches for 1987 and 1988 
are considerably bigger than the catch in recent years. 
The Group stresses that, because of the problems related to 
carrying out this mesh assessment, the results indicated 
above should be treated with extreme caution. Furthermore, the 
Group incorporates would like to remind ACFM that this 
assessment incorporates age-variable values of natural mortality 
rate, whereas the most recent previous mesh assessment 
incorporated constant (0.2) M at age. 
8 QUARTERLY-CATCH-AT-AGE DATA 
Countries supplying annual age composition data for 1985 and 1986 
also provided quarterly age compostions for North Sea stocks. 
There was insufficient time at the meeting to work up these data. 
The Working Group notes that the Multispecies Working Group will 
not meet until 1988, by which time the 1986 age compositions 
will, in any case, have to be revised since current data are pro-
visional. Since the compilation of the data is an arduous, time-
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consuming, irritating, and thankless job, there seems little pur-pose in compiling the data at present. 
To date, all the spade work in setting up the roundfish data base for the Multispecies Working Group has been done at the Scottish Laboratory. The overworked Scots would be extremely appreciative 
of offers of assistance in the maintenance of the data. The Working Group points out that software for working up the data 
now exist at ICES headquarters and invites the Multispecies Working Group to make use of these facilities. 
9 NORTH SEA COD 
9.1 Catch Trends 
Recent nominal landings are given in Table 9.1. Provisional landings in 1986 were 148,700 t, a fall of 20% compared with 1985. The Working Group estimate of landings (Table 9.2, Figure 9.2A) in 1986 was 157,000 t and 192,000 tin 1985. The agreed TAC for 1986 was 170,000 t and the Working Group status gQQ catch prediction was 167,000 t, revised by ACFM to 147,000 t. 
9.2 Age Compositions 
The VPA input data for recent years are given in Table 9.5. The data do not include discards or industrial fishery by-catches. Data for 1985 were revised and provisional data for 1986 were provided by Scotland, France, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, Netherlands, and England. 
9.3 Recruitment 
The methods employed for deriving estimates of recruitment are described in Section 5 and Annex 1. The recruitment indices given by the various surveys are shown in Tables 9.9, 9.10, and 9.11, 
and the estimates derived from various methods for combining the indices are given in Table 9.12. 
9.3.1 1984 year class in 1986 
The catchability-tuned F at age 2 in 1986 implies a year-class 
strength of 37 million and this value is consistent with those derived from surveys. 
9.3.2 1985 vear class in 1986 and in 1987 
Abundance indices were available from IYFS, EGFS, DGFS, and SGFS. The surveys produced estimates of numbers in the sea which ranged between 537 and 1,011 million (Table 9.10). A value of 730 
million at age 1 was estimated for this year class, reflecting 
results obtained from methods which take account of changes in 
catchability. This value is similar to the value of 790 million 
estimated by the Group last year. 
The IYFS estimate of 400 million for this year class at age 2 in 1987 implies a value at age 1 in 1986 of about 1,000 million, 
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assuming average F in 1986, and this value is well in excess of 
any previously recorded. In view of this and the provisional 
nature of the data (see Section 5), the estimate was not 
accepted. 
At its November 1986 meeting, ACFM estimated a value of 500 
million for the 1985 year class at age 1, based on EGFS and pre-
liminary DGFS data. This value, together with the catch at age 1 
in 1986, implies an F of 0.25 on 1-year-olds in 1986, which is 
well above any value previously recorded in the VPA. The Working 
Group estimate of 730 million implies an F of 0.17, which is con-
sistent with recent values. The Group, therefore, adopted a value 
of 730 million at age 1 in 1986. 
9.3.3 1986 year class in 1987 
The preliminary estimate for this year class from IYFS is 410 
million, which implies that it is of average strength. The indi-
cations at age 0 last year were that it was below average, and 
ACFM accordingly adopted a conservative estimate of 100 million 
in November last year. The Group adopted a value of 410 million 
at age 1 in 1987. 
9.3.4 1987 and later year classes 
These were set at 432.5 million at age 1, the mean value for the 
period 1967-1984. 
9.4 Weight at Age 
The mean weight at age in the stock was assumed to be the same as 
in the catch, and the data are given in Table 9.6. 
9.5 Fishing Mortality in 1986 
For ages 2-7, F values were determined using the catchability 
analysis method (Table 9.3). For ages 8 and older, a smoothed 
value of 0.9 was adopted. The input Fs for 1986 are slightly 
lower than those estimated last year for 1985 (mean F = 0.91 com-
pared with 1.003). 
9.6 Fishing Mortality at the Oldest Age 
Smoothed values were determined from inspection of Fs averaged 
over ages 5-7, and are the same as those used last year. 
9.7 VPA Results 
Fishing mortalities for recent years are given in Table 9.7, and 
mean F for ages 2-8 is graphed in Figure 9.2B. Mean F continues 
to show an upward trend, with the 1986 value the highest yet re-
corded. 
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Stock numbers and biomasses are given in Tables 9.8 and 9.13. 
Recruitment at age 1 is shown in Figure 9.2C. The sequence of 
alternate high and low recruitment, remarked upon last year, 
seems to have been broken by the 1986 year class which appears on 
preliminary assessment to be of average strength. Spawning bio-
mass continues to decline, with the 1986 level the lowest on re-
cord. Due to slightly lower input Fs estimated this year, stock 
sizes for recent years are slightly higher than those estimated 
last year, but the trend is unaltered. 
9.8 Catch Predictions 
The input data for the catch prediction are given in Table 9.14. 
For reasons given in Section 4, F for age 1 in 1986 is different 
from that used as input F for VPA. The results of the catch pre-
diction are given in Tables 9.15 and 9.16. 
The status gyQ catch prediction (Table 9.15) is 253,000 t for 
1987, and 233,000 tin 1988. Spawning biomass is predicted to 
increase slightly from 95,000 t in 1986 to 104,000 t in 1989, 
assuming average recruitment in 1988. 
The TAC for 1987 is 125,000 t and the current assessment indi-
cates that such a TAC implies a 60% reduction in F, whereas in 
the ACFM assessment in November last year, a 30% reduction was 
implied. Under the current assessment, a 30% reduction in F 
(Table 9.16) in 1987 yields a catch of 198,000 t, and a catch of 
220,000 t in 1988 if this level of F is maintained. Spawning bio-
mass would rise tu 135,000 tin 1988 and to 175,000 tin 1989. 
The current st.atus gyQ catch prediction for 1987 of 253,000 t 
compares with the prediction of 243,000 t made by the Working 
Group last year, but it differs significantly from the ACFM 
prediction of 157,000 t made in November 1986. The difference 
between the Working Group and ACFM predictions is mainly due to 
the higher levels of recruitment estimated by the Working Group 
for the 1985 and 1986 year classes, as explained in Section 9.3. 
The Group notes that an additional technical measure to protect 
young cod in the German Bight was introduced on 1 January 1987. 
Under this regulation, fishing in the first and fourth quarters 
is banned in certain rectangles except when using 100-mm mesh 
size, excluding shrimp fisheries. The effect of this regulation 
on catch predictions could not be assessed by the Group, but any 
such measure will assist in improving the exploitation pattern. 
9.9 Yield and Biomass per Recruit 
Yield- and biomass-per-recruit curves are shown in Figure 9.3A. 
9.10 Safe Bioloaical Limits 
A stock-recruitment plot is shown in Figure 9.4, and no obvious 
relationship is apparent. However, fishing mortality continues to 
increase and, despite some good year classes in recent years, 
spawning biomass continues to decline. The fact that relatively 
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few fish survive to recruit to the spawning stock is due to the 
high F and to the relatively slow rate of maturation. Although 
the recent low levels of spawning stock have produced some strong 
year classes, the effect on recruitment of lower levels of spaw-
ning biomass is unpredictable. Based on the criteria stated in 
Section 6, the level of spawning biomass in 1977, currently esti-
mated at 140,0000 t, could be considered as a safe minimum level. 
10 COD IN DIVISION VIa 
10.1 Catch Trends 
Recent nominal landings are given in Table 10.1. Provisional 
nominal landings in 1986 were 14,000 t, compared with 18,500 tin 
1985. The TAC for Sub-area VI in 1986 was 25,000 t, while the 
Working Group estimate of landings in Division VIa (Table 10.2, 
Figure 10.2A) in 1986 is 12,000 t. The latter value is conside-
rably smaller than the status gyQ catch prediction of 21,000 t 
for 1986, made at last year's meeting. 
10.2 Age Compositions 
The VPA input data for the past 20 years are given in Table 10.6. 
They do not include discards or industrial fishery by-catches. 
Revised data for 1985 and provisional data for 1986 were provided 
by Scotland, France, Ireland, and England. 
10.3 Recruitment 
10.3.1 1985 year class in 1986 
Since there are as yet no recruitment surveys in Division VIa, 
North Sea indices of recruitment from survey data were analyzed, 
but none of them were found to be well correlated with VPA esti-
mates. The abundance of this year class was, therefore, estimated 
from a plot of CPUE for Scottish seiners against VPA (Table 10.4, 
Figure 10.1B). The CPUE value for age 1 in 1986 gives a predicted 
VPA value of 14.8 million, similar to the recent mean of 13 
million. 
10.3.2 1986 and later year classes 
These year classes were assumed to be of average strength. To 
take account of higher levels of recruitment in recent years, the 
average was calculated for the period 1979-1983, resulting in a 
value of 13 million. 
10.4 Weight at Age 
Mean weight at age in the stock (Table 10.7) was assumed to be 
the same as in the landings. 
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10.5 Fishing Mortality in 1986 
Plots of catchability against year for Scottish fleets showed a 
high degree of scatter, and it was decided not to use them for 
estimating F in 1986. Therefore, mean F values for the period 
1981-1984 were used as input for 1986, except for age 1, where 
the F value was adjusted to correspond to the estimated re-
cruitment. In fact, the mean F values input for 1986 are similar 
to the values estimated from catchability analysis (Table 10.3). 
In last year's assessment, F values estimated for 1985 (based on 
a recent mean) were lower, so that stock numbers were estimated 
higher. In addition, it now appears that the 1984 year class is 
only 50% of the strength previously estimated from CPUE data for 
Scottish seiners. 
10.6 Fishing Mortality at the Oldest Age 
These estimates are smoothed values determined from inspection of 
Fs averaged over ages 5-7, and are the same as those used last 
year. 
10.7 VPA Results 
Fishing mortalities for recent years are given in Table 10.8, and 
mean F for ages 2-5 is graphed in Figure 10.28. There is a trend 
of increasing F since about 1975. Stock numbers and biomasses are 
given in Tables 10.9 and 10.10, and biomasses are graphed in 
Figure 10.2D. Spawning biomass appears to have declined since 
1981 to an historically low level, but this conclusion is depen-
dent upon the assumption of a recent mean F in 1986. An upward 
trend in recruitment is apparent (Figure 10.2C) and the amplitude 
of fluctuations appears to have increased in recent years. 
10.8 Catch Predictions 
The input data for the catch prediction are given in Table 10.11. 
F for age is different from that input for VPA, for reasons 
given in Section 4. The results of the catch prediction are given 
in Table 10.12. The status a.YQ catch prediction for 1987 is 
15,000 t and 16,000 t for 1988. Spawning biomass is predicted to 
increase during 1987 to reach 24,000 t by 1 January 1988. The TAC 
for Sub-area VI (also including the Division Vb EEC zone, Sub-
area XII, and Sub-area XIV) in 1987 is 22,000 t. However, it is 
considered unlikely that this quantity will be taken and, there-
fore, no corresponding set of catch options for 1988 has been 
included. 
10.9 Yield and Biomass per Recruit 
Yield- and biomass-per-recruit curves are shown in Figure 10.3A. 
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10.10 Safe Biological Limits 
a) A stock-recruitment plot is shown in Figure 10.4 . No obvious 
relationship can be discerned. 
b) The spawning biomass has declined since 1981 and is estimated 
to have been at its lowest historical level in 1986, given 
the assumption of average F input to the VPA. 
c) Under the criteria stated in Section 6, the level of spawning 
biomass in 1977, currently estimated at 23,000 t, could be 
considered as a safe minimum spawning biomass. 
11 COD IN DIVISION VIb 
No age composition data are available from commercial landings 
from this stock. Nominal landings are small and are given in 
Table 11.1. 
12 COD IN SUB-AREA VII 
12.1 Cod in Divisions VIId.e 
12.1.1 Catch trends 
Nominal landings by nation are given in Table 12.1. Provisional 
nominal landings in 1986 were 13,800 t and the Working Group 
estimate was 10,650 t (Table 12.2). The difference is accounted 
for by landings from some other divisions of Sub-area VII and 
from Sub-area VIII being included in the nominal landings data 
for France. The 1986 landings were considerably higher than those 
recorded in recent years. 
12.1.2 Age compositions 
Prior to the meeting, the whole data base was revised. During 
this revision, it became apparent that the sampling intensity 
between fleets was very variable. French age composition data 
were available for the period 1974-1986 and English data for the 
period 1980-1985. VPA input data are given in Figure 12.2. 
12.1.3 Recruitment 
There are, at present, no recruitment surveys for cod in 
Divisions VIId,e. Historical numbers at ages 1 and 2 from VPA 
were examined in relation to estimates of recruitment in the 
North Sea from surveys, including subsets of IYFS and EGFS data 
relating to the southern North Sea, and from VPA. However, none 
of the North Sea recruitment indices showed a significant 
correlation with the Divisions VIId,e data (Figure 12.1). 
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12.1.4 Weight at age 
The mean weight at age in the stock was assumed to be the same as in the catch (Table 12.3). 
12.1.5 Fishing mortality in 1986 
Mean values for the period 1979-1983 were used as input for the VPA. 
12.1.6 Fishing mortality on the oldest age 
A value of 1.0 was adopted for all years, based on inspection of 
trial VPA data. 
12.1.7 VPA results 
Historical values for F are given in Table 12.4, and population 
numbers and biomasses are given in Table 12.5. F values appear to be high and somewhat variable between years and ages. There is 
apparently no trend in F. Recruitment (age 1) has been fairly 
constant apart from strong year classes spawned in 1975, 1976, 1984, and 1985. 
12.1.8 Catch predictions 
It was decided not to perform a catch prediction since a) the 
reliability of estimates of stock sizes for 1986 is unknown, and b) no estimates of recruitment are available for the fishery for 
which 1- and 2-year-old fish are an important part of the catch. In particular, the estimate (derived from the catch and average F) of 41 .5 million for the 1985 year class seems open to doubt. This value is 6 times greater than the long- term mean, whereas in the North Sea and Division VIa cod stocks, the best year class 
was twice the average strength. 
However,it does appear that there are two strong year classes (1984 and 1985) in the fishery at present and, therefore, TACs in 1987 and 1988 based solely on past catch data will be inappro-priate. 
12.2 Cod in Divisions VIIb.c and VIIh-k 
No age composition data are available. Recruitment data are also lacking. Landings data are given in Table 12.6. 
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13 NORTH SEA HADDOCK 
13.1 Catch Trends 
Total international catches and total international discards 
estimated by the Working Group are given in Tables 13.1 and 13.2. 
Catch trends are plotted in Figure 13.2A for the period 1967-
1986. Total human consumption landings have remained fairly 
stable since 1981 in the range 130,000-165,000 t. The industrial 
by-catch has decreased in recent years to well below 10,000 t due 
to decreased effort in the Danish industrial fishery for Norway 
pout and increased enforcement of regulations. 
The TAC for 1986 was 230,000 t, while preliminary data indicate 
that landings were 169,000 t. 
13.2 Age Compositions 
Total international catch-at-age data are given in Table 13.5. 
Age compositions for human consumption landings were provided by 
France, Federal Republic of Germany, England, Denmark, 
Netherlands, and Scotland. Age compositions for discards were 
provided by Scotland and for industrial by-catch by Norway and 
Denmark. The number of samples used to derive the Danish 
industrial by-catch age compositions was very low and the data 
are not considered reliable (see Section 2). 
13.3 Weights at Age 
Total international mean weights at age for the catch are shown 
in Table 13.6. These were also used as stock weights at age. 
13.4 Recruitment 
Various methods for estimating recruitment from survey indices 
were available to the Working Group. These are described in 
Section 5. The indices used to estimate recruitment are shown in 
Tables 13.9 and 13.10 and the estimates of year-class abundance 
derived from these are shown in Table 13.11. 
13.4.1 1984 year class in 1985 
The estimated size of the 1984 year class at age is in the 
range 2,000-2,500 million. The catchability-tuned value of F for 
2-year-olds in 1986 produces a population of 2,624 million for 
this year class at age 1. This value was accepted since it is 
close to the index-predicted values. 
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13.4.2 1985 year class in 1986 
The estimated size of the 1985 year class at age 1 from survey 
indices is in the range 3,000-4,000 million. The higher value of 
4,000 million was adopted, as this value was predicted from 
methods which take account of catchability changes in research 
vessel surveys. 
13.4.3 1985 year class in 1987 
Provisional indices from the 1987 IYFS for 2-year-old haddock 
were available for the first time at this Working Group. These 
indices gave an estimate of the 1985 year class at age 2 in 1987 
in the range 500-700 million. This is in agreement with the value 
of 664 million estimated by applying an average F (1981-1985) to 
the population at age 1 in 1986. The latter figure was, there-
fore, adopted. 
13.4.4 1986 year class in 1987 
The estimated size of this 1986 year class at age 1 from survey 
indices is in the range 7,000-9,000 million. A figure of 7,500 
million was adopted reflecting the values predicted from methods 
which take account of changes in catchability in research vessel 
surveys. 
13.4.5 1987 and subsequent year classes 
These were assumed to be of average abundance for the period 
1968-1984 (40,731 million at age 0). 
13.5 Fishing Mortality Rates 
Fishing mortality rates in 1986 for ages 2-7 were estimated from 
catchability analysis of Scottish seiners and light trawlers (Table 13.3). The Fat age 1 in the VPA was adjusted to give a 
population in 1986 of 4,000 million. The F at age 0 in the VPA 
was adjusted to give a population at age 1 in 1987 of 7,500 
million. F for fish of ages 8 and older was set at 0.9, the same 
as the value for the oldest fish in all other years. 
13.6 VPA Results 
Estimates of fishing mortality rates and corresponding stock 
numbers and biomasses are given in Tables 13.7, 13.8, and 13.12. 
Historical trends in fishing mortality, spawning stock biomass, 
and recruitment can be seen in Figure 13.2. 
Fishing mortality rates appear to have continued their upward 
trend noted in last year's report. A further increase in F is 
consistent with the increase in effort by Scottish seiners and 
light trawlers (see Figure 4.1) which take about half of the 
human consumption catch. 
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13.7 Catch Prediction 
Input data for catch prediction are shown in Table 13.13. 
The input F in the catch prediction table on age 1 in 1986 is the 
mean value for 1981-1985 and differs from that in the VPA table. 
This is in line with the recommendation of the Methods Working 
Group (see Section 3). 
At last year's meeting, the estimate of the abundance of the 
1983 year class was substantially revised and this re-
sulted in substantially revised catch predictions of 
141,000 t for 1986 compared to the earlier estimate of 238,000 
t. The realized catch in 1986 was 169,000 t. Thus, while last 
year's catch prediction was pessimistic, the downward revision of 
the 1983 year class appears justified. The fact that the catch 
in 1986 exceeded the 141,000 t predicted may be because two major 
Scottish fleets (seiners and light trawlers) increased their 
fishing effort in 1986. 
The foregoing serves to emphasize the sensitivity of catch pre-
dictions to estimates of recent year-class size. The current 
estimate of the 1986 year class indicates that it is above 
average and it will, therefore, dominate the prediction for 1988. 
Since the estimate of this year class is based largely on 
the provisional index from the IYFS, some care in interpretation 
is necessary. 
The status gyQ landings forecast (Table 13.14) 164,000 t (159,000 
human consumption, 5,000 industrial by-catch) which is higher 
than the agreed TAC of 140,000 t. If the landings in 1987 are re-
stricted to the agreed TAC (Table 13.15), then the predicted 
landings in 1988 are 218,000 t if F in 1988 = F in 1986. The 
prediction for status RUQ landings in 1988 given status gyQ 
landings in 1987 is 194,000 t. In either case, the spawning stock 
biomass is expected to increase by the beginning of 1989. Pre-
dicted catches incorporating the recent mesh increase are shown 
in Table 13.16 (see also Section 7). 
13.8 Yield and Spawning Stock Biomass per Recruit 
These are shown in Figure 13.3A. 
13.9 Safe Biological Limits 
1) There is no evidence at present that recruitment to 
stock is reduced at the lowest levels of spawning 
which have been observed (Figure 13.4). 
this 
stock 
2) The spawning stock is not currently at a lower level than 
previously observed and has remained above 200,000 t since 
1981. It is expected to rise in the near future as the 1983 
year class matures and should be further augmented by the 
1986 year class by 1989. A level of 100,000 t (1979 level) may 
be considered as the basis for a minimum acceptable level. 
3) Levels of F well in excess of those presently estimated be required to reduce spawning stock biomass to minimum acceptable levels. 
14 HADDOCK IN DIVISION VIa 




Nominal landings are given in Table 14.1. Landings for human con-sumption have decreased from 25,068 t in 1985 to 18,243 t in 1986. Discards were estimated to amount to 7,000 tin 1986. The historical development of landings and discards is shown in Table 14.2 and Figure 14.2A. The TAC for 1986 is 34,500 t for Divisions VIa,b, Division Vb (EEC zone), Sub-area XII, and Sub-area XIV. 
14.2 Age Compositions 
Age compositions of landings were provided by England, France, Ireland, and Scotland. Age compositions of discards were provided by Scotland. International catch-at-age values are shown in Table 14.5. 
14.3 ~ean Weight at Age 
Mean weights at age are given in Table 14.6. The weights are also used as stock weights at age. 
14.4 Recruitmen~ 
As recruitment is correlated with North Sea VPA results and North Sea IYFS indices (Figures 14. 1A and 14 .lB), estimation of the 1985 and 1986 year classes at age 1 was obtained using methods and data sources as described in Annex 1 . Output is given in Table 14.9. The estimates of year-class size adopted from the method, taking account of the changes in catchability, are: 
'1985 in 1~986: 
1986 in 1987: 
111 million 
199 million 
The average recruitment at age 0 for the period 1968-1986 is estimated to be 181 million, and this value has been used for the years 1987 and 1988 in the predictions. 
14.5 Fishing Mortality 
For the oldest age groups in all years and for age groups 6-9 in 1986, a fishing mortality of 0.9 was assumed. Fishing mortali-ties for ages 2-5 in 1986 were obtained from catchability ana-lysis. The output of the catchability analysis is given in Table 14.3. Fishing mortalities for ages 0 and 1 in 1986 were calcu-lated on the basis of the age 1 recruitment estimates for 1986 and 1987, respectively. Estimated fishing mortalities in 1986 are in agreement with recent historical values except for age 1, for which the estimated fishing mortality in 1986 is lower than the historical values. 
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14.6 VPA Results 
Estimated fishing mortalities and associated stock sizes are 
shown in Tables 14.7 and 14.8. Average fishing mortality over 
ages 2-6, biomass, and recruitment are given in Table 14.10 and 
Figure 14.2. Fishing mortality in 1986 is estimated to be lower 
than in the two preceding years. This is in agreement with a 
reduction in effort (Figure 4.2). 
14.7 Catch Predictions 
Input data for the catch predictions are given in Table 14.11. 
Predictions are given in Table 14.12. Fishing mortality at age 1 
was set at the average for 1981-1985 for the prediction. The 
status gQQ landing prediction is 31,000 tin 1987 and 25,000 tin 
1988. This represents an increase compared to landings in 1986, 
which is largely due to the large 1983 and 1986 year classes. 
14.8 Yield and Biomass per Recruit 
These are given in Figure 14.3. 
14.9 Safe Biological Limits 
Spawning stock biomass is at present approximately at an average 
level for the period 1972 onwards compared to recent levels and 
is estimated to stay at this level under stattl§. gQQ fishinc;r mor-
tality conditions. 
Fishing mortalities in 1986 are at historically intermediate 
values. A level of 25,000 t spawning stock biomass (1979) may be 
considered as the basis for a minimum acceptable level. 
15 HADDOCK IN DIVISION VIb 
15.1 Catch Trends 
Nominal catch in 1986 amounted to 3,647 t following catches of 
9,177 tin 1985 and 2,630 tin 1984 (Table 15.1). This is in line 
with the historically high variability of catches from this 
stock. 
15.2 Age Composition and Mean Weights 
Age compositions and mean weights at age for 1986 are available 
for the Irish, English, and Scottish fisheries. Catches are still 
dominated by the 1980-1981 year classes. Catch-at-age data and 
mean weights are presented in Table 15.2. The apparently strong 
1984 class has not yet influenced landings significantly. 
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15.3 Abundance Indices 
Abundance indices from the Federal Republic of Germany, England, and Scotland are summarized in Table 15.3. These survey indices are not directly comparable from year to year due to variations in gear, positions, and time of year. The indication of a large 1984 year class from the 1985 survey is confirmed by the 1986 survey. 
15.4 Fishing Prospects 
It is not possible to provide an analytical assessment on the basis of only two years of catch-at-age data. The 1980 and 1981 year classes will be contributing to the catches in 1987 and the large 1984 year class is expected to contribute significantly. 
16 HADDOCK IN SUB-AREA VII 
Nominal landings in Divisions VIId,e are shown in Table 16.1, and landings in Divisions VIIb,c,g-k in Table 16.2. 
17 NORTH SEA WHITING 
17.1 Catch Trends 
Total nominal landings and total international catches as esti-mated by the Working Group are given in Tables 17.1 and 17.2, respectively. The provisional nominal landings for 1986 amount to 78,600 t which is well below the predicted landings for 1986 of 114,000 t given in the last year's report and is considerably lower than the 1986 TAC of 135,000 t. 
17.2 Age Compositions 
Age composition data for 1985 were updated and provisional age composition data for 1986 were prepared (Table 17.5). Human con-sumption landings data have been provided by England, France, the Netherlands, and Scotland. Only Scotland provided discard data. Denmark and Norway provided industrial by-catch data, but the Danish data for 1986 are unreliable (see Section 2). 
17.3 Mean Weight at Age 
Mean weight-at-age data in the catch (also used as stock mean weight) are given in Table 17.6. 
17.4 Recruitment 
The use of survey indices (Tables 17.9, 17.10, and 17.11, Figure 17.2) to estimate recruitment is discussed in section 5 and Annex 1. The number of 1-year-old fish in 1986 and 1987 were estimated as follows: 
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1985 year class in 1986: 
1986 year class in 1987: 
3,200 million 
5,700 million 
These values provide 1985 and 1986 year-class strengths at age 0 
of 41,515 million and 73,355 million, respectively. 
An average recruitment at age 0 of 46,600 million fish for the 
period 1968-1984 was assumed for 1987 and 1988. 
17.5 Fishing Mortality 
For the oldest age group used in the VPA (age 10), the same value 
ofF as last year (1.2) was used as input. 
Values ofF for ages 2-7 (Table 17.3) were obtained by the catch-
ability analysis method referred to in Section 4. For ages 5 and 
6, however, the catchability analysis provided unrealistically 
high values. It was, therefore, decided to choose values for 
these ages which are consistent with the values at ages 4 and 7 
and the values at ages 5 and 6 in recent years. 
17.6 VPA Results 
Fishing mortalities and corresponding stock sizes are shown in 
Tables 17.7 and 17.8. Trends in fishing mortality rate, stock 
biomass, and spawning stock biomass are shown in Table 17.12. and 
Figure 17.3. The decline in the industrial by-catch F stopped in 
1986, but it stays at a very low level. There is apparently no 
sustained trend in the human consumption F. 
There appears to be an increase in both total stock and spawning 
stock biomass. Nevertheless, these biomasses are still at a low 
level compared to earlier years. 
In the last two reports, the 1983 year class was regarded as a 
good year class, much better than the 1984 one. This was sup-
ported by the IYFS recruitment indices for age 1 for these two 
year classes. This year, it appears from catchability analysis 
that the 1983 year class is lower than the 1984 year class or at 
a comparable level. To generate a 1983 year class better than the 
1984, one needs a very low F at age 3 in the VPA. This value is 
inconsistent with the values observed at this age in the past. 
By examining the IYFS indices at age 1 disaggregated by "round-
fish area", it became obvious that the indices could be split 
into a northern area and a southern area. In the case of the 1983 
and 1984 year classes, the indices from the northern roundfish 
area indicated that the 1984 year class was stronger than the 
1983 year class an the indices from the southern roundfish areas 
indicated the opposite. The Group decided, therefore, to calcu-
late a northern index and a southern index using the same method 
as for the calculation of the standard IYFS index. The northern 
and southern areas are shown in Figure 17.1. and the text table 
below gives the historical·series of the two indices compared 
with the standard index. 
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Year Index Index Index 
class north south standard 
1970 134 441 274 1971 378 307 332 1972 1,474 790 1 1 156 1973 295 339 322 1974 823 946 893 1975 404 990 679 1976 269 6.34 418 1977 492 477 513 1978 575 216 457 1979 791 453 692 1980 240 186 227 1981 122 191 161 1982 202 114 128 1983 246 617 436 1984 408 177 341 1985 601 155 455 1986 726 570 704 
These northern and southern indices were used as input to Cook's method (see Annex 1). The fitted values for the 1983 and 1984 year classes at age 1 were consistent with the catchability-tuned VPA. It was, therefore, decided to use the results of the catchability analysis. 
17.7 Catch Prediction 
Inputs for catch prediction are given in Table 17.13 and results in Tables 17.14-17.17 and Figure 17.4. The fishing mortality at age 1 is the average for the period 1981-1985. The status fll!Q landings for 1987 are expected to be 106,000 t (human consump-tion: 80,000; industrial by-catch: 27,000) which is lower than last year's prediction of 127,000 t and the agreed TAC of 1.35,000 t. However, the human consumption component of this catch is now estimated to be only 80,000 t compared to the previous prediction 0 f 1 0 1 1 000 t , 
The status fll!Q landings for 1988 are expected to be 134,000 t (human consumption: 104,000 t; industrial: 30,000 t). 
Assuming an average recruitment in 1987 and 1988, the predicted spawning stock biomass should increase from 294,000 t in 1986 to 
.368,000 t in 1987 and 490,000 t in 1988 
17.8 Yield per Recruit and Biomass per Recruit 
Yield per recruit and spawning stock biomass per recruit are shown in Figure 17.4. 
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17.9 Safe Biological Limits 
The spawning stock biomass is currently at a low level but is 
above the historical minimum. An increase can be expected in 1987 
and 1988, in relation with the increase of recruitment since 
1982. 
Because there is no apparent stock-recruitment relationship 
(Figure 17.5), there is no indication that the spawning stock 
biomass has entered a range where low recruitment can be ex-
pected. 
The level of F seems to be relatively stable and it seems un-
likely that it could reduce the spawning stock biomass to the 
historical minimum in the immediate future. 
This historical minimum, which can be considered as a minimum 
acceptable spawning stock biomass, was 219,000 tin 1971. 
18 WHITING IN DIVISION VIa 
18.1 Catch Trends 
The reported total landings have declined since 1984. The 
provisional figure for 1986 was about 9,500 t (Tables 18.1 and 
18.2, Figure 18.2), which is well below the TAC of 16,400 t. 
18.2 Age Compositions 
Age compositions for 1985 were revised. Provisional age com-
positions for 1986 (Table 18.5) were compiled from Irish and 
Scottish data. 
18.3 Weight at Age 
Weight-at-age data for landings, which were also used as weights, 
stock are given in Table 18.6. 
18.4 Fishing Mortalities 
A value ofF on the oldest age group (age 7) of 1.0 was obtained, 
as described in last year's report. 
Catchability analysis was used to tune F on ages 2-5 in 1986 
(Table 18.3). The annual catchability values when plotted against 
year showed some scatter. However, the tuned values of F appeared 
consistent with historical values and it was felt that these pro-
vided estimates of input Fs as good as any other method and were 
adopted. 
F at age 1 in 1986 was adjusted in accordance with estimated re-
cruitment (see below). 
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18.5 Recruitment 
Estimates of recruitment (age 1) in 1986 and 1987 were obtained, as explained in Annex 1, using the survey indices for Sub-area IV and the VPA estimates for Sub-area IV together with the VPA esti-mates for Division VIa (Table 18.9, Figure 18.1). The estimated recruitment at age 1 in 1986 and 1987 was: 
1985 year class in 1986: 
1986 year class in 1987: 
84 million 
143 million 
Recruitment at age 1 in 1987 and later was calculated as the average for 1967-1984, excluding the 1968 figure. 
18.6 VPA Results 
Estimated fishing mortalities and corresponding stock sizes are shown in Tables 18.7 and 18.8. The resulting spawning stock and total stock biomasses are given in Table 18.10 and Figure 18.2. Fishing mortality appears to be at a lower level than in the 1970s, while estimated stock biomasses have fluctuated with no obvious trend. 
18.7 Catch Prediction 
Input data for short-term catch predictions are shown in Table 18.11. Input F on age 1 in 1986 was adjusted to the average value for1981-1985 (see Section 3.4) 
Results of the catch predictions are shown in Table 18.12 and Figure 18.3. The forecast status gyQ landings for 1987 are estimated to be 11,000 t which is less than the agreed TAC of 16,400 t. The status gyQ forecast for 1988 is 15,000 t corre-sponding to a spawning biomass stock of 46,000 tin 1989. 
18.8 Yield and Biomass per Recruit 
These are shown in Figure 18.3. 
18.9 Safe Biological Limits 
Long-term trends in catch, fishing mortality, stock biomass, and spawning stock biomass are shown in Figure 18.2. Fishing morta-lity appears to be lower than in the 1970s, while stock biomass has fluctuated with no obvious trend. At present, it seems to be somewhat lower than the long-term average. 
Recruitment at age 1 plotted against spawning stock biomass is shown in Figure 18.4. For the range of stock sizes observed, no obvious recruitment relationship is s~en. 
The lowest recorded level of SSB is 20,000 t (1972), and this level may be considered as a basis for defining a minimum accep-table level of SSB. 
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19 WHITING IN DIVISION VIb 
Landings of whiting from Division VIb are insignificant (Table 
19 . 1) . 
20 WHITING IN SUB-AREA VII 
20.1 Whiting in Divisions VIId.e 
20.1.1 Catch trends 
Nominal landings for 1985 have been revised to 8,795 t (Table 
20.1). Provisional nominal landings in 1986 were 12,514 t and the 
Working Group estimate was 7,528 t. This discrepancy is mainly 
due to the fact that French nominal landings, as shown in Table 
20.1, include landings for Sub-areas VII (excluding Division 
VIIa) and VIII. The 1986 landings were a little higher than in 
1985, but they were at almost the lowest level since 1977. 
20.1.2 Age compositions 
In advance of the meeting, the existing data base was revised. It 
became obvious that the sampling intensity between fleets was 
very variable. For the period 1977-1980, the age compositions are 
based mainly on English samples. France provided only length fre-
quencies on which English age-length keys have been applied. 
These age-length conversions appeared to be unreliable and, since 
France landed the majority of the catch in those years, the 
international data for the period 1977-1980 have not been in-
cluded in the VPA. From 1981, both English and French samples are 
available. VPA input data are given in Table 20.2 
20.1.3 Weight at age 
The mean weights at age in the catch are given in Table 20.3. The 
mean weights at age in the stock were assumed to be the same. 
20.1.4 Recruitment 
There are no recruitment surveys at present in Divisions VIId,e. 
Numbers at ages and 2 from VPA were examined in relation to 
estimates of recruitment in the North Sea from surveys (IYFS, 
subset of IYFS data, and EGFS) and from VPA. No significant re-
lationship appeared between recruitment in the North Sea and in 
the Channel. 
20.1.5 Fishing mortality in 1986 
Mean values for the period 1981-1984 were used as input for the 
VPA. 
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20.1.6 Fishing mortality at the oldest age 
A value of 1.0 has been adopted for all years. 
20.1.7 VPA results 
Values of F are given in Table 20.4 and stock numbers and bio-masses are given in Table 20.5. F values are high and variable between years and ages, but they do not show any trend. Recruit-ment at age 1 has been quite constant around an average of 52 million fish. 
20.1.8 Catch predictions 
Because of the poor reliability of estimates of stock size in 1986 and because no estimates of recruitment are available, it was decided not to perform a catch prediction. However, con-sidering the stability of the spawning stock biomass from 1981-1985, a TAC at the present level of catch could be considered. 
20.2 Whiting in Divisions VIIb.c.h-k 
Landings from 1977~1985 have fluctuated between 1,500 t and 4,500 t (Table 20.6). The provisional figure for 1986 is 2,235 t, but it does not include landings by France, which are included in the data for Divisions VIId,e. 
21 SAITHE IN THE NORTH SEA (Sub-area IV and Division IIIa) 
21.1 Catch Trends 
Recent nominal landings are given in Table 21.1. Working Group estimates are given in Table 21.2 and are plotted in Figure 21 .1A Landings were high in the early 1970s reaching a maximum of 320,000 t in 1976. Subsequently, landings declined to a minimum of 116,000 tin 1979. Since then, landings have followed an in-creasing trend to reach 190,000 tin 1984. In 1985 and 1986, the reported catches were 188,000 t and 170,000 t, respectively. Some saithe are taken as by-catches in the industrial fisheries. Since 1976, this quantity has averaged 3,500 t (Table 21 .2). The agreed TAC for this stock in 1986 was 240,000 t. 
21.2 Age Compositions 
Total international age compositions used as input to the VPA are given in Table 21.6. Data for 1985 were updated and new data were added for 1986. Data are currently being supplied by the follow-ing countries: Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, France, Nor-way, UK (England), and UK (Scotland). Discards are not included. 
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21.3 Recruitment 
Recruitment indices obtained by observers along the Norwegian 
coast for the years 1980-1986 (Table 21 .5) and information from a 
Norwegian 0-group survey in 1986 was provided. Because of the 
subjectivity of the indices and the short time series, the Group 
decided to use average recruitment for the prediction. However, 
the data indicate that the 1985 year class may be well above the 
average, while the 1986 year class seems to be a very poor one. 
21.4 Weight at Age 
The mean weights at age in the landings are given in Table 21.7. 
These weights are also used as stock weights. 
21.5 Fishing Mortality 
The Group attempted to implement catchability analysis for ages 
3-12 using various combinations of fleets. However, all of these 
analyses resulted in unrealistically high fishing mortalities 
(Table 21.3 ) . The Group, therefore, decided to use average fish-
ing mortalities from the years 1983 and 1984 for age groups 3-12. 
The fishing mortalities for age groups 1 and 2 were adjusted to 
give average recruitment. For the oldest age groups, last year's 
value of 0.3 was used. 
21.6 VPA Results 
Table 21.8 gives the values of fishing mortality estimated by 
VPA, and estimates of numbers of fish in the stock are given in 
Table 21.9. Table 21.10 gives a summary of the trends in fishing 
mortality, biomass, and recruitment as estimated by VPA. 
The results indicate that, in recent years, fishing mortality has 
been increasing from a low value of F = 0.35 in 1981 to 0.9 in 
1985. Total stock biomass has remained relatively stable in the 
last decade, but spawning stock biomass has been declining. These 
trends are illustrated in Figure 21. 1, and stoc]c-recruitment plot 
is given in Figure 21.3. The 1982 year class is now estimated to 
be 554 million at age 1, while last year, the estimate was 399 
million. 
21.7 Catch Predictions 
Input data used for the catch predictions are given in Table 
21.11. The Fs on ages 1 and 2 in the catch prediction table are 
the mean Fs for the years 1981-1985 and are different from those 
in the VPA table (see Section 3). The results of the catch pre-
dictions are given in Tables 23.12 and 23. 13. 
If fishing mortality in 1987 is assumed to remain at the 1986 
level, a total catch of 223,000 t is predicted, whereas a TAC of 
173,000 t is agreed. The status gyQ landings predicted for 1988 
are 198,000 t. 
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If the prediction is constrained to the TAC of 173,000 t, the fishing mortality has to be reduced by about 30% from 1986 to 1987. The status .91!Q prediction for the 1988 catch at the 1987 level of F will then give about 180,000 t. 
21.8 Yield and Biomass per Recruit 
Yield and biomass per recruit are shown in Figure 21.2. 
21.9 Safe Biological Limits 
Spawning stock biomass has been declining since 1974, and in 19851986, reached the lowest level recorded since 1970. Lower levels of spawning stock biomass have been estimated in the 1960s, but the data for this period are considered to be less reliable than more recent data. No clear relationship of recruit-ment with spawning stock size can be discerned from Figure 21.3. The prediction for the immediate future is that year classes re-cruiting to the spawning stock will increase the spawning stock biomass above the 1986 level in 1987 and 1988. This prediction assumes average recruitment for five years. As we have not seen the spawning stock recover since 1974, we cannot define the lower limit of the spawning stock. 
22 SAITHE IN SUB-AREA VI 
22.1 Catch Trends 
The nominal landings of saithe reported for 1986 were 25,000 t compared with 25,000 tin 1985 and 27,000 tin 1984 (Table 22.1). The Working Group estimate of landings in 1986 was 39,000 t. (Table 22.2 and Figure 22.1A). The agreed TAC in 1986 was 27,800 t. 
The nominal landings followed an increasing trend in the 1960s to a level of 30,000-40,000 t in the mid-1970s, after which they dropped to between 20,000 and 27,000 t (Table 22.1). 
22.2 Age Compositions 
New age composition data for 1986 and revisions to the data set for 1985 were available from the Federal Republic of Germany, France, England, and Scotland. The resulting total age composi-tion is shown in Table 22.5. 
22.3 Weight at Age 
The average weights at age in the landings are shown in Table 22.6. Weight at age in the stock was assumed to be the same as in the landings. 
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22.4 Virtual Population Analysis 
22.4.1 Fishing mortality in 1986 
Data on fishing effort and associated age compositions were 
available for French and Scottish trawlers and for Scottish light 
trawl, seine, and Nephrops trawl (Figure 4.2). The total effort 
of French trawlers increased by 40% from 1985 to 1986. 
As the Scottish data cover only approximately 12% of the landings 
while the French represent approximately 70%, it was decided to 
use only French data in the catchability analysis. The fishing 
mortality at ages 13-15 was set to 0.3, as in previous assess-
ments. The results of the analysis, in terms of fishing morta-
lities for ages 2-12 are given in Table 22.3. Except for ages 2-
5, the plots of catchability versus time showed a reasonable 
agreement between predicted and observed values. 
22.4.2 Results 
A VPA was run using the fishing mortalities estimated by the 
catchability analysis as input for 1986 for ages 3-12. For ages 1 
and 2, the fishing mortality was tuned to produce a stock in 
numbers at age 1 equal to the average for the period 1970-1983. 
The resulting fishing mortalities and stock sizes are shown in 
Tables 22.7 and 22.8. 
Compared to the VPA presented in last year' report, the abundance 
of the 1981-1983 year classes has more than doubled. In order to 
examine whether this was a result of using the catchability ana-
lysis for ages 3-5, it was also decided to estimate the stock 
size by separable VPA. As the separable VPA, however, did not 
change the abundance of the 1981-1983 year classes very much, it 
was decided to retain the catchability-tuned fishing mortalities 
for ages 3-5 in the VPA. 
Table 22.9 and Figures 22.1B-D show a summary of mean fishing 
mortality, biomass, and recruitment as estimated by VPA. If the 
catchability analysis is reliable, it implies that the 40% in-
crease in the French effort from 1985 to 1986 resulted in a 58% 
increase in mean fishing mortality. 
22.5 Catch Prediction 
The input data used for the catch prediction are given in Tables 
22.4 and 22.10. The 1987 and 1988 year classes were both assumed 
to be of average abundance. The average fishing mortality from 
1981-1985 was used as input for ages 1 and 2 in 1986. 
The results of the catch predictions are given in Table 22.11 and 
Figure 22.2. The predicted catch in 1987 is 46,000 t. The agreed 
TAC for 1987 is 27,800 t and the catch predicted in last year's 
report was 24,000 t. This discrepancy is mainly due to the re-
vised estimates of the abundance of the 1981-1983 year classes 
and to the implicit assumption that the increased French effort 
wjll be maintained in 1987. In 1988, the status gyQ catch is ex-
pected to be 42,000 t. 
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22.6 Yield and Biomass per Recruit 
The yield- and biomass-per-recruit curves are presented in Figure 22.2. 
22.7 Safe Biological Limits 
1) If anything, there seems to be an inverse relationship between the size of the spawning stock and recruitment (Figure 22.3). Recruitment seems, however, to be closely linked to the recruitment of the North Sea saithe stock (Figure 22.4). 
2) The high level of spawning stock biomass in the 1970s resulted from a succession of abundant year classes. Due to the in-creased level of fishing mortality, the equally abundant 1981-1983 year classes will not result in a similar increase in the spawning stock. 
3) As in the North Sea, the spawning stock biomass has shown a continuous decline from 1974 onwards. At present, no lower limit of spawning stock biomass, from which the stock is known to have recovered, can be given. 
23 SAITHE IN SUB-AREA VII 
23.1 Landings 
The provisional landings of saithe in Sub-area VII are given in Table 23.1. No data on the age composition of the catch were available. 
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Table 3.1 Maturity data from IYFS for the years 1981 1985 (% 
mature, sexes combined). Mean for the veriod 1981-1985 
and values used by the Working Group. 
Species Age 1981 1982 198.3 1984 1985 1981-1985 WG 
-------------------
-
Cod 1 1 1 
2 4 5 3 3 3 4 5 
3 22 2.3 20 29 21 23 23 
4 60 63 53 49 56 56 62 
5 87 84 93 84 69 83 86 
6+ 97 98 100 98 96 98 100 
----------------
Haddock 1 2 1 1 1 1 
2 36 28 36 36 40 35 32 
3 62 79 70 85 74 74 71 
4 79 94 93 93 85 89 87 
5 90 100 100 100 98 98 95 
6+ 99 100 100 100 95 99 100 
~-~- ~-·----------- ------------
Whitin<;r 1 13 8 13 8 4 9 11 
2 90 94 97 89 94 93 92 
3 98 99 98 99 99 99 100 
4 99 100 99 96 100 99 100 
5 99 100 100 99 100 100 100 
6-t 100 97 100 100 99 99 100 
--~------· ----·---------------~---------- - ·------ --·--
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Table 9 1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of COD in Sub-area IV, 1977-1986. 
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3F1gures rom Norway do not include cod caught in Rec. 2 fisheries. 
4Included in Division IIIa. 
5
Includes Division IIa. 
Jan-Nov. 
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Table -~!~ : Annual Weight and Numbers of COD caught in IV between 1967 and 1986 
----- -------------------------------------------------------------------
Weight ( 1000 tonnes ) Number ( mi 11 ions l 
: '/ear : Total : H.Con : Di se : By-cat l Total : H.Con ' Di se : By-cat: 
' 
: ------:-------:-------:-------:-------:-------1-------:-------:-------: 
: 1967 : 242 : 242 : 0 : 0 ' 127 : 127 : 0 : 0 : 
' 
: 1968 : 277 : 277 : 0 : 0 l 148 : 148 l 0 ' 0 : 
' 
: 1969 : 194 : 194 : 0 : 0 : 77 : 77 : 0 ' 0 : 
' 
: 1970 : 219 ' 219 : 0 : 0 : 126 : 126 : 0 : 0 : 
' 
: 1971 : 3t5 : 315 ' 0 : 0 ' 226 : 226 : 0 : 0 ' 
' ' ' 
: 1972 ' 341 : 341 : 0 : 0 : 245 : 245 : 0 : 0 : 
: !973 : 228 : 228 : 0 : 0 : 126 ' 126 : 0 ' 0 : 
' ' 
: 1974 : 202 : 202 : 0 ' 0 : 103 : 103 : 0 : 0 ' 
' ' 
: !975 : 185 ' 185 : 0 : 0 : 103 I 103 : 0 : 0 I I I I 
: 1976 : 210 : 210 : 0 : 0 ' 124 ' 124 I 0 : 0 : I I I 
: 1977 : 181 : 181 : 0 : 0 I 136 ' 136 : 0 l 0 ' I I I 
: 1978 : 261 : 261 : 0 : 0 ' 209 ' 209 : 0 : 0 : I I 
: 1979 : 248 : 248 I 0 : 0 I 169 ' 169 I 0 I 0 I I I I I I I 
: 1980 : 264 : 264 : 0 : 0 : 201 I 201 ' 0 : 0 : I I 
: 1981 : 301 : 301 : I) : 0 : 237 ' 237 : 0 : 0 : I 
: 1982 : 273 : 273 : 0 I 0 I 192 : 192 : 0 : 0 : I I 
: 1983 : 233 : 233 : 0 : 0 : 177 I 177 I 0 : 0 I I I I 
: 1984 : 206 : 206 : 0 : 0 : 159 : 159 I 0 : 0 I I I 
: 1985 : 192 : 192 : 0 : I) I 144 : 144 I 0 ' 0 I I 
' 
I I 
: 1986 : 157 : 157 I 0 I 0 : 135 : 135 : 0 l 0 l I I 
------------------------------------------------------------
Table 9.3 : Results of analysis of catchability coefficients for COD in IV 
F for named gears and total international F 
l Gear Estimate l Age 2 I Age 3 l Age 4 I Age 5 l Age 6 l Age 7 l 
:---------:-------------:----------:----------:----------1----------:----------:----------: 
I F(gear) 0.154 0.175 0.135 0.104 0.095 O.OB3 
I SCO SE! I Var F(gear) I 0.00033 I 0.00022 I 0.00009 l 0.00006 I 0.00009 I 0.00013 : 
I Propn(gear) I 0.13137 I 0.23747 I 0.21303 I 0.11487 l 0.08602 l 0.07967 l 
:---------:-------------1----------:----------1---------- f ---------- f ---------- f ---------- f 
I F(gear) I 0.05B I 0.069 I 0.046 I 0.031 I 0.024 I 0.016 
I SCD LTR I Var F!gear) I 0.00002 I 0.00003 I 0.00001 I 0.00001 I 0.00002 I 0.00001 I 
I Propn(gear) I 0.05770 l 0.06391 I 0.06481 I 0.03844 I 0.02473 I 0.01779 I 
: ---------: -------------: ----------: ----------: ----------1----------:---------- r ----------1 
I F(gear) I 0.063 I 0.067 0.053 0.038 0.032 0.042 
l ENS TRL I Var F(gearl I 0.00006 I 0.00002 l 0.00001 I 0.00002 I 0.00003 I 0.00001 I 
I Propn(gear) I 0.10411 I 0.09253 I 0.05399 I 0.06471 I 0.03013 I 0.02505 : 
: ---------l-------------1----------l----------l----------l----------: ----------:----------: 
l f(gearl 0.031:. 0.032 0.029 I 0.054 0.068 0.088 
l ENS SE! I Var F!gearl I 0.00004 I 0.00001 I 0.00001 I 0.00002 I 0.00005 I 0.00006 l 
I Propn(gear) I 0.01543 l 0.01975 I 0.01679 I 0.05586 l 0.06830 I 0.10953 l 
:---------1-------------1----------:----------:----------r----------: ----------:----------: 
I F(gear) 0.311 0.341 I 0.264 I 0.227 I 0.218 I 0.228 I 
lAll above: Var F!gear) I 0.00046 I 0.00028 I 0.00013 l 0.00011 I 0.00010 I 0.00022 I 
I Propn(gear) I 0.30861 I 0.40366 I 0.34960 I 0.27389 I 0.20918 : 0.23103 I 
f ---------I-------------:----------:---------- I---------- I ----------1----------1----------1 
l Total l l 1.007 I 0.846 I 0.757 I 0.828 I 1.043 I 0.989 
: Internatll Var F I 0.00478 I 0.00172 I 0.00106 I 0.00147 I 0.00409 I 0.00406 I 
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Table-~~-~ : Values of Natural Hortality Rate and Proportion Hature at age 
l Aqe l Nat Nor l Hat. l 
: -----: --------: -------l 
I l 0.800 l 0.010 l 
~ ' 0. 350 l 0. 050 l 
3 : 0.250 I 0.230 \ 
4 l 0.200 I 0.620 I 
.J , 0.200 I 0.860 I 
6 I 0. 200 I 1. 000 I 
7 I 0.200 I 1.000 I 
8 I 0. 200 I I. 000 l 
9 l 0.200 l 1.000 l 
10 l 0.200 l 1.000 l 
11 l 0.200 l 1.000 l 
12 l 0.200 l 1.000 l 
13 l 0.200 l 1.000 l 
Table -~_._5_ : Total International Catch at Age (1000's) of COD in IV between 1967 and 1986 
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527191 429721 36921 
32S!Jl 1489271 1808331 
17BB6l 165071 463691 
129041 64751 54741 
60921 6808 l 26271 
17051 2588 l 30B4l 
930 l 856: 1618 l 
2021 4391 5891 
1801 2191 3761 
95l 741 1081 
22: 661 7: 



























300811 51451 1 : 
424871 902631 2 l 
170731 164951 3 I 
42031 67211 4 I 
68161 1661: .J ' 
18631 27461 6 I 
4051 8361 7 l 
m: 1201 a : 
206: 59l 9 l 
86l 57: 10 l 
45l 22l 11 l 
7l lbl 12 l 
s: t: 13 : 








l 10 I 
l Ill 
l 12 l 
l 13 l 























































































78013l I l 
202191 2 l 
289101 3 l 
3872: 4 l 
24881 5 l 
4981 6 l 
m: 7: 
1431 9 I 
ss: 9 : 
391 10 : 
161 11 : 
1i 12 l 
1i 13 : 
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: Age: 1967 : 1968 : 1969 : 1970 : 1971 : 1972 : 1973 : 1974 : 1975 : 1976 : Age: 
:----:---------:---------: ---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:----: 
1 : 0.590 0. 640 0. 544 0.626 0.579 0.616 0.559 0.594 o. 619 0.572 I 
I 
I 
2 : 1.035 0.973 0.921 0.961 o. 941 0. 836 0.869 1.039 0.899 1.019 2 : 
3 : 2.404 2. 223 2.13.3 2.041 2. 19.3 2.086 1. 919 2.217 2.348 2.389 3 : 
4 : 3.153 4.094 3.852 4.001 4.258 3.968 3. 776 4.156 4.226 4.364 4 : 
5 : 6.803 5.341 5. 715 6.131 6.528 6.011 5.488 6.174 6.404 6.402 5 : 
6 : 9.610 8.020 6. 722 7. 945 8.646 8.246 7.453 8.333 8.691 8.625 6 : 
7 : 12.033 8.581 9.262 9.953 10.356 9. 766 9.019 9.889 : 10.107 : 10.120 7 
I 
I 
B : 12.481 : 10.162 9. 749 : 10.131 I 11.219 : 10.228 9.810 : 10.791 
I 10.910 : 11.278 8 : I I 
9 I 13.599 : 10.720 10.394 : 11.919 : 12.881 I 11.875 : 11.077 
I 12.175 : 12.339 : 12.899 9 : 
I I 
I 
: 10 : 14.271 : 12.497 : 12.743 : 12.554 : 13.147 : 12.530 : 12.359 : 12.425 : 12.976 : 14.140 : 10 : 
: 11 : 18.583 I 11.518 11.017 : 14.473 15.676 : 14.455 : 12.892 
I 13.660 I 13.831 : 14.705 : 11 I I I I I 
: 12 : 19.103 : 11.807 I 13.718 : 14.225 I 15.176 : 14.272 I 12.899 : 14.049 : .17.410 
I 14.376 I 12 : I I I I I 
: 131 I 8.095 I 12.832 











: Age: 1977 : 1978 : 1979 : 1980 : 1981 : 1982 : 1983 : 1984 : 1985 
I 1986 : Age: I 
:----: ---------: ---------l---------1---------l---------l---------! ---------:---------:---------1---------:----: 
1 : 0.541 0.567 0.548 0.546 o. 722 0.585 0.630 0.592 0.584 0.571 1 : 
2 I o. 926 o. 937 0.945 0.985 0.830 0.948 0.916 0. 982 o. 917 0.899 2 : I 
3 : 2.132 1. 967 2.432 1. 996 2.252 1.857 1.857 2.142 2.118 1.779 •J I 
4 : 4. 484 4. 201 4.306 4.576 4. 773 4.514 3.954 4.044 4. 221 3.869 4 : 
5 : 6.661 6.538 6.558 6.373 7.214 6.820 6.592 6.251 6.403 6.442 5 : 




7 : 10.076 9. 794 10.858 9.815 10.060 I 10.707 9.920 : 10.316 
I 10.410 9.945 7 : I I 
8 : 11.048 : 11.053 11.490 ' 11.874 11.513 : 12.499 I 11.825 I 11.357 
I 12.034 I 11.719 8 : I I I I 
q : 11.824 : 12.427 : 13.057 : 12.782 13.324 : 13.452 I 12.747 : 13.505 : 13.033 : 12.745 9 : I 
: 10 : 13.134 : 12.778 : 14.148 : 14.081 14.876 : 12.852 : 12.562 : 13.408 : 13.209 
I 13.593 I 10 I I I I 
: 11 : 14.417 I 13.847 : 15.982 : 16.475 16.867 I 13.991 : 14.117 : 12.886 
I 14.425 I 13.243 I 11 I I I I I I I 
: I~ I 14.513 : 13.739 : 15.394 : 12.166 : 18.129 : 15.879 
I 15.238 : 14.086 : 14.348 I 13.234 : 12 : L I I I 
I 13 : 14.160 : 17.148 : 28.496 









Table 9.7 : Total International Fishing Mortality Rate at Age of COD in IV between 1967 and 1986 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------\ Age\ 1967 \ 1968 : 1969 : 1970 : 1971 : 1972 : 1973 : 1974 : 1975 : 1976 : Age\ \ ----1--------- ~ ---------; ---------\---------:---------:---------:---------: ---------l---------1---------: ----: 1 : 0.033 : 0.045 : 0.021 : 0.110 \ o. 076 : 0.034 : o. 130 : 0.095 : 0.107 I o. 037 : 1 : I 2 : o. 492 : 0.630 0.390 I 0.583 : 0.883 : 0.898 : 0.703 : 0.815 : o. 725 : o. 931 : 2 : I 3 : 0.721 I o. 731 : 0,600 : 0. 746 : o. 774 : 1), 919 : 0.855 : 0.682 : 0.748 : 0.823 \ 3 I I 4 : 0.520 : o. 705 : 0.578 : 0.577 : 0. 703 : 0.669 : o. 798 : 0.666 I 0.654 : 0.800 : 4 I I I 5 : 0.565 : 0,598 : 0.622 : 0.581 I o. 697 : o. 703 : 0.593 : 0.666 : 0.748 : 0.591 : 5 : I 6 \ 0.551 \ 0.515 \ 0.650 : 0.526 : 0.526 : 0.813 I 0.696 : 0.557 : 0.679 I o. 792 : 6 : I I 7 : 0.638 \ 0.506 \ 0.421 \ 0. 467 : 0,551 : o. 747 : 0.699 I 0.656 : 0.522 : o. 760 : 7 : I 8 : 0.593 : o. 480 : 0.493 : 0.260 : 0.421 : 0.954 : 0.499 \ 0.610 \ 0.658 : o. 286 : a : 9 : 0.366 : 0.550 : 0.448 : 0.429 : 0.495 : 0. 787 : 0.293 : 0.750 I 0.834 : o. 485 \ 9 \ I : 10 : 0.516 : 0.576 : 0.323 I o. 613 : 0.312 : o. 492 : 0.243 : 0.537 : 0.471 I 0.582 \ 10 \ I I \ 11 \ o. 136 : 0.448 i o. 772 : 0.265 : 1.256 : 0.045 \ o. 743 : 2.142 : 0.722 i 0.208 I 11 I I I \ 12 \ 0.500 \ 0.500 \ 0.500 : 0.500 I 0.500 : 0.600 I 0.600 i 0,600 i 0.600 i 0.600 i 12 I I I I : 13 : 0.500 \ 0.500 \ 0.500 \ 0.500 I 0.500 : o. 600 \ 0.600 i 0.600 I 0.600 \ 0.600 I 13 I I I I I 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------\ Age i 1977 i !973 : 1979 i 1980 i 1981 i 1982 I 1983 I 1984 : 1985 i 1986 i Agel I I :----; ---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:--------- f ---------:---------:---------:---------:----1 1 : 0.126 \ 0.093 \ 0.119 I o.m: o. 115 \ 0.185 i 0.133 i 0.178 i o. 128 : 0.167 I 1 i I I 2 i 0.892 i 1.022 I 0.844 i 0.991 \ 1.011 \ 1.020 I 1.118 \ 1. 020 \ 0.955 i 1.007 \ 2 : I I 3 i 0.759 I 0.848 i 0. 964 i o. 966 i 0.981 I 1. 257 i 1.179 \ 1.030 I 0.993 I 0.846 I 3 \ I I I I I 4 I 0.546 i o. 745 i 0.602 : 0.721 I 0.715 i 0.816 I 0.891 i 0.858 i 0.817 I 0.757 i 4 : I I I I 5 i 0.633 i 0.879 \ o. 721 I 0.595 l 0.684 : O.Bll I o. 788 i 0.811 I 0.810 I 0.828 i 5 i I I I I 6 \ 0.596 \ 0. 698 \ 0.566 i 0.638 i 0.637 i 0.890 I 0.820 : 0.815 \ 0.789 i 1.043 I 6 I I I I 7 I 0.804 : 0.698 \ 0.630 \ o. 766 \ o. 765 \ 0.713 I o. 740 i 0.789 i o. 746 i 0.989 I 7 I I I I I 8 i 0.815 : 0.800 : 0.549 : 0.802 I 0.624 \ 0. 768 \ o. 711 i 0.806 i 0.852 i 0.900 i 8 I I I 7 i 1.540 : 1.031 i 0.864 i 0.667 I 0.723 : 0.830 i 0.610 \ 0.706 \ 0.646 \ 0.900 \ 9 I I I i 10 i 0.354 : 0.989 \ o. 940 : 0.963 i 0.903 i o. 686 i 0.651 i o. 958 i 0.351 l 0.900 \ 10 I I \ 11 I 0.172 : 0.421 \ o. 151 i 2.193 I 1.006 \ 0.685 i 1.000 i 1.097 i 2.262 i o. 900 i 11 i I I I 12 \ 0.800 \ 0.800 : 0.800 i o.aoo I 0.800 : 0,900 I 0.900 I 0. 900 I 0.900 \ o. 900 i 12 i I I I I I \ 13 \ 0.800 I 0.800 \ 0.800 I 0.800 \ 0.800 i 0. 900 i 0.900 I 0.900 i 0.900 i 0.900 I 13 I I I I I I 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table -~-!.!3_ : Stock Numbers at Age !lOOO's) of COD in IV between 1967 and 1986 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------
: Age: 1967 : 1968 I 1969 I 1970 : 1971 : 1972 I 1973 I 1974 I 1975 I 1976 l Agel I I I I I I 
:----:---------:---------:---------:---------1---------: ---------1---------:---------l---------l---------: ----: 
1 : 461461: 1847551 1968801 72926bl 8466091 160201: 2928731 2341491 426021: 207584: 1 I I 
2 : 203891: 2006141 79371l 86611: 293516: 3524951 695781 1155831 95681: 1719251 2 : 
3 : 67794 I 878121 75304: 378731 340851 855481 1011871 24264: 36068 I 32670: 3 : 
4 I 29094: 25663: 32911: 32171: 139921 12244: 265691 33531: 95541 13291 I 4 : 
5 : 79321 14168: 103791 151141 147931 56741 51341 97981 14107: 40661 5 : 
6 I 48781 36931 63781 4562: 69241 60321 23001 23231 41221 54671 6 I 
7 : 19681 23031 18061 27271 22081 3351: 21901 m: 10901 1711i 7 I I 
8 I 830l 851l 11371 970l 13991 10411 1300l 891l 3991 5301 8 : I 
9 I 4701 3751 431: 566l 6131 7521 328l 646l 3961 1691 9 : I 
I 10 I 1041 2671 1771 2261 3021 3061 2801 2001 2501 141: 10 : 
: 11 : 241 51: 1231 1051 too: 181i 1531 !SOl 961 1281 11 I I 
: lry I 38l 171 27l 461 66l 231 142: 601 17l 38l 12 : 
I 13 : l3l 54: Ill 12l 31 131 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I 1\gel 1977 I 1978 : 1979 I 1980 I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 I 1984 I 1985 I 1986 : Agel I I I I I I 
l ----1---------:--------- l ---------:--------- l ---------1---------l--------- I---------: ---------1--------- l ----I 
1 : 7103081 4270101 4540881 799804: 2705891 5561281 2756491 5518291 92829 I 730000: 1 : 
2 I 899231 2814321 1747611 1811601 320924: 1083571 2077421 1084071 207487: 366931 2 : 
3 I 477391 259581 713671 52929: 473891 822551 275401 478401 27537: 562531 3 I I 
4 : 111761 174011 86601 211941 156941 138371 182331 65971 132951 79471 4 I I 
5 : 48891 53001 67641 38851 84361 62851 50091 61231 22901 48101 5 : 
6 : 18431 21271 18021 26921 17541 34861 228Bl 18661 22271 8341 6 : 
7 : 20281 8321 B66l 837: 1164: 7601 11731 8251 6761 8281 7 : 
a : 6551 m: m: 3781 318: 4441 3051 4581 3071 2621 8 : 
9 I 32bl 2371 2741 1601 m: 1401 16Bl 1221 1671 1071 9 : 
: 10 : as: 57l 69l 94 I 671 55l so: 751 491 72l 10 : 
: 11 : 641 491 l7l 221 301 221 231 211 241 291 ll I I 
: PI 4 I ss: 44: 26l 12l 21 91 91 71 61 21 12 : 
I 13 : 69l '" 61 o: 21 13 : I .JI 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 9.9 VPA at age 1 (million) and Survey indices at age 0 for 
North Sea cod. 
Year Year cla:3s VPA EGFS DGFS 
----------------·-----·--------------·-
1977 1977 427 1,559 
1978 1978 454 1,679 
1979 1979 800 1,856 
1980 1980 271 1, 006 43.2 
191J1 1981 556 7,963 176.8 
1982 1982 276 254 26.9 
1983 1983 552 9,595 121.5 
1984 1984 93 45 1 . 3 
1985 1985 730 798 143.6 
1987 1986 96 37.0 
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Table 9.10 COD in IV Age 1 : Abundance indices and catchability coefficients 
iYCI Yr. l VPA : JYFS ESFS DGFS FRGSF SGFS 
Index : l Index : Index l Index : : Index Q 
l6B in 69l 197l 6.1: 0.031l 
l69 in 70: m: 34.1l o. 047: 
170 in 71l 847: 98.3l 0.116: 
l71 in 72l 160: 4.1: 0.026l 1.3: o.ooa: 
:72 in 731 293l 38.0l 0.1301 1.6l o.oos: 
173 in 74l 234l 14.71 0.063: 3.6l 0.0!5l 
174 in 751 426: 40.3: 0.095: B.Ol 0.0! 9: 
175 in 76l 208l 7. 9l 0.0381 7 .8l 0.038l 
176 in 77: 710l 36. 7l 0.052l 68!8. Ol 9.599l 28.21 0.040: 
m in 78l m: 12.9: 0.0301 2372.0: 5.555: 27.2l 0.064: 
l78 in 79l 454l 9.9: 0.022: 2265.0 l 4.98Bl 31.1: 0.06Bl 
l79 in SOl BOOl 16.Bl 0.021l 5150.01 6.439l 163.8l 0.205l 35.5l 0.044l 
JBO in 81 l 271l 2.9l 0.011l 1232.01 4.553l 46.9l 0.173: 14.1l 0.052l 
l81 in 82l 556l 9.2l 0.0[7: 3234.0: 5.B!5l 83.0l 0.149l 23.2l 0.042l 53.Bl o. 0971 
JB2 in 83l m: 3. 9l 0.014l 1541.0l 5. 590l 21.Bl 0.0791 9.0l 0.0331 23.3l O.OB5l 
l83 in 84l 552l !5.2l O.!J28l 6122.0 l 11.0941 121.3l 0. 220: 43.0l 0.078l 63.11 0.114l 
l84 in 85l 93l 0.9l 0.010l 419.0l 4.514l 3.6: 0. 0391 o. 9l o. 010 l 6.0l 0.065l 
1--------: -----:-------: -------l-------l-------1-------:-------: -------: -------: -------: -------: 
:as in Bbl 730l 17.2l 0.024l 34b4.0l 6. 448l 111.2l 0.119l Bb.Ol 0.0851 
l input: => VPA= 705l => VPA= 537l => VPA= 938l I => VPA= 1011l I 
: --------l-----l-------l-------1-------: -------f -------l-------1-------: -------: -------:-------: 
l86 in B7l 410l 9.6l 0.024l 
i input: => VPA= 402l 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Table 9.11 COD in IV Age 2 : Abundance indices and catchabi1ity coefficients 
iYCl Yr. l VPA l IYFS E6FS 06FS FRGSF S6FS 
Index l g l Index l Q l Index i Q Index l Q l Index i Q 
l69 in 71: 294l 25.9l o.oaa: 
l70 in 72l 352l 34.5l 0.09Bl 
l71 in 731 70l 10.6l 0.151l 
l72 in 74: 11bl 9.5: O.OB2l 
l73 in 75l 96l 6.2l 0.065l 
l74 in 76l 172l 19. 9l 0.116l 
l75 in 77l 90l 3.2l 0.0361 459.0l 5.100l 
176 in 7Bl 281: 29.3l 0.104l 1249.01 4.445l 
l77 in 79l 175l 9.3l 0.053l 592.0l 3.383l 
l78 in ao: 181l 14.Bl O.OB2l 696.0: 3.B4Sl 4.5: 0.025l 
l79 in Bll 321l 25.5l 0.079l 1411.01 4.39bl 1!.2l 0.035l 
:ao in B2l 10Bl 6. 7l 0.062l 2B9.0l 2.676l l.bl 0.015: 53.Bl 0.49Bl 
l81 in B3l 208: 16.6l o. 080: 1095.0: 5. 264l 2.3l o. 011: 23.3l 0.1121 
i82 in B4l 10Bl a.o: 0.074l 477.0: 4. 417l 1.6l O.Ol5l 63.1l 0.5B4l 
l83 in as: 207l 17.6l O.OB5l 116B.Ol 5. 643: 3.ll O.Ol5l 6.0: 0.029l 
:--------:-----: ------- f -------:-------:-------I -------l-------1------- l -------:-------:-------1 
l84in B6l Ol 3.1l 0.076l 1!5.0l 4.479: 0.2l 0.015l 86.0l 0.242: 
linputl => VPA= 4ll => VPA= 26l => VPA= 14l l => VPA= 355l 
:-------- ~ -----:-------:------- f -------1-------:------- I -------1------- f -------: -------:-------1 
:fi5 in 871 01 32.41 0.076: I : 
linputl => VPA= 425l 
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Table 9.12 Estimates of recruitment at ages 1 and 2 
for North Sea cod using various methods. 
1986 1987 
Method 
Age Age 2 Age Age 2 
Commercial Q .37 
Shepherd 565 45 269 240 
cook 7.30 .3.3 42.3 425 (weighted) 
Res. Vessel Q 728 37 400 426 (weighted mean) 
Value adopted 730 37 410 400 
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Table ~_.__1_3: Mean Fishing Mortality 1 Biomass and Recruitment of COD in IV between 1967 and 1986 
----------------------------------------------------------------
Mean Fishing Mortality : Bi Oiliass Recruits 
Ages : Ages : 1000 tonnes : 1\ge I 
2 to B : 1 to 1: 
: Year H.Con : Di se : By-cat : Total : Sp St : Y. C. : ili 11 ion : 
l------l--------; ------ --1--------: -------l-------1----·-------: 
: 1967 : 0.583 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 882 : 244 : 66 461 I I 
: 1968 : 0.595 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 755 : 252 : 67 185 : 
: 1969 : 0.537 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 606 : 251 : 68 197 : 
: 1970 : 0.534 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 924 : 271 : 69 729 : 
: 1971 : 0.651 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 1110 : 269 : 70 847 : 
: 1972 : 0.815 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 763 : 225 : 71 160 : 
: 1973 : 0.692 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 608 : 197 : 72 293 : 
: 1974 : 0.664 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 565 : 210 : 73 234 : 
: 1975 : O.b76 l 0.000 : 0.000 I 626 : 190 I 74 426 I I 
I 1976 I 0. 712 I 0.000 : 0.000 I 533 : 163 I 75 208 : 
I 1977 : o. 721 : o.ooo : 0.000 : 704 : 142 : 76 : 710 I 
I 1978 : 0.813 : 0.000 : 0.000 I 705 : 143 I 77 l 427 : 
: 1979 : o . .m: 0.000 : 0.000 I 702 : 145 : 78 : 454 : I 
1980 : (). 783 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 884 : 160 : 79 : BOO l 
: 1931 I o. 774 : 0.000 : 0,000 I 7.)9 : 173 I 80 : 271 : 
: 1982 i 0.896 : 0.000 i 0.000 : 734 : 167 l B1 : 556 : 
1983 : 0.893 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 558 : 134 : 82 : 276 : 
: 1984 : 0.876 : 0.000 : 0.000 I 633 i 114 l B3 i 552 : I 
: 1995 : 0.852 I 0.000 : 0.000 : 406 : 104 : 84 : n: 
: 198/, : 0.910 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 632 : 95 i 85 : 730 : 
i --------------------------------------------------------------: 
He an recruits at age 1 for period 1967 to 1984 I 4331 I 
----------------------------------------------------------------
Table 9 .14 Input for catch prediction of COD in IV 43 
Values used in Prediction 
F at age 1 Mean Wt. and Propn. Retained by Consumption Fishery l l--- ---------------------------- ---------------------------------------: 1986 1987 Scaled mean F Mean values for period 1981 to 1985 : Age: Fishing Mortality Stock 1981 to 1985 Mean Weight (Kg. l : Prop. I : H.Con. : Disc : Ind Number : H.Con. : Disc : lnd : H.Con. : Disc : Ind : Stock : Ret. : 1---- ~ --------; --------: --------: ----------:--------:--------: --------: --------:--------: --------:--------: -------1 I : 0.148 : 410000 : 
2 : 1.007 : 282886 : 
3 i 0.846 : 9446 : 
4 : 0.757 : 18800 : 
• I (1.828 : 3052 : ~ I 
b : 1.04;; : 1721 : 
7 : !), 989 : 241 : 
a : 0.900 : 252 : 
9 I 0.90(1 : 87 : 
10 : o. 900 : 36 : 
ill : 0.90(1 : 24 : 
:12 I 0.900 I 9 i 
i 13 l 0.900 : 1: 
Age 2 to 8 :Age 1 11 Mean F 
0.910 : 0.000 l Unsealed : 
: Scaled 
Recruits at age 1 in 1988 = 433000 








o. 79B : 
0.746 : 




Age 2 to B 
0.858 
o. 910 
lAge I 11 
l o.ooo : 
l 0.000 l 
M at age and proprtion mature at age are as shown in Table -~-._1_ 
0.623 I 
o. 918 : 
2.045 : 
4.301 I I 
6.656 : 
8.629 : 
: 10.283 : 
: 11.846 : 
: 13.212 : 
: 13.381 I 
: 14.457 : 
: 15.536 : 
: 22.032 I 
Mean F for ages 2 to B in 1986 for human consumption landings +discards= 0.910 • 
0.623 : 





: 10.283 : 
: 11.846 : 
: 13.212 : 
: 13.381 I 
: 14.457 : 
l 15.536 : 
: 22.032 : 
Human consumption + discard F-at-age values in prediction are mean values for the period 1981 to 1985 
rescaled to produce a mean value of F for ages 2 to 8 equal to that for 1996 
Hean F for ages 1 to 1 in 1986 for saall-mesh fisheries = 0.000 • 
Industrial fishery F-at-age in the prediction are averages for the period 1981 to 1985 • 
reseal ed to produce a mean value of F for ages 1 to I equal to that for 1986 
1. 000 I 
1. 000 : 
1.000 : 
1. 000 : 
1. 000 : 
1.000 : 
1. 000 : 
1.000 : 
1. 000 : 
1.000 : 
1.000 : 
I. 000 : 
1. 000 : 
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Table -~!_1_5: Predicted Catches and Biomasses ( lOOO's of tonnes l of COD in IV 1987 to 1988 
Year 
I 1986 I 1987 I 1988 
-""--------------------------: -----:-----:-----:-----:-----:-----:-----:-----:-----:-----:-----: 
I Biomass I Jan of Year 
Total I 632 I 658 I 623 I 623 I 623 I 623 I 623 I 623 I 623 I 623 I 623 I 
Spawning 95 I 110 I 103 I 103 I 103 I 103 I 103 I 103 I 103 l 103 I 103 I 
I Mean F Ages 
I Human Cons, 
I Sma 11 -mesh 
2 to 8 10.91 10.91 10.00 10.18 10.36 10.55 10.73 10.91 11.09 10.15 10.23 I 
I to 1 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 I 
I Hean F (Year l /Hean F ( 1986) I FO.Il Faax l 
Hum Consumption 11.00 11.00 10.00 :0.20 10.40 10.60 10.80 11.00 11.20 10.17 10.25 I 
: Catch weight 
Human Consuaption I 157 I 253 I 0 I 65 I 119 I 164 I 201 I 233 I 260 I 55 I 79 : 
Discards 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 
Small-mesh Fisheries 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I -I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 
Total landings I 157 253 I 0 I 65 I 119 I 164 I 201 I 233 I 260 I 55 I 79 I 
Total catch I 157 253 I 0 I 65 I 119 I 164 I 201 I 233 I 260 I se I J I 79 I 
I Bio,lass I Jan of Yeartl 
Total : 658 623 I 976 I 869 I 781 I 709 I 651 I 603 I 564 : 885 I 845 I 
Spawning : ILO 103 I 278 I 227 I 186 I 153 I 126 I 104 I 87 I 235 I 216 I 
Table -~.?-~.?: Predicted Catches and Bio,nasses ( 1000's of tonnes ) of COD in IV 1987 to 1983 
Year 
I 1986 I 1987 I 1988 
---------------------------:-----:-----:-----:-----:-----:-----:-----:-----:-----:-----:-----: 
I Bi amass 1 J an of Year 
Total I 632 l 658 l 706 l 706 l 706 l 706 l 706 l 706 l 706 I 706 l 706 I 
Spawning 95 l 110 l 135 I 135 l 135 I 135 l 135 I 135 l 135 I 135 l 135 I 
l Mean F Ages 
l Human Cons. 
l Sma 11-mesh 
2 to 8 10.91 10.64 10.00 10.18 10.36 10.55 10.73 10.91 11.09 10.00 10.00 I 
1 to 1 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 l 
!Mean F(Yearl/Hean F(1986) l FO.t: Fmaxl 
Human Consumption li.OO l0.70 10.00 10.20 10.40 10.60 10.80 11.00 11.20 10.00 10.00 l 
l Catch weight 
Human Consumption : 157 : 198 : 0 : 79 : 144 : 198 : 244 281 I 313 : 0 : 0 I 
Discards 0 : 0 I 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 0 : 0 l 0 l 0 l 
Small-mesh Fisheries 0 l 0 l (I l 0 l 0 : 0 : (I 0 I 0 : 0 l 0 l 
Total landings : 157 l 198 l 0 : 79 l 144 I 198 : 244 281 I 313 : 0 : 0 : 
Total catch l 157 : 198 l 0 l 79 : 144 : 198 I 244 281 l 313 : 0 l 0 : 
l Biomass 1 Jan of Yeart1 
Total l 658 l 706 l 1098 l 966 l 860 l 773 l 702 l 644 l 597 0 l 0 I • I Spawning I 110 I 135 l 357 l 291 l 238 l 195 l 160 : 132 l 109 : 0 : 0 : 
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Table 10.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of COD in Division VIa, 




Country 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 
------
Belgium 4 57 30 
Denmark 27 2 
Faroe Islands 43 40 3 
France 3,583 4,499 4,590 5,495 7,601 
Germany, Fed. Rep. 3 31 40 1 21 
Ireland 984 1, 214 2,237 2,331 2, 725 
Netherlands 5 3 20 1 
Norway 292 40 32 48 40 
Spain 20 1082 
Sweden 
31 187 3 UK (England and Wales) 2,434 2,082 2,348 2,302 
UK (Scotland) 5,513 5,539 6, 929 7,603 10,339 
UK (Northern Ireland) 5 5 2 2 7 












UK (En9land and Wales) 
UK ( scot.land) 





























































3 Including 37 tonnes caug~t in Sub-area VI and landed abroad. 
4
rncludes Divisions VIb and Vb. 
5
rncludes Division VIb. 
6 Foreign landings not included. 
Table 1 o. 2: Annual Weight and Numbers of COD caught in VIA beh1een 1967 and 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Weight ( 1000 tonnes ) Number ( mill ions l : V ear : Total I H.Con : Di se : By-cat l Total : H. Con : Di se I By-cat: I I :------ \------- ~ ------- ~ ------- ~ ------- ~ -------:-------:-------:-------: : 1%7 : 23 : 2.3 : 0 I I) : 8 : 9 : I) : 0 : I : 1968 I 24 I 24 I 0 I 0 : 7 I 7 : 0 : {I I I I I I I I I 1969 : 22 I 22 : 0 : 0 I 6 : 6 I 0 I 0 : I I I I I : 1970 : 13 : 13 : 0 : 0 I 4 I 4 I 0 : 0 : I I I : 1971 : 11 : 11 : 0 : 0 : 4 : 4 : 0 : 0 : : 1977 : 15 : 15 : 0 I 0 : 6 : 6 : 0 I 0 : I I : 197.) I 12 : 12 : 0 : 0 : 5 : e : 0 : 0 I I .J I : 1974 : 14 : 14 : 0 : 0 : 5 : J : 0 : 0 : : 1975 : 13 : 13 : 0 : 0 : 5 : 5 I 0 : 0 : I : 1976 : 17 : 17 : (I I 0 : 7 : 7 : (I : 0 : : 1977 I 13 ; 1.3 : 0 I 0 : 5 : 5 : 0 I 0 : I I I : 1978 : 14 I 14 : 0 I 0 : 5 l 5 I 0 ! 0 l I I I : 1979 : 16 : 16 : 0 l I) : 6 : 6 : 0 : 0 : : 1980 : 18 : 18 : 0 : 0 I B : B I 0 : 0 : I I : 1931 : 24 : 24 : 0 : 0 : 12 : 12 I 0 : 0 : I : 19fl2 : 22 : 22 : 0 : 0 : B : 8 : 0 : 0 : : 1'163 : 21 I 21 : 0 : 0 : 10 I 10 I 0 I 0 : I I I I : 1984 : 21 : 21 I 0 : 0 I B : B : 0 I 0 : I I I : 1935 : 1'1 : 1'1 : 0 : 0 : 9 I 9 : 0 : 0 I I I : l?tlb I 12 : 12 I 0 I 0 : 5 : 5 : 0 : 0 : I I I 
-------------- ... ------------------ ............... -------------------------------- --
Table _ _1j)_._3: Results of analysis of catchability coefficients for COD in VIA 
F for named gears and total international F 
l Gear l Estimate l Age 2 l Age 3 l Age 4 l Age 5 l Age 6 l :---------:-------------:----------:----------:----------: ----------1----------l 
l f(gearl 0.159 0.151 0.142 0.147 0.149 
: SCO LTR I Var F(gearl : 0.00024 l 0.00032 l 0.00018 l 0.00040 l 0.00056 l 
: l Propn(gearl l 0.24979 l 0.18543 l 0.16255 l 0.15833 l 0.08098 l l- --------:-------------1---------- t ---------- ~---------- t ----------1---------- ~ 




Table :10.4 Cod in Division VIa. Scottish seiner data. 
Catch at age 
Year Effort 1 CPUE VPA 
(hours) (millions) (millions) 
1975 56,420 150 2,659 11 
1976 57,090 48 0.841 7 
1977 41,920 120 2.863 10 
1978 33,617 75 2.231 10 
1979 38,465 121 3. 146 15 
1980 38,640 253 6.548 21 
1981 37,208 14 0.376 6 
1982 36,689 204 5.560 15 
1983 38,080 183 4.806 9 
1984 29,561 167 5.649 15 
1985 26,365 96 3.641 6 
1986 19,960 108 5.411 ( 15) 
Table j_Q .. _g : Values of Natural Mortality Rate and Proportion Mature at age 
49 
I Age I Nat Nor I Mat. I 1-----:--------:-------: 
I! 0.200 I 0.000 I 
2 I 0.200 : 0.520 I 
3 I 0. 200 I 0. BbO I 
4 I 0. 200 I I. 000 I 
~ I J I 0.200 I 1.000 I 
b I 0. 200 I I. 000 I 
7 : 0. 200 I I. 000 I 
8 I 0.200 I 1.000 I 
9 I 0.200 I 1.000 I 
10 I 0.200 I 1.000 I 
Table -~~-~~: Total International Catch at Age (1000's) of COD in VIA between 1967 and 1986 
----------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: Age: 1%7 : 1968 : 1969 : 1970 : 1971 : 1972 : 1973 I 1974 I 1975 : 1976 I Age I I : ----:--------- ~ --------- ~ ---------:--------- ~ ---------: ---------~ ---------:---------:---------:---------:----: 1 : 261: 3331 64: 256: 235: 7351 1015: 8431 12071 9701 I I 2 I 2571: 1364: 19741 11761 1771\ 2891: 1524\ 23181 18981 36821 2 I 3 : 37051 32891 1332: 16381 4871 1591 I 1442: 7781 11871 14671 3 I I 4 I 6701 18.391 19431 571 I 7631 4091 583\ 10681 5331 6381 4 I :: I 4421 2151 7591 4761 223: 501: lbll 288\ 3251 2561 5 : 6 I 2641 171 I 1491 153 I 1981 1091 1931 72\ 901 215\ 6 I 7 : 43 I 124: 941 26: 64 I 70: 63: 761 121 441 7 I 8 I 211 191 651 211 ~~~ ul 241 281 131 131 ?: a I 9 I 11 61 PI L I 231 7i 121 101 91 91 41 9 I : 10 : 2: 11 41 4 I 41 3f 51 ll If 10 I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------





Table ~-~~-'?. : To.tal International Mean Weight at Age ( Kg. ) of COO in VIA between 1967 and 1986 
: Age: 1967 : 1968 l 1969 : 1970 l 1971 l 1972 l 1973 l 1974 : 1975 l 1976 l Agel 
l----1---------l---------' --------1---------'--------- i ---------l---------l---------l---------l---------1----: 
I l 0.681 
2 : !.470 
3 : 2. 906 
4 : 4.560 
5 : 6.116 
6 : 7.394 
7 : 8.150 
8 : 7.751 
9 : 10.199 






























o. 758 o. 609 o. 597 o. 6!! 
!.183 1.192 !.181 1.103 
2. 745 2. 586 2. 784 2. 834 
4.668 4.417 4.601 4.750 
6.163 6.226 5.625 6.144 
6.841 7.585 7.049 7.729 
7.945 7.968 8.208 8.931 
8.259 9.081 8.526 9.317 
'1.022 : 10.369 9.981 : 12.206 
10.815 : 9.647 : 12.878 : 10.426 







: 10.301 9.67b 
: 10.843 9. 947 










: 10 : 
l Age l 1977 l 1978 l 1979 l 1980 l 198 I l 1982 l 1983 l 1984 l 1985 l 1986 l Age l 
:----:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:----: 
I l 0.629 0.630 0.693 0.624 0.548 l 0.692 0.583 0.735 i 0.628 0.711 1 l 
2 : 1.160 1.373 1.374 1.375 !.164 1.468 1.265 1.402 1.183 1.214 2 : 
3 : 2.605 .).389 2.829 3.002 2.834 2.737 2.995 3.168 2.597 2.780 3 : 
4 : 4. 715 5.262 4.856 5.277 4.917 4. 749 4.398 5.375 4.892 4.657 4 : 
5 : 6.269 7.096 6.437 7.422 7.503 6.113 6.305 6.601 6.872 6.340 5 : 
6 I 7.525 8.686 7.7BB 8.251 9.300 7.227 8.084 8.606 8.344 B.288 6 l 
7 l U37 9.9.32 8.571 9.293 I 10.146 9.587 9.064 I 10.461 9.540 9.092 7 I 
8 l 9.489 I 10.060 9.465 9.473 I 10.886 I 10.264 I 10.979 I 10.464 I 10.061 B. 742 B I 
9 : 12.812 : 8.694 : 11.039 8.500 : 11.237 : 11.449 : 12.467 : 9.131 : 11.357 : 12.128 9 : 
: 10 : 8.461 : 10.548 : 12.736 : 10.875 : 10.509 : 10.404 : 11.BB2 : 13.442 : 10 : 
Table JJJ_ .• Jl: Total International Fishing Mortality Rate at Age of COO in VIA between 1967 and 1986 
: Aqei 1967 I 1968 I 1969 I 1970 I 1971 I 1972 l 1973 I 1974 I 1975 l 1976 I Agel 
: __ :_: ---------:---------: ---------1--------- t ---------· ---------: ---------: ---------1---------l---------: ----1 
1 : 0.044 : 0.040 : 0.018 I 0.038 I 
2 : 0.264 : 0.338 : 0.348 : 0.515 : 
3 : 0.666 : o.m : 0.648 : 0.546 : 
4 : 0.724 : 0.849 i 1.007 ! 0.649 : 
J I o. m : o.540 : 1.115 : 0.737 : 
6 : 0.575 : 0.697 : o. 921 : o. 709 : 
7 : 0.520 : 0.591 : 1.101 : 0.401 : 
8 : 0.831 : 0.477 : 0.717 : 0.812 : 
9 : 0.600 : 0.600 : 0.600 : 0.600 : 













o. 731 : 
o. 754 : 
0.826 : 
0.611 : 
o. 766 : 
0.687 : 
o. 700 : 
o. 700 : 
0.141 : 0.119 : 
o. 464 : 0. 542 : 
0.464 : 0.459 : 
0.660 : 0.759: 
0.777 : 0.827 : 
o. 920 : 1. 024 : 
0.900 : 1.287 : 
0.844 : 0.448 : 
0.700 : 0.700: 
0.700 : 0.700 : 
o. m : o.178 : 1 : 
0.423 : 0.663 : 2 : 
0. 597 : 0. 682 : 3 : 
0.663 : o. 765 : 4 : 
0.551 l 0.799 I 5 I 
0.675 : 0.889 : 6 : 
0.466 : 0.848 : 7 : 
0.803 : 0.521 : 8 : 
0.700 : 0.700: 9 : 
0.700 : 0.700 : 10 : 
l Age l 1977 i 1978 i 1979 l 19BO l 1981 l 1982 l 1983 l 1984 I 1985 I 1986 l Age I 
: ----: ---------1--------- ~ ---------: ---------l---------l---------l---------1---------: ---------1---------l----: 
1 : 0.153 : 0.087 : 0.071 : 0.066 : 0.088 : 0.142 : 0.327 : 0.169 : 0.293 : 0.061 : 1 : 
2 : 0.388 : 0.329 : 0.283 : 0.380 : 0.664 : 0.523 : 0.614 : 0.643 : 0.748 : 0.611 : 2 : 
3 : 0.716 : 0.577 : 0.843 : 0.677 : o.794 : o.m : 0.818 : o. 879 : 0.892 : 0.809 l 3 : 
4 : 0. 709 : 0. 778 : 1.038 : 0. 927 : 0.763 : 0.792 : 0.888 : 0.960 : 1.301 : 0.851 : 4 : 
5 I 0.893 l O.B58 I 1.218 : 0.976 : 0.559 : 0.839 : 0.866 I 1.169 I 0. 957 : 0. 859 : 5 : 
6 : 0. 710 : I. 005 : 1.470 : 1.076 : 0.365 : 0.808 : 1.034 : 1.085 : 1.665 : 0.826 : 6 : 
7 : 0. 633 : 1.134 : 1.201 : 1.718 : 0.661 : 0.520 : 0.8l3 I 0. 908 I 1.467 : 0.732 : 7 : 
a : o.541 : o.41B : 2.063 : 1.312 : 0.964 : 1.184 : 0.948 : 0.742 : 0.870 : 0.975 : 8 : 
9 : 0.700 : 0.900 : 0. 900 : 0. 900 : o. 900 : 0. 900 : 0.900 : 0.900 : 0.900 : 0.900 : 9 : 
I 10 I 0.700 I o.'IOO I 0. 900 : 0. 900 : 0. 900 : 0. 900 : Q.900 : o. 900 : 0.900 : 0.900 : 10 : 
Table _:l_g_._~: Stock Numbers at Age (1000's) of COD in VIA between 1967 and 1986 51 
l Agel 1967 l 1963 l 1969 l 1970 l 1971 l 1972 L 1973 : 1974 : 1975 : 1'176 l Agel l--~-: ---------:---------:---------:---------:--------- :--------- ~ --------- ~---------~ ---------:---------:---- f 1 : 6661: 
2 : 12167: 
3 ~ 83131 
4 : 14181 
5 : 937l 
6 : 6601 
7 : 116l 
B l 411 
9 : 2: 























































1221 200 l 
m: 36: 
381 26 l 
I'll 201 
11: 21 
65441 1 l 
82891 2 l 
32371 3 l 
13001 4 : 
506: 5 l 
m: 6 : 
831 7 : 
181 8 l 
9l 9 l 
31 1(1 : 




















95761 1497Bl 205961 
68921 71B8l 114251 
2492: 40601 44351 
1399: 1146: 14311 54o: m: m: 
1661 187i 1271 
751 501 351 
581 20: 121 
14l 3ll 21 







































Table 10.10 IMean Fishing Hortality , Biomass and Recruitment of COD in VIA between 1967 and 1986 
Hean Fishing Mortality l Bioaass Recruits 
Ages : Ages l I 000 tonnes : Age 1 
2 to 5 l 1 to 11 
l tear l H.Con l Disc l By-cat I Total I Sp St lY.C. :Million: i -~ --·--: -------- f -------- ~ --------:------- :-------1----~------- ~ 
: 1967 : 0.594 l 0.000 : o.ooo : 65 : 48 I bb l 7 : 
l 196B i 0.590 l 0.000 l 0.000 l 63 l 49 : 67 : 9 l 
: 1969 I 0.779 : 0.000 I o.ooo : 47 : 38 : 68 : 4 l 
: !970 : 0.612 l 0.000 l o.ooo : 34 I 27 l 69 : 8 : 
: 1971 l o. 478 : o. 000 l 0.000 I 37 l 25 l 70 : 11) : 
: 1972 : 0.697 : o.ooo : o.ooo : 36 I 26 l 71 : 6 l 
: 1973 I 0.591 I 0.000 l o.ooo l 34 l 25 l 72 : 9 : 
: 1974 : 0.647 : 0.000 : 0.000 l 35 I 26 l 73 l 8 I l 1975 : 0.558 : 0,000 I 0,000 I 39 I 27 l 74 l 11 I 
I 1976 I 0.727 I 0.000 I o.ooo 40 : 29 : 75 l 7 : 
: 1977 : o.m : o.ooo : o.ooo 33 1 23 I 76 l 10 : 
: 1978 : o.m : o.ooo : o.ooo 38 1 26 : 77 : 10 l 
l 1979 l O.B45 l 0.000 I 0.000 43 l 26 : 78 : 15 l 
l 1980 l o. 740 : 0.000 : 0.000 53 I 31 1 79 I 21 l 
l 1981 l 0.695 : 0.000 l 0.000 54 : 39 l 81) l 6 l 
: 1982 : 0.725 : 0.000 l 0.000 53 : 37 : 81 : 15 l 
: 1983 l 0. 796 l 0. 000 l 0. 000 46 : n : a2 : 9 : 
: 1984 l 0.913 l 0.000 l 0.000 48 I 31 l 83 : 15 I 
l 1985 l 0.974 l o.ooo : 0.000 l 35 : 24 : 84 l 6 : 
l 1986 : 0.783 l 0.000 : o.ooo : 33 l 19 l 85 : 15 l 
: --------------------------------------------:----------------- ~ 
Mean recruits at age 1 for period 1967 to 1986 l 9983 : 
148241 1 : 
35831 2 I 
4069: 3 : 
7841 4 I 
3bll 5 : 
78: 6 : 
341 7 : 
161 8 I 
a: 9 1 
: 10 I 
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Table 10.11 Input for catch prediction of COD in VIA 
Values used in Prediction 
F at age , Hean Wt. and Propn. Retained by Consumption Fishery 
1----------------------------------------------------------------------l 
1986 1987 Scaled mean F Mean values for period 1981 to 1985 
I Age I Fishing t1ortali ty Stock 1981 to 1985 Mean Weight (Kg.) I Prop. I 
I H.Con. I Disc I Ind Number I H.Con. I Disc I lnd I H.Con. I Disc I lnd I Stock I Ret. I 
1----:--------:--------: --------1----------l----... ---l--------l--------•-------- l --------1-------- I --------l-------1 
I I I 0.204 I I 13000 I 0.194 I 0.638 I I 0.638 I I 
2 I O.bll I 9897 I O.b09 I 1.297 I I. 297 I I 
3 I 0.909 I 1592 I 0. 787 I 2.867 I 2.867 I 
4 I 0.851 I 1483 I 0.897 I 4.8b7 I 4.8b7 I I I 
5 I 0.859 I 274 I 0. 837 I 6.682 I 6.682 I I 
6 I 0.826 : 125 I 0.945 I 8.315 I 8.315 I 
7 I 0.732 I 29 I 0.933 I 9. 766 I 9. 766 I I 
B I 0.975 I 14 I 0.898 I 10.487 I I 10.487 I I 
9 : 0.900 I 5 I 0.859 I 11.135 I I 11.135 I I I 
I 10 I 0.900 I 3 I 0.858 I 11.909 I I 11.909 I I I 
Age 2 to 5 I Age I 11 He an F : Age 2 to 5 I Age I 11 
0.783 I 0.000 I Unsealed I 0.821 I 0.000 I 
I Scaled 0.703 I 0.000 I 
Recruits at age I in 1988 = 13000 
Recruits at age I in 1999 = 13000 
H at age and proprtion 11ature at age are as shown in Table .lQ.!'-~ 
Hean F for ages 2 to 5 in 1996 for human consumption landings t discards = 0. 793 • 
Human consu111ption + discard F-at-age values in prediction are mean values for the period 1991 to 1985 
rescaled to produce a aean value of F for ages 2 to 5 equal to that for 1986 
Hean F for ages I to 1 in 1986 for saall-mesh fisheries= 0.000 • 
Industrial fishery F-at-age in the prediction are averages for the period 1991 to 1995 • 
rescaled to produce a mean value of F for ages I to I equal to that for 1986 
Table ~~-·-~_2: Predicted Catches and Bio1asses ( 1000's of tonnes ) of COD in VIA 1987 to 1989 
Year 
11996 11997 I 1988 
---------------------------l-----1-----l-----: -----1-----:-----:-----:----- t -----1----- t ----- f 
l Biomass I Jan of Year : 
Total 33 I 36 I 40 I 40 I 40 I 40 I 40 I 40 I 40 I 40 I 40 I 
Spawning 19 I 21 I 24 I 24 I 24 I 24 I 24 I 24 I 24 I 24 I 24 I 
I Hean F Ages 1 
l Huaan Cons. 
I Saall-aesh 
2 to 5 10.79 10.78 10.00 10.16 10.31 10.47 10.63 lo.JB 10.94 10.00 10.00 I 
I to I 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 l 
IHean f(Yearl/Hean F(l986) l FO.ll Feax I 
Huean Consumption 11.00 11.00 10.00 10.20 10.40 10.60 IO.BO 11.00 11.20 10.00 10.00 I 
Catch weight 
Human Consumption 12 : 15 I 0 I 4 I 8 I 111 141 16 I 19 I 0 I 0 I 
Discards 0 I 0 : 0 : 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 : 0 I 
Slllall-mesh Fisheries 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 
Total landings 12 I 15 I 0 I 4 I 8 I Ill 14 I 16 I 19 I 0 I 0 I 
Total catch 12 I 15 I 0 I 4 I 8 I Ill 14 I 16 I 19 I 0 I 0 I 
Biomass I Jan of Year+! 
Total 36 I 40 I 68 I 61 I 56 I 50 I 46 I 42 I 39 I 0 I 0 I 








I. 000 I 
1.000 I 
1.000 I I 
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Iable 1 :1 • 1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of COD in Division VIb, 1977-1986. (Data for 1977-1985 as officially 
reported to ICES.) 
Country 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 
Denmark 2 Farce Islands 40 10 92 75 4 France 3 1 2 1 443 Germany, Fed. Rep. 111 136 Ireland 3 134 Norway 3 69 138 80 70 UK (England and Wales) 89 285 129 1 67 UK (Scotland) 33 384 198 370 143 
Total 168 752 670 696 863 
country 1982 1983 1984 1985 19861 
Denmark 
Farce Islands 77 112 18 France 27 97 9 17 Germany, Fed. Rep. + 195 3 Ireland 
462 1 373 1 Norway 51 204 Spain 58 42 241 1, 2003 98 UK (England and Wales) 3 163 161 111 65 UK (Scotland) 157 35 221 437 169 
Total 373 1, 106 1, 023 1,972 332 
1 Provisional . 
2 Included in Division VIa. 
3 Foreign landings not included. 
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Table 12 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of COD in Divisions VIId 
and VIIe, 1977-1986. (Data for 1977-1985 as 












































































3 Includes all of Sub-areas VII (except Division VIIa) and VIII. 
4 Foreign landings not included. 
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Table 13 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of HADDOCK in Sub-area 
IV, 1977-1986. (Data for 1977-1985 as officially 
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Total IV 150,678 89,437 86,603 104,391 133,076 






German Dem. Rep. 



























































5 1,9426 1,703 
13,274 7,745 
112,549 126,475 
Total 174,450 164,553 133,901 167,424 168,841 
WG total incl.discards 225,789 232,203 213,252 250,000 220,000 
!Provisional. 
Figures from Norway do not include haddock caught in Rec. 2 
fisheries. 
~Included in Division Ilia. 
5 rncludes Division IIa. 
6 Jan-Nov. Foreign landings not included. 
Table 12.2 Annual Weight and Numbers of Hf!DDOCK caught lri IIJ bEtwee;t 1967 and ~ ?86 
------- ------··----------- ----··- ---------- --------------- ----------------
Weight ( 1(100 tonnes ) Number ( lhi I! ions ) : '/ear : Totai : H. Con : Disc : By-cat: Total : H.Con : Di se : By-cat: :------; -------:-------:-------:-------; -------·; -------l---·---- ;---·---- i : 1967 : 246 : 147 : 78 2i : 1420 ; 272 1 44& : l!j!) : 1968 ' 302 : 105 : 162 34 : 1617 : ...:.::1 : 033 : 558 : i9b9 929 : 331 : 260 : :na : 40!).) ; 9!!) : 12Q.3 : 1890 : 1970 : 806 : 525 101 : 180 : 3382 : 1245 
' 
515 : 1622 : 1'171 : 444 : 2-35 : 177 : 32 : 2669 : 473 1222 : 'il4 I 1972 : 351 : 193 : 129 : 30 : 1722 : 428 .ibO I 534 : 1973 : .305 : 179 115 : 11 1280 : 44't : t60 : 171 : : 1974 : 364 150 : 167 48 : 2394 : JJ! [091 : 936 : : 1975 : 448 : 147 : 260 : 41 I 2953 : 362 : 1862 ; 734 ; : 197t. : 368 : 16b : 154 : 4B : !633 : 398 : 788 : 447 ; 1977 : 217 137 : 44 : .35 : 8'16 .320 : 226 .35~1 : 117G ; 174 : 8b : 77 : 11 1031 i i 12 : 419 : 420 ; : 1979 : 142 : 84 : 42 16 : 146.3 1'10 : 2:3:3 : 9fl5 : : 1980 : if7 : 99 : 95 : 22 : 1451 219 : 545 : t.B? : 1'131 i 207 I 13!) I 60 ; !7 : m:- : 275 2"19 : 7?9 : 1982 : 226 : 166 ! 41 : 19 i 1?!) : ~.1(1 : 181 49V I !9:33 : 2.:m 159 : 66 : !3 : 1254 : L.92 l 387 : 574 ; 1984 : 213 : m 75 : 10 : 865 246 412 : 2_(17 1995 : 250 : 159 : 86 : 6 : 97i : 359 : 457 !54 1986 : 2[0 : 165 : 52 : 3 756 172 : 3(18 75 : 
------------------------------ ---·· --------------------------- ------ -----
Table 1).3 Re~ult; of ;r,;!ysis of catchability coefficients for HADDOCK in IV 
F for named ·~ears ant! toL!i internatiGnal F 
; Gear Estimate l Aye i i AgE 3 l fge 4 : ~-~e 5 i :~ge b : Hge 7 : : -~·-·------: ---·----------: ------ ----:----------1----------:-- -------:-- --·· ---- -l------- --- : : F(gear) 0.27! 0.57'2 lj,63'7 '1 .52~ {j,466 0.376 : SCO SE! : Var F(gea·i i 0.00359 : 0.00291 l 0.0016(1 l t}.):)383 : 0.00326 : 0.00228 : : Propn(gml i 0.410!0 : 0.43312 l 0.48030 : (t,•1536.3 : 0.41866 : 1).!685.3 : i -~- ------; --- --------~·-\---··----~--~ ----------:---- -~ ----1· ----- ---··: ··--- ------ : ----------: l Figeari O.iJ98 fJ.I03 0.115 l SCO LTR l Var F(gearl : 0.00016 : O.OOOH : 0.000i4 : l Propn(gearJ : O.l4'i96: 0.!0026 i 0.10417: 
!),!09 l 0,!18 ;),125 
~). 00034 : 0. (10(142 ; 1). )1):)42 : 
0.11031 : 0.10585 l i.IS235 l ~ --·-------: ---· -------- -; ------- ---:----------:----------;- ··--------: --. ----- - -· -- -----: Figear) 0.370 0.675 !).754 0.691 0.584 0.50;) :Ill! above: Var F(gear) : 0.(10375 : 0,00305 : 0.00173 : J.00417 : 0.003£.9 ; 0.00270 I : f'(opnigear) : 0.5.5007 : 1),58337 : 0.58447 : 1).56394 l 0.5i451 l 0.55088 : ; --------··l--· ----------:---------- t ----------:----------:- ---------~---------- r ---------- j : Total : : 0.660 l 1.157 : 1.29!) ; !.226 : 1.114 : 1),'708 linternatl: !Jar F l 0.01!95 : O.OOilih : 0.00508 : ~1.0!311 : 0.01341 ! 0.00883 I 
61 
62 
Table 13.4 Values of Natural Mortality Rate and Proportion Mature at age 
l Aqe : Nat Mori MaL : 
: -----: --------:-------: 
(1 : 2.050 : o.ooo : 
1 : 1.650 : 0.010 : 
2 : 0. 400 : 0. 320 : 
3 : o. 25(1 : o. 710 : 
4 : 0.250 : 0.870 : 
J I 0,200 : 1),951) ! 
6 : 0.200 : 1.000 : 
7 : o. 20(1 : [.I)() I) : 
8 : 0.200 : 1.000 : 
9 : 0.200 : l,(;(ji) : 
!(I : 0.200 : I. 0(10 : 
! I! : I). 200 : I. 001) : 
Table 13.5 Total Interr,atlor,al Catch at Age {lOOO's) of HADDOCK in IV between !967 and !986 
: {q?: !967 l 1918 I !969 l 1970 I 1971 I 1972 : 197.3 : 1974 : 1975 : 1976 : Age/ 
4: 
6 ; 
! 7 l 
8 : 
9 : 








11105/ 725591 924601: 
10%9621 "204691 266!47: 
4396961 35747971 2182931 
!95:BI 3010701 !9065731 
19•\(l: 7594: 57362: 
2519: 2407/ 1!7b: 
458041 25121 1195: 
m: 19099: 2s.s: 
40: zoo: sm: 
13: 241 67: 








































17 4389 I 632672: 
326659: 57630 I 
53137/ 106048 I 









167174: 0 : 
1676421 l : 
1045667: 2 : 
2(16685: ·) I 
9629: 4 : 
305301 
47921 6 : 
12.~: 1 ' 
671 a : 
683\ 9 : 
511 10 : 
.3: 1!: 
I A~e: 1977 l 1978 I 1979 : 1980 i 1981 i 1982 : 1933 : 19fl4 : 1985 i 1986 : Agei 













































































































1601121 1 : 
177037: 2 i 
3225651 •) I 
26847: 4 : 
919ll 5 : 
11701 6 : 
168.): 7 : 
223: 8 : 
93l 9 ! 
431 10 : 
:291 11 : 
TJble 13.6 Total International Hean Weight at Age (Kg. ) of HADDOCK in !V between 1'167 and 1986 
i\?: 1'167 l 1963 l 196'1 1970 l 1971 l 1'172 l 1973 l 1'174 l 1975 1976 l A•JEl :--- .. ; ~ --------:---------:---------1---------:---------:---------: ---------1---------l---------: ---------:---- i (• : ;J.Oll 
1 : 0.115 
0.281 
:1 ' 0.461 
4 : 0.594 
J I Q,639 
,) : 1.057 
7 ; 1.501 
B L'l22 
! 'i : 2JJ69 
10 2.348 












0.011 l O.f)l3 







































































0.013 0 : 
0.224 2 : 
0,400 :\ I 
0.508 4 : 
o. 580 5 
0.893 6 : 
1.877 7 : 
1.736 8 : 
1.235 9 : 
2.335 : 10 : 
2.528 ; 11 : 
: A•;e: !'1'7 ! 1978 l 197'1 l 1980 1981 l 19:32 l 1933 l 1'184 l 1985 : 1986 l Age! :----! -·---- ----:--- ------:------- --l-~ ------- i ---------:---------: --·--- --·--: --- .. ·--- -- ~ ---------: --------~; ----! 0 ; i),OI't 0.0!2 
' 1 : 0.103 0.144 
: 1)~240 0~252 
3 : 0.:!4~ 0.416 
4 : 1),5"9 0.444 
._! ' (1. 6f1'1 ~ 0. 694 
6 ; 0.753 0.70'1 
7 l L::'lc 0.924 
·l ~ 1. ~o:; 1,3(( 
q 1. '177 : !. 306 
1(1 : !.6(•2 I. 923 
: 11 : 3' 189 1. 800 
0.00'1 O.Ol2 







L 167 J..S21 
1.455 1.597 














0.011 o. 022 
i},!OO 0.135 
o. 292 o. 295 
0.461 0.447 
0.786 ! 0.649 
1.168 o. 912 




2.17: 1. 484 

























0.•)25 0 ' 
0.124 1 
1), 241 2 : 
0,396 " . 
0.615 4 : 
(1,972 .J I 
1.279 6 : 
1.204 7 : 
1.6'11 (J ; 
1.471 9 : 
'2.33!3 ~ 10 l 
2. 782 : 11 : 
63 
64 
Table 12•1 Total International Fishing Mortality Rate at Aqe of HADDOCK in IV between 1967 and 1986 
------------------- ·~ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- ------
: Age: 1967 : 1968 : 1969 : 1970 : 1971 : 1972 1973 : 1974 : 1975 : 1976 : Agel 
! ----: ---------l---------1---------: ---------1---------: ---------l---------l---------1---------: ---------: ----l 
0 : 0.002 : 0.002 : 0.015 l 0.027 : 0.011 : 0.029 I 0.002 : 0.012 : 0.01(1 : o. 027 : I) : 
1 : 0.237 : 0.047 : 0.020 : 0. 450 : 0.428 : 0.155 : 0.341 : 0.323 : 1),.)07 : !), 286 : 1 ~ 
2 : 1.061 : 0.579 : 0.655 : 1.032 : 0.662 I o. 795 : 0. 571 : o. 939 : 0.968 : 0.824 
I 2 : I 
3 : o. 410 : 0.882 : 1.375 I 1.154 : 0.804 I 1.332 : 1.165 : o. 958 : 1.269 : 1.363 : 3 : I 
4 : 0.353 : 0.302 : 1.209 : 1.270 I 0.876 : 1. !96 : 0. 797 I 1.009 : !. !02 : 0.807 : 4 : I 
5 I 1.015 I o. 467 : o. 789 : 0.622 I 0.873 : 1.167 I 1), 947 : 0.620 : 1. 002 : 1.296 : .J : I I I 
6 : o. 998 : 0.814 : 1.261 : 1.282 : 0.530 : 0.873 : 1.120 I 0.865 : o. 784 : 1.073 
I 6 : I I 
7 : 1.027 : 0.330 : 1.016 : o.-384 I o. 730 I 0.431 : 0.912 : 1.180 : 1.420 : 0.337 : 7 : I I 
8 : 2.007 : 0.534 : 0.350 : 1.105 : 0.395 : 0.258 : 0.463 : o.m : 1.134 : !), 573 : 8 : 
9 : 1.834 : 0.658 : 0.710 : 0.189 : 1.065 : 0.116 : 0.363 : 0.169 : 1. 237 : 1.106 : 9 : 
: 10 : 0. 900 : 0.900 I 0.900 : o. 900 : 0.900 : :), 900 : o. 900 : 0.900 : (1,900 : (1, 900 : j(l : I 
: 11 : o. 900 : 1), 900 : 0.900 : (1, 900 : 0.900 : 0. 900 : (1, 900 : 1), 900 : t), 900 : 1), 'iOO : 11 
----··------------------------------------------




---------- -- .. 
: Age: 1977 : 1978 : 1979 : 198(1 : !981 : 1982 : 1983 : 1984 : 1985 : 1986 : Age! 
:----: ---------:--------- ~ ---------: -------- -l- --------: --------- i ---------:---------:---------: ---------:----: 
0 : 0.012 : 0.018 : 0.030 : 0.061 : 0.052 : 0.035 : 0.023 : o. 011 : 0.010 : 0.002 : (I : 
I : (1,.307 : 0.355 : 0.161 : 0.173 : 0.164 : 0.163 I 0.142 ' 0.112 : 1).147 : 0.084 : 1 : I 
2 : 1.008 : 1.000 : 0.886 : 0. 700 : 0.457 : 0.425 : 0.660 : 0.661 : 0.593 : 0.660 : 2 : 
0 : 1.031 I 1.110 : 1.1.39 : 1.200 : 0.939 : 0.814 I 1. 044 : 1.020 : !), 952 : 1.157 : 3 : I I 
4 : 1. 246 : 1.110 : 1.066 : 1.159 : o. qaq : 0.874 I 1.151 : 1.222 : 1.169 : 1. 290 : 4 I 
5 : !. 014 : 1.145 I 1.004 : o. 947 I o. 746 : 0.635 ' 1.269 ' 1.243 ' !. 240 : !. 226 : 5 i I I I 
b : 1.025 I 1.037 : 1.056 : o. 957 : 0.512 : 0.691 : 0.823 : 1.146 : L122 : !. !111 : ~. : I 
7 : 0.820 : 1.179 : 0.631 : (1, 975 : o. '164 : 0.889 : O.b43 : (1, 790 : 1.!01 : !), %3 : 7 : 
8 : 0.358 : 0. 748 : 1.048 : 0.694 : 0.607 : 1. 017 : 0.535 : 0.375 : O.bBl : o. 900 : B : 
9 : 0.408 : (1, 722 : 0.658 : 1. 470 : 1.(199 : 0. 257 : 1).665 : 0.605 : !),452 : 1), 901) : 9 : 
: 10 : 0. 900 : o. 900 I 0. 900 : 0. 900 I 0. 91)0 : o. 900 : (1,900 : o. 900 : D. 9Ci0 0. 91)0 : j(l ; I I 






Table 13.8 Stock Numbers at Age (10(11) 'sl of HADDOCK in r! beb:een 1'167 and 198~ 65 
: Age\ 1967 : 1968 : m9 : 1970 : 1971 ! 1972 ! 1'173 ! 1974 ! 1975 ! 1'176 i A·~e: :----;---------:---------:---------: -------~ -!---------: --------- i ---------:---------:---------:---------:----: 
(I : 3752954ti0: 16446060: 
1 : 7841381l 48221180: 
11173540\ 80256740\ 74042800\ 19730910\ 67125370\122405400\ 10417890\ 14313110\ 0 : 
2113820! 1416501\ 10053010: 9431901: 2467426\ 8623249: 15576020: 1327554: 1 : 2 : 159520\ 1187659\ 8933303! 3'17952: 173535! 1258936! 155!644' 336972\ 1199530: 22011i4\ 2 : 3 : 16157\ 37002: 446051\ 3075562\ 95047\ 60030: 381034\ 587435\ 8B309\ 305421\ J , 4 : 13497: 8343: 11926! 87864\ 755774: .33135! 12343\ 92563\ 175528! 19328\ 4 : 
" 1 301895\ 7397! 4805\ 27731 19212\ 245076\ 7807\ 43321 26272\ 45420\ 5 : 6 : 4189\ 89555\ 3789! 1788\ 1219! 6568i 62441\ 2479\ 19081 78'15: 6 l 7 : 362\ 1264\ 32494\ am 406: sa a: 22m 16679: B54: m: 7 : a : 267\ lo6: 744: 9635: 49o: 160: .m: m: 41'17! 16'1! a : 9 l 73! 291 51\ m: 2612: m: 101: t6t: 393: 11os: 9 : 
: 10 : 61! 9: 12\ 20: 291: 737 J 197: 58: Ill : 93 i I 0 \ 
:11 l 34: 6l 20: BB: b l 20 l 6 l 11 l 
: Agei 1977 : 1978 i 1979 : 1980 : 1981 : 1982 : 1983 : 1984 : 1985 ; 1986 ! Age: 
:----: -·-~·------; ---------1-------··-l---------: ---------:---------:---------:---------: ··-------- i -- ··--··-··- i ----; 0 : 23294870! .36838590: 66756050: 14b49680: 29977510: Ui938270: 64'148220: 20608610\ 31399500: 58392080: •i : 1 : 1856544\ 2964123\ 465bOB91 9340192\ 1773462\ 3664981! 2354072: 8168170! 2624176\ 4000001: ! : 2 : 191604\ 262267\ 399065\ 7614161 1347802! 288979\ 598131: 392150\ 1401'129: 4350621 2 : 3 : 6475491 46996! 64678! 110301\ 25.3507\ 572323! 126585! 207159\ 135680\ 5194701 3 : 4 : 608391 179808\ 12040\ 16122\ 258681 77181\ 19i50l: 34709\ 58155: 40796\ 4 I 5 : 6716\ 136261 461271 3228\ 3940\ 7497\ 25082\ 4B650\ 7966\ 14070\ 5 l 6 : 10177\ 1994\ 35491 1.38321 1026! 1529\ J251\ 57711 11496! 1887\ 6 : 7 : 22101 2989\ 579\ 1010: 43511 503\ 6271 1169\ 1502: 30661 7 ' 
s : m: m: 753\ m: m: 1359! 16'1\ 270: m: 40·1: a : 9 : 78l 239l 309l 216~ 1031 139: 402i BU 1~~2: 180: 9 : i 10 i 299\ 421 951 1311 4li 2B! S!l! 169\ 361 79: I•) ; l 11 i 4: hJI 25l 461 ss: 15: 11: 3ii 141: 54i 11 : 
Table 13.9 HAD in IIJ Age 1 : Abundance indices and catchability coefficients 
! YCI Yr. I VPI\ : IYFS E6FS DSFS 
Index : Index l Index : 
\69 in 70\ 14171 28.0\ 0.020\ 
\70 in 71:10053! 835.0\ 0.083! 
171 in 721 9432: 740.0\ 0.0781 
:72 in 73\ 2467: 187.01 0.076\ 
l73 in 74\ 8623\ 1072.0\ 0.124\ 
!74 in 75\15576\ 1168.0\ 0.075\ 
\75 in 76: ma: m.o: o.m: 
\76 in 77\ 1857\ 162.0\ 0.087\ 6634.0\ 3.573: 
m in 7Bl 29641 385.01 0.130\12605.01 4.25:51 
\78 in 79\ 4656\ 480.0\ 0.103\2%91.0\ 6.:m: 
\79 in 801 8340! 896.01 0.107lb2392.0\ 7.481\ 
:so in 81: 1m: 268.01 0.151\17036.01 9.606: 
\81 in 82\ 3665\ 526.0\ 0.144\31501.0\ 8.595: 
\82 in 83\ 23541 307.0\ 0.1.30121762.0\ 9.244\ 
\83 in 84: Blbfl\ 1057.0\ o.12916000B.o: 7.3471 





: 3197.0\ 0.872\ 
: 2314.0\ 0.9:33: 
: 4611.01 0.565: 
: 2497.0\ 0.952\ :--------:-- --·1-------: --··~ ---: -------l-------1------- i -------1-------:-------l-------l-~·-----: 
\85 in Bb\ 4000\ 584.0\ 0.119\14892.0\ 8.057\ 
\input: => VPA= 4918\ => VPAo i!l48! 
: 2710.0: 0.812: 
l => VP!i= 3337\ ~ --------: -----:-------: -------: -------:------- i -------:-------: -------: -------: -------:-------: \86 in B7! 75001 926.01 0.119\ 
:input: = > VPA= 7785: 
66 
Table 13.10 HAD in IV Age 2 : Abundance indices and catchability coefficients 
:vcr Yr. l VPA l IYFS ESFS DGFS FRGSF SSFS 
Index I Q Index : Q I Index I Q Index I g Index : I I 
' ' 
:.~fi in 701 m: 
169 in 71 l m: 32.01 0.184: 
:70 in 12: 12591 299.0: 0.237: 
:71 in 73: 15521 971.0: 0.6261 
:72 in 7Al m: 110.01 0.326: 
173 in 751 12001 385.0: 0.321: 
174 in 76 l 2201: 670. o: 0.3041 
175 10 77l 1921 84.01 o.4.3Bl .m9.o: 16.2451 
l7b in 78: 262: !OB.Ol 1), 4121 3105.01 !!.BSI l 
m in 79: 3991 240.01 0.6021 6053.0: 15.1701 
:n in 80: 7bt: 402.0: 0.528115755.0: 20.703: 
'79 in at: m a: m.o: o. 501:43935.01 32.51'1: 
:eo in a2: 2891 252.01 0.8721 7955.01 27.5261 884.01 3.0591 
,:jt in 83: 5•j8! 4CO.Oi 0.669110945.01 18.3031 1576.01 2.6351 
:32 in 84: 392: 219.(11 0.5591 6199.0: 15. BH: 669. o: !. 7071 
3.3 lfl 85l 14021 828.01 o.s91l23543.o: 16.792: : 2556. I): 1.8231 
··------: -----:-------:-------:-------:-------:-------:------- i -------:-------:-------:-------1 
;e4in a6: o: 257.o: 0.568: 4757.0: zo.m: : 619.01 1.867: 
: ln?Ull ~> VPA= 453: => VPil= 230: l => VPA= m: 
; --------; -----; -------;- ------ i -------: -------1-------l------- l ----- ·-:-------I -------1-------: 
;EJ5i,B7; Oi 306.0; 0.571l 
lit-,p•ltl => VPA= 536: 







Age Age 2 
Commercial Q 435 
Shepherd 2,994 323 
Cook 4,0.31 400 (weighted) 
Res. Vessel Q 4,054 390 (weighted mean) 
Value adopted 4,000 435 
67 
at ages 1 and 2 
using various 
1987 
Age Age 2 
8,842 692 




Table 13.12 Hean Fishing Mortality 1 Biomass and Recruitment of HADDOCK in IV between 1967 and 1986 
Mean Fishing Mortality l Biomass Recruits 
Ages l Ages l I 000 tonnes l Age 0 
2 to 6 l 0 to 3l 
l Year l H.Con : Disc l By-cat l Total l Sp St lY.C.lHillionl 
l------l--------1--------! --------1-------l-------: ----: -------l 
1967 : o •. so9 : o. 140 : o.04a : 1163 : 
1968 l 0.475 l 0.089 l 0.055 l 6471 l 
1969 l 0. 756 l 0.092 l 0.197 l 2279 l 
1970 l o. 760 l 0.123 l 0.257 l 1361 : 
l 1971 l 0.601 I 0.109 I 0.074 l 1554 l 
l 1972 : o. 902 l 0.146 l 0.049 l 1595 l 
I 1973 l 0.791 l 0.128 I 0.031 l 852 l 
l 1974 l 0.635 l 0.143 l 0.099 I 1458 l 
: 1975 : 0.757: 0.207 l 0.083 l 1994 : 
l 1976 l 0.822 l 0.157 l 0.119 l 827 l 
l 1977 l 0.803 : 0.132 l 0.165 : 523 l 
I 1978 I 0.960 l 0.192 I 0.057 l 607 l 
l 1979 : 0.911 : 0.088 l 0.053 l 633 : 
: 1980 : 0.835 : 0.082 : 0.081 : 1169 l 
: 1991 l 0.620 : 0.089 : 0.059 : 635 : 
: 1982 l 0.571 l 0.068 l 0.063 : 791 : 
: 1983 : 0.814 : 0.14'f l 0.047 l 708 : 
l 1984 : 0.938 : 0.095 : 0.030 : 1437 : 
: 1985 : 0.915 : 0.077 : 0.015 l '111 : 
: 1986 l 0.956 : 0.130 : 0.008 l 85(1 : 
225 l 67 1375295 l 
259 I 68 l 16446 I 
794 l 69 l 11174 I 
876 l 70 : 80257 l 
404 l 71 : 74043 : 
290 l 72 : 19731 l 
283 : 73 : 67125 : 
246 l 74 I 122405 l 
225 I 75 l 10418 l 
290 l 76 I 14813 l 
223 l 77 : 23295 l 
124 : 78 : 36839 : 
103 I 79 l 66756 l 
145 l 80 : 14650 : 
228 l 81 I 29978 I 
285 l 82 I 18938 I 
239 : 93 l 64948 l 
187 I 84 l 20609 l 
232 : as : moo : 
225 : 86 l 58392 : 
: --------------------------------------------------------------1 
Hean recruits at age 0 for period 1967 to 1984 l 59318 l 
- 1968- 1984 40731 
Table 13.13 Input for catch prediction of HADDOCK in IV 
Values used in Prediction 
F at age , Mean Wt. and Prcpn. Retained by Consumption Fishery 
:---------------------------------------------------------- ------------ 1 
1986 1987 Scaled mean F 11ean values for period 1981 to 1985 
l Agel Fishing Mortality Stock 1981 to 1985 Mean Weight (l~g.) l Prop. i 
i H.C•Jn. i Disc i Ind Number l H.Con. i Disc : Ind l H.Con. l Disc : Ind i Stock l Ret. l 
:----:--------:--------1--------: ----------1--------1--------:--------:--------1--------:--------:-------- i ··------: 
0 : 0.001 : (1.001 : 40731000 
1 I 0.01! : 0. 099 : 0.036 : 7500001 I 
2 : 0.226 : 0.427 I 0.007 : 663846 I 
3 : 0.933 : 0.221 : (1,(1[13 : 150730 
4 : 1.284 : 0.00! : 0.005 : 127206 
5 : 1.223 I 0.002 : 0.001 8746 I 
6 : Lll4 : 3381 
7 : 0.908 : 507 
8 : o. 900 ' !013 
9 I 0.900 I m I 
10 : 0.900 : 60 
11 0.900 : 26 
i\ge 2 to 6 iAge 0 31 Mean F 
i.086 l 0.012 i Unsealed i 
: Scaled 
Recruits at age 0 in 1988 = 40731000 
















0.005 I 0.098 I 
0.295 : 0.352 
(1, 960 : 0.183 
1.288 : O.OJ4 
1.228 : 0.017 
1.061 : 0.013 
1.099 : 
0.806 : 
0. 771 : 
1.127 : 
1.127 : 










lAge 0 3i 
: 0.043 : 
: 0.012 : 
ii at age and proprtion mature at age are as shown in Table 13.4 
: 
I 0.301 : 
: 0.374 : 
: 0.505 : 
: !), 715 : 
: o. '1'15 : 
: i. 266 : 




1. '109 I 
Ne an F for ages 2 to 6 in 1986 for human consumption 1 andings + discards = I. 086 . 
0.059 ! 1),(11)9 : O.Oi3 
O.i/2 : o. 043 : 0.120 
0.229 : 0.190 : o. 285 
0.298 : 0.393 : o. 470 
0.405 : 0.572 I o. 703 
0.544 : 0. 775 : 0.975 






Human consumption + discard F-at-age values in prediction are mean value; for the period 1981 to 1995 
rescaled to produce a mean value of F for ages 2 to 6 equal to tllat for 1986 
Mean F for ages 0 to 3 in 1986 for small-mesh fisheries=- 0.012. 
Industrial fishery F-at-age in the prediction are averages for the period 1981 to 1985. 
restaled to produce a mean value of F for ages 0 to 3 equal to that for 1986 
: 
: (l. 053 : 
' o. 458 : 
: 0.839 : 
: o. 974 : 
: o. 989 : 
: o. 987 : 
: 1.000 
: 1.000 ; 
1.000 : 
1.000 : 
' 1.000 : 
70 
Tc.ille 13.14 Predicted Catches and Biomasses ( lOOO's of tonnes ) of HADDOCK in IV 1987 to 1988 
Year 
I 1986 I 1987 I 1988 
----------------------------:-----: -----:-----:-----: -----l-----1----- i -----:-----1-----:-----: 
! Biomass I Ja~ of Year 
Total I 850 11265 11152 11152 11152 11152 11152 11152 11!52 11152 11152 I 
Spawning I 225 I 2!3 I 251 I 251 I 251 I 251 I 251 I 251 I 251 I 251 I 251 I 
: M~an F Ages I 
! Human Cons t 
: Sroa! !-mesh 
2 to b I 1.09 11.09 10,00 10.22 10.43 10.65 10.87 11.09 :1.30 10.22 10.36 I 
0 to 3 10.01 10.01 10.01 IO.Oi 10.01 10.01 10.01 10.01 10.01 10.0! 10.01 I 
:Mean F (Year) /Mean F ( 1 986) 
Hu.uan Con suffip ti on 
Srnal!-mesh Fishery 
: Catch weight 
Human Con·;umpti on 
Discards 
Smali -mesh Fisheries 
Total I andings 
Total catch 
I Biom,;ss 1 ,Jan of Yeartl 
lo:al 
Spa·nntr:q 
I FO. 1 I Fi!!ax I 
11.0011.0010.0010.2010.4010.6010.80 11.0011.20 10.2010.33; 
:I. 00 I 1. 0(1 I 1. 00 I!. 00 I!. 00 I!. 00 11. 00 11. 00 11.00 : 1. 00 11.00 I 
I 165 : 159 I I) : 52 I 95 I 131 I 162 I 188 I 210 I 51 I 81 : 
I 52 I 99 I 0 : 27 I 51 I 74 I 94 I 113 I 131 I 2i ; 43 l I 
I 3 I 5 I 7 l 6 I 6 I 6 I 6 I 5 I .J I 6 I b I I I 
I 16S : 164 I 7 I 58 I 101 I 137 I 168 I 194 I 216 I 58 : Bl I I 
I 22(1 I 264 I 7 I 85 I !52 : 211 I 262 I 307 I 347 I 84 I 130 : I 
11265 lll52 11485 11393 11314 112U 11189 11140 11098 l1393 :1340 I 
1 m 1 251 1 544 1 m : m 1 363 1 321 1 286 1 255 1 473 1 m 1 
Ta'>le13.15 Predicted Catches and Biomme; ( 1000's of tonnes l of HADDOCK in l\1 1987 to 1988 
Year 
I 1986 :1987 I 1988 
------------··---~-- --------:-----: ----· ! -----l-----l-----1-----: -----:----- i----- i-----l-----l 
I Bio::m;;;s 1 Jan of Year 
Total 
'3pa1mi ng 
: Mean F :iges 
I 85(1 11265 11197 11197 11197 11197 :1197 11197 11197 11!97 :1197; 
: 225 I 213 I 284 I 284 I 284 I 284 I 284 I 284 I 284 : 284 : 284 ; 
: Human Cons. 2 to 6 11.09 :O.B4 10.00 10.22 :o.43 10.65 10.87 11.09 11.30 :0.22 :o.36 1 
0 to .} 10.01 iO.Ol 10.01 10.01 10.01 10.01 :0.01 10.01 10.01 10.01 !0.01 I 
: 1".ean F (Year) /Mean F (I 986) 
HuBn Consumption 
Small-mesh Fishery 






I Bioiliass I Jan of Year+! 
Total 
Spawning 
I FO. ll Fmax I 
11.00 10.77 :o.oo 10.20 10.40 1o.6o 1o.ao :1.oo 11.20 10.20 :o.33 : 
I!. 00 l !. 00 I !. 00 I L 00 11.00 I!. 00 I!. 00 I!. 00 : I. 00 I I. 00 I I. 00 I 
I i65 I 135 : (I I 59 I lOB I 148 I 183 I 212 I 237 I 58 : 921 
I 52 l 79 I 0 I 27 : 53 ~ 7r 1 97 : 116 I m I 27 : 44 I 
.J' I 
3 : r 1 .J I 7 l 7 I 6 I 6 I 6 I 6 I r 1 J ' 7 I 6 I 
I 168 I 140 I 7 I 6r 1 J I 114 I !54 I 189 : 218 I 242 : br 1 .J I 98 I 
I 220 I 219 l 7 I 93 : 166 I 230 I 285 I 333 I 376 I 92 I 142 : 
11265 11197 11534 11432 li346 11272 11210 11157 11112 ll432 :1:::74 : 
i 213 I 284 I 587 I 507 I w I 386 I 339 : 300 I 267 : 508 I 463 I 
TAC in 1987 = 140,000 tonnes. 
~3~~2 13.16 Predicted Catches and Biomasses ( 1000's of tonne; l of HADDOCK in IV 1987 to 1988 
Year 
I 1996 :11'87 I 1988 
-.-- ----------------------!· ---·-: -----l-----1--··--: -----1-----:-----; -----:-----:-----; -----; ; Biomass 1 Jan oi Year 
Total l 850 l 1265 I 1178 l 1178 I i178 I 1178 :1178 l 1178 ; 1178 il178 l 1i78 I 
: 225 ; 213 : 2.~4 : 264 : 264 : 264 I 264 I 264 I 264 2.54 : 264 : 
'3pawmr.g 
I Xean F Ages 
i HtdTJafi CoDs. 
: Smal! -mesh 
2 to 6 11.09 ll.06 lO.OO 10.21 l0.42 10.64 :0.85 ll.li6 11.27 lO.O!) :0.00 ; 0 to 3 10.01 IO.Oi lO.O! 10.01 lO.Ol iO.Ol lO.O! IO.Oi lO.OI 10.00 10.00 : 
:rean F(Yearl/Hean F(1986l : FO.!l Fm: Hu.;an So":;utFption 11.00 10.93 \0.00 l0.2(1 l0.39 i0.59 \0.78 l0.98 il.!7 i(l,Q(l 10.00 l S~-il hr-es1; Fi shen I 1.01) I l.Gt) I !.CC l !.(H) I 1.0() l 1.00 I l.Ot) I !.00 I [.i)(l 10.00 lO. 0(1 l 
; Cat.:h iJEi~d 
~·, "'~n Co:,;u~~ ti on ; 165 !51 (I I 51 93 129 I 159 : 185 : 208 : 0 : 0 : liisc.;rds 
"'" 
: 75 ! i} I 22 : 42 I 61 : 7B ; 94 : 10'1 : I) : 0 : St4ait -,T,e:..h Fisheries 3 I 5 : 7 : 6 : 6 : 6 I 6 : 6 : 5 I 0 : 0 : Tahl Llr.dtngs 168 ! m : 7 : 57 I 99 : 135 : 165 : 191 I 213 !) : I) : tntal catch I 220 : 23i 7 : 79 ' 142 \ 1% 24q I 285 : 322 : (i : 0 : 
: Bioi!o;oss 1 Ja·, of Yea;+1 
Tot.;! ll265 il!78 11514 11426 :1.351 l1237 i1232 ill85 11144 0 : (l ; ~;[!3,:1ift~ I 213 : 264 : 56b ; 493 : 440 : 391 : 350 : 314 : 284 (} ' ~) i 
Including mesh increase to 85mm. 
71 
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Table 14.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of HADDOCK in Division VIa, 












UK (England & Wales) 
UK (Scotland) 
UK (Northern Ireland) 
Total 
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Table 14.2 Annual Weight and Number·; of HADDOCK caught in V fA beb;een 1'167 and 
--··--------------------~ ··-·-------------- ··----- -· ------------------------
Weight ( 1000 tonnes ) Number ( millions ) 
: Year : Totai : H.Con Disc : B)•-cat: Total ' H.Con ; Disc ! B}'··cat l 
: ------:-------: -------:-------:-------; ------- i -------: -------: -------: 
: 1967 : 28 : 20 : 7 : 0 ! 133 : 53 : 7~ : 0 : 
19-!>B : 46 I 20 : 2~ ~ : 0 : 2J3 : .J.J : 178 ! 0 : 
1969 : 51 : 26 : 25 0 ! 232 l 3!J ! 144 : 0 ! 
1970 40 l 34 
' 
6 : 0 : 163 : 117 : 47 : 0 : 
1971 : 59 : 46 : 12 (J i..LJ : 132 93 : 0 l 
1972 : 57 : 41 : 16 : 0 : 237 : 127 : 110 l 0 : 
1973 : 40 : 29 : 1! : 0 : 179 : B6 
' 
92 : (I : 
1974 : 3.) l 18 : 15 : 0 : 207 : 50 157 : 0 : 
1975 47 14 : 33 : 0 l 280 : 41 240 : 0 : 
1'176 : 34 19 15 : 0 155 59 : % : 0 : 
1977 : 24 I 19 : 4 ' 0 BB : 58 30 : 0 ' ' 1'178 l 20 : 17 ·1 : i} I 67 l 48 : 19 : 0 : 
' 1979 : 29 : 15 : 14 : 0 : 135 : 41 : 95 : 0 : 
I 1980 : 17 : 1J : 5 ' u : 72 : 38 : 34 : 0 : ' 
: 19fll : 33 : !B : 15 : (I : 142 : 58 84 : 0 ; 
: 1982 : 40 : 30 : 10 ' I) : 144 
' 
87 : 57 0 : ! 
1983 36 : 27 : 7 0 : 83 : 49 34 : 0 : 
1984 46 : 30 l 16 : i) : 153 : 48 : 105 : (I : 
1985 : 42 : 24 : 17 ; (l l 125 : 43 : 82 : ) ! 
tr,e6 : 27 : 20 ! 7 : (I : 74 38 l 36 : I) : 
--------- .. --------------- .. ---- ··-------··---------------· --· ---------------- .. 
Table 14.3 Results of analysis of catchability coefficients for HADDOCK in VIA 
F for named gears and total international F 
Gear Estimate l Age 2 : Age .3 l Age 4 : A~e 5 i 
!·· -------:-------------:----------:----------:----------:----------; 
: F(gear) l 0.108 l 0.162 0.160 0.126 
SCO l TR : Var F(gear) : 0.00064 i 0.00061 l 0.00033 l 0.00035 i 
: : Propn (gear) : 0. 22820 : 0. 29268 i 0. 22415 : 0.17835 : 
:---------! ------------- ~ ---·------- ~ ----------1---------··: --------·--: 
i : F(geari 0.108 0.162 tl.160 0.126 
IA!l above: Var F(gear) : 0.00064 l OJJ0061 : 0.00033 : 0.00035 l 
l l Propn(gear) : 0.22820: 0.29268 l 0.22415 : 0.17835 i 
: ---------:---------~ ---l------ ----;- ---- -----1-----·-----: --------- .. i 
: fatal i : 0.471 : 0.552 l 0. 714 : t). 706 
llnternatll Var F i 0.01224 i 0.00710 : (i.00648 l 0.01112 i 
1986 73 
74 Tablel4.4 Values of Natural Mortality Rate and Proportion Mature at age 
,(_, 
: Age I Nat Hor I Mat. I 
; ---··-: --------:-------: 
0 I 0. 200 : 0.000 I 
l : o. 200 : o. 000 : 
\ (1, 200 \ 0.57(1 I I 
.J : 0.200 I 1. 000 I 
4 : 0. 200 : [,!)(H) I 
J : 0. 200 : 1.000 : 
6 ; o. 200 : 1.000 : 
7 : 0.200 : 1.0(1(1 : 
8 : 0.200 : LOOO : 
'i : 0. 200 1' 000 : 
Table 14.5 Total International Cotch at Age (1000's) of HADDOCK in VIA between 1967 and 1986 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -- -
Age l 1967 I 1968 : 1969 : 1970 I 1971 : 1972 : 1973 l 1974 : 1975 l 1976 : Age: I 
: ----: ---------:---------:---------:---------: ---------1--------- f ---------: ---------:---------:---------:---- i 
0 : 40122\ 271 2742\ 17189: 6b04l 14215\ 19589\ 6369B \ 6849: 4227\ (I : 
I ~ 19185\ 129418: 841 6317l 71481: 20713\ 47387: 68837\ 179349 I 24337 I 1 
" 
; 19332: 38393 I 160706\ 5191 39151 8514! I 16907\ 11562: 34957 I 723301 2 : 
: 951l 307'1l 102601 95114: ma: 2718l 1'1477\ 10757: 33391 15224\ ·) : 
d ~ 1'65 ~ 35bl 1434: 27701 79966: 2336\ 2581 61171 3350l 1588: 4 I I 
·J : 24919: 631: 263\ 173\ 545: 5382.il 1222\ 831 1882: 1491: 5 : 
b 400\ 140L,3: 379: 89 i 1271 5(1;i\ 331931 m: 95: 8681 b : 
7 : 9l 717 1 45761 145! 7l so: 1so: I 14631 981 2ll 7 : 
14i 43i 191: 5851 20l 191 32l 104! 3454l 71 B : 
'i : 4: 9: 9i !.3l 175: 6: .)41 72: I 10.31 9 : 
----- ---~------------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------·------------
: A~e l 1977 : 1978 I 1979 : 1980 I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 l 1984 I 1985 : 1986 Age I I 
l----: ---------: ---------1---------l---------: ---------!---------{ ---------:---------:--------- i ---------:----: 
0 : 41:"1:"'11 JJL• 57: 5697\ 171 vi 7b4 I m: 20841 269i t•c I .JJ I 2982: 0 I I 
l : 1)11)'/l 159421 70070\ 227'i.91 251 I 15492\ 145241 98976 I 228201 81361 1 : 
2 : 3468: 20951 17282; 21927\ 83911l 5019: 20233l 86261 789221 11244 I 2 I 
1 : 35948: 9711 !fJ.~51 56.36: 20697: 73676 I 60401 12910l 46671 45418\ 3 : 
4 : 5705\ 24357\ 470l 922l 17681 81671 361221 b242l 4184: 18241 4 I 
.J : 6801 ma: 9863\ 1431 1941 893: 3398: 2279i}l 1789: 916: 5 I 
6 495: 351 I 8)31 3082: 39: 108: 597l 2449\ 11189: 4521 6 I 
7 : 3081 247\ ti41 2291 an: 272: 41: 371 I 964: 26241 7 I 
8 LO I 3391 145: 221 39: 283: 194 I 43: 841 345: B I 
9 I Ill 7l 281 Cl •JI 141 31: 1951 44l 4: 391 9 l 
~ab;e 14.6 Total International Mean Weight at Age ( Kg. ) of HADDOCK in V Ill between 1967 and 19B.S 
: A·;e' 1967 : 1968 / 1969 / 1'170 / l'il! : 1972 / 197.3 / 1974 / 1975 / 1976 / Age/ 1----: ----- ----\---------: -------·--l--------- i --------- i ---------I ---------1---------:---------; --------- l ---- i 0 ; 0.040 
1 : i),160 
2 l tL266 
3 : 0.569 
4 : 0.573 
" ' {j, 667 
6 : l.l77 
7 i 1.B44 
8 ; 1.611 





























































































., ' J' 
4 / 
C'' 




: ~gel 1977 l 1'178 : i97'~ : 1980 l 1981 : 1'182 / 198.3 l 1984 / 1985 / 1986 l Age: : ··---:------~-- r -----~- --:- ------··-l---- -----; -------··-: -----~ ---1--------- i ---------:---------:------ __ ... : ----1 0 : 0.041} 
1 i O.lc.i 
2 : 0.274 
•J ' 0. 4)6 
4 ' 0.6B4 
(J,!D:l '"' ! .J; 
6 : 1.128 
'1 ; LJ~7 
B : Lll7 ! 





































































































ia~l., 14.7 Total International Fishing Mortality Rate at Age of HADDOCK in VIA between 1967 and 19B6 
: Age/ 1967 l 196S l 1969 : 1970 l 1971 : 1972 : 1973 l 1974 / 1975 i 1976 l Agel : ····--: ---------:---------:---- ~--··-l---------: --------- i ---------:---------:---------; --------- i ---------l----: 
1: 
4 : 











o. 0'15 ~ 
0.90(1 : 










0. 9CO i 
0.130 : 0.061 : 
(1,(106 : 0.492 : 
0.302 : 0.046 : 
1.003 : 0.2'14 / 
1.200 / O.B45 : 
0.922 : 0.423 / 
0.9!l5 / 0.945 : 
1.5.)1 : i. 496 : 
o. 900 : i), q(i~l : 
0. 90!) l 0. 900 : 
0,075 : 










0 . .352 l 
1.115 l 
1.484 : 
o. 691 / 
0.584 : 
o. 759 : 
0.571 / 
o. 900 : 







0. 902 : 
0.534 / 
0.900 / 
o. 900 : 
o.m: 
0.591 : 





0. 960 ; 
o. 900 : 
o. 900 / 
0.157 ; 
0.5'14 i 








0.152 / 0 : 
1. 286 : 1 : 
0.511 i 2 : 
o. 754 i .3 : 
0. 677 : 4 l 
0.718 \ 5 I 
0.537 : 6 i 
tj,317 : 7 : 
0. 91)0 : 8 / 
o. 900 / 9 / 












fj, 953 l 
0.617 : 
0,513 l 
0. 725 : 
!), 7!)6 l 
0.556 : 
0,369 : 
o. 900 : 









0. 9:)(1 / 




o. 684 / 
0.291 l 
i), 985 : 
1.164 : 
1. 26! : 
(i, 900 / 









0. 900 / 
0. 91)1) / 
o. 009 i 0.003 : 
0.003 : 0.248 : 
0.322 / 0.210 : 
0.637 / 0.520 : 
0.467 : 0.562 : 
0.468 : 0.462 / 
0.048 : 0.52(1 : 
t).871 : 0.522 I 
0.900 : 0.900 / 










0. 900 / 
(1, 004 : 
0.328 : 
0.579 : 
0. 975 / 
1.(157 : 
o. 756 : 
o. 788 : 
I. 145 : 
o. 900 l 
o. 900 : 
0.001 : 
f), 485 : 
0.473 : 





o. 900 l 
o. 91)1) : 
o. 013 l 0 : 
0~ 085 : 1 : 
0.471 i 2 i 
0.552 i 3 ! 
0. 714 / 4 / 
0. 706 / .J ' 
0. 900 / 6 ; 
o. 900 / 7 : 
(1, 90(1 : 8 : 
o. 900 : 9 : 
75 
76 
Table 14.8 Stock Numbers at Age (II)I)Q's) of HADDOCK in V!A between 1967 and 1986 
: Age: 1967 : 1968 : 1969 : 1970 : 1971 : 1972 : 1973 : !'i'74 1975 : 1976 : Ag2: 
:----: ---------l---------1--------- ~ --------- i -·--------: --- ------l--- ---- --: -----·----·: ---------:---------; ----: 
0 : 12281431 
1 98165: 
2 : 28284: 
,) I 223bl 
4 : 2179: 
J I 55168: 
6 rns: 
7 I 107: 






























































32952: 0 : 
36350: 1 : 
197857l 2 : 
31328: J I 
3521: 4 : 
31751 ..J I 
2284: 6 : 
B~ i 7 : 
14: a : 
2021: 9 : 
i Agei 1977 i 1978 : 1979 : 1980 i 1981 : 1982 : 1983 : 1984 : 1985 : 1986 : i1ge! 





























































































2471111 0 : 
109998: < I 
32771: 1 
117056: 3 : 
.)89Bi 4 : 
1973l 5 
827: 6 
4SOBi 7 1 
6321 8 : 
71: 7 I 
Table 14.9 Estimates of recruitment at age for haddock in Division VIa from two 
estimation procedures. 
Method 1986 1987 
Shepherd 56 1,304 
Cook 111 1 199 1 
1 Value adopted. 
77 
Table 14.10 Mean Fishing Mortality , Biomass and Recrttit~e;;nt of HADDOCK in VIA between 1967 ~:1d Fa~ 
---------------------------------·~ ------ ---------------- ~---- ---
He an Fishing Mortality : Bi omass Recruih, 
liges : -Ages : 11)!)0 tonnes : Age !) 
l to 6 : 1 to 1l 
; Year H.Con : Disc : By-cat . Total : Sp St lY .C. \Mill ion: 
:------: ----·----: --------: -·------- i -------:-------; ---- ~ -------; 
: 1907 : o. 41)4 ! 0.205 : 0.000 : !14 : 46 : .s? : 1228 ' : !968 : 0.656 ; 0.173 : 0.000 : 197 . 35 : 68 : 19 i : 1'16'1 : 0.809 : 0.074 : o.ooo : 187 : 1!3 : 69 : •1C L,} : ! 1970 : 0.493 : 0. 01B : 0.000 : 176 : !59 : 70 : 319 ' : 1971 : o. 4!).) : (1.!12 : 0.000 : HiS : 144 : 7! : 101 : : 1972 : (l, 718 ! 0.209 : 0.000 : 129 : 97 : 72 : 112 : : 1973 : 0.658 : o. 105 : 0.000 : 84 : 57 : !.J ; 2~7 : : 1974 : 0.683 : 0.152 ' 0.000 : BB : 
''" 
: 74 ; 605 ! ' : 1975 : 0.522 ' 0.12tj : 0.000 ' 110 ' 30 : 75 ' .JL : ' ' ' : 1976 : 0.539 : 0.100 : 0.00(1 : 82 : 53 : 76 : _ ..... : : 1977 ! 0.528 ' 0.097 0.000 ' 61 : 53 : 77 : 77 : ' : 1978 : (!,673 : 0.062 I 0.000 ' 57 I ~) : 78 : 217 ; : 1979 i 0. 711 0.073 I 0.000 : 79 : LJ : 79 I 536 : l 1980 : 0.577 : 0.037 I 0.000 : i03 : 30 : 6(1 ' 44 I I 198! ' 0.309 : o. 079 : i),OOO : no ' 78 : 31 : 'i6 : I : 1982 : 0.383 I 0.072 ' 0.000 l 118 l 100 I 82 : 52 I I I 1983 : o. 419 I (1.114 : 0.000 I 121 : 84 : 83 477 ' : 1984 I 0.716 : 0.115 I 0.000 I 125 : 59 : 84 I BO ' 
' I 1935 ' 0.804 : 0.036 I 0.000 I !03 : 65 : 85 m : 1986 : 0.569 I 0.099 : 0.000 I 98 : 59 I 86 : 247 ; -------------------- _____________________________ ... __ ---------- i 
Mean recruits at age 0 for p2ri od 1967 to 1984 : 2:',9: 
----------------------------------------------------------------
1968-1984 181 
78 Table 14.lllnput for catch prediction of HADDOCK in VIA 
Values used in Prediction 
F at age 1 Mean Wt. and Propn. Retained by Consumption Fishery 
: ----------------------------------------------------------------------: 
1986 Mean values for period 1981 to 1985 




Sealed mean F 
1981 to 1985 Mean Weight (Kg.) : Prop. : 
: H.Con. : Disc : lnd l H. Con. l Di se l lnd l H.Con. : Disc l Ind : Stock : Ret. : 
: ----: --------: --------1--------l----------: --------: --------1--------: --------l--------l--------1--------l-------l 
0 : o.on : 19!000 : 0.005 : 0.050 : 0.050 
i : 0.023 : 0. 286 I 199625 : 0.01.3 I 0.320 : 0.322 : 0.141 : 0.175 I I 
! 2 : 0.2£)2 : 0.26'1 66119 : 0.149 : 0.320 : 0.377 : 0.235 : 0.277 
3 I 0.326 : 0. 226 : 16752 : 0.568 : 0.140 0. 490 : 0.304 I o. 449 I I 
4 : (1, 714 : 55183 1 o. 771 : 0.021 : o. 711 : 0.339 : o. 703 I 
" 
: 0. 706 : 1563 : 0.691 : O.OI'f : o.m : 0.412 0. 914 
b : (1, 9:)1) : 797 1 o.m : 0.003 : 1.249 : 0.353 : 1.248 I 
7 : (), 91)!) : 275 : 0.816 : 1. 444 l 1. 444 I 
8 : o. 900 : 1600 0. 971 : I. 554 : 1.554 
9 : 0. 900 ! 210 : 0.971 I 1. 648 : 1.648 l 
! ~ge 2 to 6 l Age I !l Mean F : Age 2 to b :Age I 1 l 
0.669 l 0.000 : Unsealed l 0.619 : 0.000 : 
l Scaled 0.669 : (1,000 : 
REcruits al age 0 in 1998 ~ 181000 
?ecruits at age (1 in 1989 = 181000 
a at agE and provtion ~ature at age ;,re as shown in Table 14.4 
r:c;;, F for age; 2 to b in 1986 for human consumption landings+ discards= 0.669 • 
i11crnan consu,;ptlon +discard F-at-age values in prediction are ~ean values ftJr the period 1981 to 1985 
rescaled to p~oduce a mean value of F for ages 2 to 6 equal to that for 1986 
!!2an F for aqes I to 1 in 19B6 for small-mesh fisheries = 0.000 • 
Industn.il fishe;) F-at·age in the pre.:iiction are ;;verages for the period 1981 to 1985 , 
rescaled to produce a mean value of F for ages i to I equal to that for 1986 
: 
: 0.135 : 
: 0.302 : 
: o. 786 : 
: 0.975 : 
: o. 977 I I 
: o. 997 : 
: 1.000 : 
: 1.000 : 
: 1.000 : 
Ta:Jl214,12 Predicted Catches and Biomasses ( lOOO's of tonnEs ) of HADDOCK in VIA !987 to ho·J 
Year 
: !986 : i987 : 1988 
- ----·~ ---------------·~----- ~ ----- i -----: -----:----- ~ -----:-----: -----: -----l-----1-----: -----: 
i Biojta~s 1 J~ii af Year 
Tctal 
SjJ3aning 
: Mean F Ages 
az : 1 os : 99 : 99 : 99 : 99 : 99 : ·n 1 n : 99 : n : 
59 : 62 I 60 : 60 I 60 : 60 : 6(1 : 60 : 60 : 60 : 60 : 
: Hu,Aar Cc;,s, 
! 5ma ll-mesh 
2 to 10.67 \0,67 :o.oo 10.13 l0.27 10.40 \0.53 IU7 :o.so 10.18 10.27 1 
1 to 1 :o.oo 1(1,00 :o.oo :o.oo 10.00 :o.oo :o.oo :o.oo 10.00 10.00 10.00 1 
I He an r !Year l /i'lean F (1986 l I FO. 1: Fli!a;; I I 
nuwa:l C<Jn sump ti on IJ.(ll) I i.CO 10.00 i0.2i) :o. 4o IO.bO IO.Bt1 I 1.01} i 1.20 l0.27 l0.4Q 
I Catch 'iiti~~ht 
Hum.~-, l:or.sumpti on .,;.-., (I I 6 I 12 : 17 : 21 i.~ 2a B ; 12 I I Discard:; 10 I 0 I J : 5 I a I 10 I 12 14 I 4 I 5 I I S,;:;Ii -mes~ Fished e; (I I (i I 0 : 0 I 0 I I) : 0 I I) : 0 : 0 I I I Total land1ngs 20 31 0 I 6 : 12 : 17 I 21 25 I 2S : a I 12 i I Total catch 27 41 Q : 9 : 17 : 25 : 31 37 l 42 : 12 : 17 l 
Bio!!lo.5s 1 Jan of Year+ l 
Tctai : !1)5 l 99 149 I 137 : l2b I 116 I 107 l 100 93 m : 126 : I I Sp;~nir!Ct I 62 : 60 : 109 : 98 : 89 : 79 : 71 I 64 I 57 I 94 I BB ; I 
79 
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I able 15. 1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of HADDOCK in Division 
VIb, 1977-1986. (Data for 1977-1985 as officially 
reported to ICES.) 
Country 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 
·-------
Fa roe Islands 3 11 20 5 1 
France 4 3 4 1 10 
Germany, Fed. Rep. 17 
Ireland 61 
Norway + 4 16 2 10 
Spain 6 88 
UK (England & Wales) 2,694 2,365 1, 6.54 6,261 9,005 
UK (Scotland) 297 2,060 548 1, 051 27 
Total 42,998 4,504 2,242 7,343 91 141 
Country 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1 
Faroe Islands 21 3 3 1 
France 32 48 12 116 
Germany, Fed. Rep. 4 1 4 
Ireland 
Norway 3 20 45 29 90 
Spain 121 79 128 892 
UK (England & Wales) 3,736 113 788 1,738 604 
UK (Scotland) 5 136 1, 654 6,397 2,869 
UK (Northern Ireland) 84 
Total 3,922 400 2,630 9,177 3,647 
---------·--··---
1 Provisional. 
2 Included in Division VIa. 
81 
Table 15.2 
HADDOCK iJJB 1985 Total lnternatic•nid Data 
Human ConsumotJon Small Mesh Inte;national l 
! I Landings ! Discard; I By-catch ! Catch 
1----1-----------------1-----------------1-----------------1-----------------1 
! Aqel Numb£~ I !le;ght I NuEber I WEight ! Number I Height ! Numb;;r I Weight I 
I 1 I 1331 I 0.100 I ! 1331 I (l,1UO I 
I t I E.5 ! 0.348 I 668 I 0.220 I 734 I (!.231 I 
I 0 I 758 I t),47'1 I 61 I 0.23(1 I 819 ! •),46~ I 
i 4 ! !2971 ! 0,5(17 I 4292 I 1),320 ! 17263 I (1.4fi1 I 
5 ! 3699 I 0.543 I 715 ! 0~310 I 4414 I 0.515 I 
6 I 124 I Otb68 I 12·• I (1.668 I 
I I 6 i 1.208 ! 6 I 1.208 I 
B I 70 ! 0.7?8 ! 7(1 I o. 778 I 
9 I 220 I O.B79 I 154 0.32(1 I 374 0.648 I 
10 ! 1 I 1.23! I ! 1 
' 
1.231 I 
! 11 ! 3 I 1.408 I 3 I LIJOB I 
I 12 I 1 I 1.370 I 1 I 1.370 I 
! 13 ! 
1---- i -----------------! -----------------! -----------------! -----------------1 
I No. I 17917 7222 ! 25139 
I Wt.! '1315 198~ i 11300 
HADDOCK VIB 198& Total International Data 
Human Gonsueption S!ilall H~sh lnternatir·nal ! 
Landings ! Discards By-catch Catch 
! ----I-----------------J-----------------I-----------------1----------------- i 
I AgPI Nurnh~r I Weight I Number I He1ght I NUEGH l Weight I fluBber I Woght i 
! 1 I I I I I I I I 
2 ! 588 I 0.305 I I I I 588 I 0.305 I 
3 I 383 I 0.477 ! I I 3B3 I (1.477 I 
4 ! 837 ! 0.624 I I I 837 ! 0.£.24 ! 
5 ! 3236 i 0.646 I 3236 I 1).646 ! 
6 ! 1101 I 0.6:17 I 11Qi I (1.697 I 
! ! I EO I 0.868 I 6•) ! :).868 I 
! a I 28 I Q.f!25 I 28 I (1.825 I 
I 9 I 69 I 0.841 I t9 I 0.841 ! 
I 1(1 I 97 ! 0.916 I 87 I (1.918 ! 
I 11 I 12 I 1.133 I 12 ! 1.133 I 
I 12 I 1 ! 1.335 I 1 I 1.336 I 
I 13 I I I 
! ----l-----------------l--------------··--l-----------------l-----------------1 
I No, I 6403 I I I 6403 
I Wt.! :mo I I 3970 
82 
Table 15.3 HADDOCK. Division V!b (Rockall) Scottish and German trawl surveys. Numbers 
per 10 hours fishing (weighted average of surveys). 
Age 
Survey Vessel Hauls 
year 0 8+ 
1967 E 11 153 115 124 150 174 168 215 38 
1968 E 21,302 69 11 76 66 66 60 50 58 51 
1969 E 7 r 431 78 8 28 25 13 19 29 24 




1974 H 42,250 5,410 400 180 20 50 20 
1975 
1976 
1977 H 6 r 117 13,581 2,587 4,366 54 80 163 
1978 
1979 EH 212 819 6,110 686 843 119 3 16 
1980 75 1,309 15,357 82 1,583 604 428 
1981 RH 39,329 32,098 16 r 596 613 1 r 675 17,320 236 808 45+ 
1982 SH [-] 30,094 20,923 136 104 737 3,306 176 280 30 
1983 
1984 
1985 c 489 51 r 284 214 31 4,218 676 1 145 23 
1986 R 3 r 577 17 r 309 62, 196 85 139 2,568 225 52 
[ ] Indicates surveys early in year before 0-group are available. 
Vessel Key 
E "Explorer" 
H "Walter Herwig" 
R = "G.A. Reay" 
s "Scotia" 
c "Clarkwood" 
Table j6.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of HADDOCK in Divisions VIId and VIle, 1977-1986. (Data for 1977-1985 as officially reported to ICES). 
Country 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 19861 
Belgium 1 1 + 3 2 Denmark 2 22 21 15 France 438 356 333 298 421 344 232 273 138 31 2222 Ireland 4 + Netherlands 94 1 
273 UK (Engl.& Wales) 29 22 51 59 119 60 41 26 20 
Total 474 400 406 372 542 499 275 299 168 3,244 
1 Provisional. 
2 Includes all of Sub-areas VII and VIII. 
3 Foreign landings not included. 
84 
Table 16.2 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of HADDOCK in Divisions 
VIIb,c and VIIg-k, 1977-1986. (Data for 1977-1985 
as officially reported to ICES). 
Country 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 
Belgium 13 5 2 2 3 
Denmark 1 
France 2,244 1,479 1, 9.31 2,219 2,571 
Ireland 153 111 155 274 679 
Netherlands 1 16 
Norway 
Spain 294 5 277 
UK (England and Wales) 18 13 19 50 92 
UK (Scotland) 8 22 56 4 
Total 2,273 1, 616 2,146 2,606 3,626 
Country 1982 1983 1984 1985 19861 
Belgium 3 2 2 
Denmark 
France 2,005 2,588 3,001 2,258 
Ireland 904 941 646 79~1 332 
Netherlands 7 
Norway 57 17 46 1 70 
Spain 248 167 532 5613 
UK (England and Wales) 182 23 309 45 6.36 
UK (Scotland) 63 7 2,875 
UK (Northern Ireland) 84 
Total 3,.349 3, 777 4,568 3,713 3,999 
-··---··-- --·-·---~· 
1 .. 
2 Prov1s1onal. Included in Divisions VIId,e. 3 Foreign landings not included. 
85 
Table 17.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of WHITING in Sub-area IV, 







German Dem. Rep. 








































































Total Sub-area IV 120,128,103.443 141,284 109,412 96,409 






German Dem. Rep. 
























































Total Sub-area IV 100,004 99,149 98,958 71,854 78,639 
WG total incl.discards 131,881 154,236 139,000 97,000 151,000 
1 Provisional. ~Included in Division IIIa. 
4 Jan-Nov. Includes Division IIa. 5 Foreign landings not included. 
ae:: 
l2bl~ 17.2 Annual Weight 2nd Numbers of WHITING caught in IV between 1967 and 1986 
Weight t 101)0 tonnes l Number ( millions l 
: 'I ear : Total : H. Con : Di se : By-cat: Total : H. Con : Disc : By-cat: 
:------1------- ~ -------:-------:-------:-------:-------:-------:-------: 
1967 : 234 : 68 : 143 : 23 : 1579 : 246 : 1103 : 231 : 
1%8 : 261 : BB : 115 : 58 : 1646 : 299 : 754 I 593 : I 
1969 : 324 : Jl : 115 : 152 : 2803 : 204 : 626 : 1974 : 
1970 : 268 : 79 : 74 : 115 : 2507 : 272 : 381 : 1854 : 
1971 : 192 : 58 : 63 l 72 : 2118 : 184 : 458 : 1475 : 
1972 : 188 : 60 : 67 : 61 : 1927 : 177 : 398 : 1352 : 
1973 : 266 ; 66 : 110 : 90 : 2164 : 232 : 659 : 1273 : 
1974 : 290 : I" \ 85 : 130 I 2572 : 249 : 477 : 1846 I 
1975 : 3(10 : 79 : 135 : 86 : 1965 : 247 : 699 : 1018 : 
l'ilb i 358 : 74 : 134 I 150 : 2269 : 240 : b33 : 1396 : I 
1977 : :046 : 74 : 165 : 1(16 : 2485 : 266 : 555 : 1663 : 
: J97B : 179 l 88 : ._IJ : 55 I 1729 : ~"' : 242 : 1165 : '"·" 
1979 : 237 : 99 : 78 I 59 : 1885 : 348 l 652 l 886 : I 
1qS'' 1..<.1.-' ~·3 : ;' .. t : 46 : 1440 : 325 : 471 : 644 : 
1991 : 189 : 8() l 43 : 67 : 1473 : 257 : 287 : 929 : 
1982 : 141 : 7:: : 35 : 33 I 833 i 243 : 257 : 333 : I 
! 1983 : 155 : 81 : 50 : 24 : 1328 : 260 l 371 : 697 : 
1984 : m i 78 I 40 : 21 : 855 : 250 : 322 : 283 I 
1985 : n 53 : 28 : 15 : 681 : 178 : 224 I 279 I I I 
19Bo : 151 : 56 : 77 : 18 : 1165 I 205 i 562 : 398 : I 
---- -- --------- ---------------- -----------------------------------------
Tat! e l7.3 Results of anal vsi s of catchability coefficients for WHIT! liS in !I' 
F far named gear; and total international F 
---------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------
: Gear Estimate : Age 2 : Age 3 : lige 4 : Age 5 : Age 6 : Age 7 : 
: ---------:-------------:----------: ----------1----------l----------l----------! ----------1 
i F(gear) 0.052 0.170 0.292 0.414 0.520 0.497 
: SCil SEJ l Var F\gearl : 0.00013 : 0.1)(1030 : 0.00094 : 0.00221 i 0.005D3 : 0.00949 : 
l Propn(gear) l 0.29489 : 0.21907 : 0.28103 : 0.22234 : 0.36502 : 0.48378 l 
--------- ------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- i ---------- ----------
l F(gear) 0.038 0.088 0.139 0.176 0.260 0.247 
: SCO LTR : Var F\gearl : 0.00004 : 0.00009 l 0.00035 l 0.00038 i 0.00179 l 0.00913 i 
! Propn(gear): 0.05190: 0.06080 l 0.10182: 0.06502 l 0.14144: 0.16624 l 
~ --------- ~ -------------:----------: ----------; ---------- ~ ----------:----------:---------- ~ 
l F(gear) 0.090 0.258 0.432 0.5'10 0.779 0.743 
lA!! above:. Var F(gear) : 0.00018 : 0.00040 : 0.00129 i 0.00259 : 0.00682 : 0.01862 : 
l Propn(gear) : 0.34679 : 0.27987 : 0.38285 : 0.28736 : 0.50646 : 0.65002 l 
1--------- ~ -------------: ----------l----------1----------; ----------1----------l----------: 
l Total l : 0.258 : 0.920 : 1.128 : 2.053 : 1.539 : 1.144 
llr.ternatl: 'Jar F ! 0.00148 : (1,(10507 : 0.00878 : 0.03133 : 0.02bb0 l 0.04408 l 
Table 17.4 Values of Natural Mortali tv Rate and Proportion Mature at age 
: ilge : Nat lior: Hat. : 
: -----:--------: -------l 
(l : 2.550 : 0.000 I I 
1 : 0.950 : 0.110 : 
2 : 0.450 : 0. 920 : 
3 : 0.350 : 1.000 : 
4 : 0. 300 : 1.000 : 
5 : 0.250 : 1. 000 : 
6 : 0.250 : 1.000 : 
7 : 0. 200 : 1.000 I I 
a : 0.200 : 1.000 : 
9 : 0.201) : 1.000 I 
10 : o. 200 : 1.000 : 
'>cle 17.5 Total International Catch at Age (1000's) of WHITING in IV between !967 and 1986 
Aqe: 1967 I 1968 I !969 l 1970 l 1971 : 1972 l 1973 I 1974 l 1975 l 1976 l Agel I---- i ---------1---------: ---------1--------- ~ ---------!--------- ~---------: --------- ~ ---------~ ---------:----: 0 l 
l' 
2 : 
i 3 i 
4 : 
5 : 















104751: 12060871 11870'1'51 1232837: 
8288551 3741221 606631: 62(17(10: 
5168651 10197441 82358 I 106187: 
1085481 1547981 563090: 18145: 
mm 2781!1 5(\20(1\ 123!35\ 
7170I !2712I 11023\ 1302!1 
2~'652: j 664: 3577: 219!l 
1845~ 565B! 1162I 6931 
931 621: !302I 1621 
m: 4oa: 






56265 I 5404: 
7933 I 17226: 
3284l 23751 














238839 I 424725 I 0 1 
9547641 478364: 1 : 
4035991 1111503: 2 : 
295629: 162t.26: 3 I 
53996 I 7525'1 l 4 : 
8792: nooo: " 1 
75241 26511 6 : 
1091 5561 7 : 
13031 21 I 8 I 
1321 271I 9: 
2: 23: 10 : 
: Aqe! 1977 I 1978 1 1979 I 1980 I 1981 i 1'182 I 198~ : 1984 l jq85 \ 1986 I Agel \ --·--; ---------\---------:---------:--------- i ---------:---------:---------: ---------!--··-----·· i --·-------l----l (: \ 667358 i 

























b 1 870:): 298266 1 
463937: 395342: 
210759: 266225: 

































































224837! (I l 
557841: 1 : 
1651651 2 : 
157525: 3 ~ 
403551 4 : 
11804: J I 
3007 I 6 I 
3661: 7 I 
m: a: 
6Bl 9 l 
10 : 
Tabl~ 17 • 6 Total International Mean Weight at Age l Kg, ) of ilHJTltlfi in IV between !967 and 1986 
: Age! 1967 I H68 l 1969 1 !97(1 : 1971 \ 1972 I 1973 I 1974 : 1975 I 1976 : Age! :---- ~ ---------:--------- :--------- i ---------:--------- ~---------1---------1--------- ~ --------- j ---------:---- i I) : 0.062 
1 : r,, 11B 
2 1 (1, 198 
J 7 I I ._,I ;).2&8 
! 4 : 0.331 
5 l 0.340 
6 I· 0.426 
7 ! 0, 495 
8 : 0.625 
'I \ (1. b2l 













































































































1 Age! 1977 : !978 : 1979 : 1980 : 1981 : 1982 I 1983 : 1984 : 1985 l 1986 : Age! ~ ---- ~ ---------; ---------: ---------1---------l---------l---------; ---------1--------- i ---------l---------l----1 
c) : 0.022 
J ' 1), 117 
L I 0,212 
J I lj, 326 
4 : <), 3~'7 
oJ ' 0.4bb 
6 : 0.495 
7 I 0.534 
8 : 0.341 
9 l o. 916 

























































































1).014 0 l 
(l, 105 1 : 
(1. !8(! 2 : 
0,250 ~ I 
o. 314 4 i 
0.374 5 : 
(:,475 6 : 
0.467 7 : 
1).538 8 : 
1.234 9 : 
87 
88 
Table 17.7 Total International Fishinq Mortality Rate at Aqe of WH!T!NG in IY between 1967 and 1986 
I Age: 1967 : 1968 : 1969 : !971) I 1971 : 1972 : 1'173 I 1974 : 1975 : 1976 : Aqel 












0. 004 : 0. 022 : 
0.406 I 0.158 I 
0.575 l O.BOB l 
0. 781 : 0.891 : 
0. 913 I 1.054 : 
0.832 I 0.945 : 
1.122 : 1.358 : 
I. 668 : I. 024 : 
1.383 : o. 941 : 
I. 200 : 1.200 : 
1. 200 : 1. 200 : 
0.140 : 
0. 792 : 
0.565 : 
0.822 : 






















0. 709 : 
0.626 I 
0.385 : 
o. 819 : 








0. 969 : 
1.1221 
1.980 : 
0. 784 : 
1.2(10 : 
1.200 : 
1), 011 : 
0.292 : 
1), B30 : 
!. 070 ; 






1. 200 : 
0.018 : 
0.396 : 
0. 891 : 
1.087 : 
1.024 : 
0. 365 : 
















0. 021 : (I : 
o. 182 : 1 : 
(1. 998 : ? : 
1. 210 l J I 
1.104 : 4 : 
0.916 : 5 : 
1.352 : 6 : 
1.276 : 7 : 
1. 332 : a : 
1.200 : 9 : 
1.200 : 10 : 
: Age: 1977. : 1978 : 1979 : 1980 : 19B1 : 1982 : 1983 : 1984 : 1985 : 1986 : 1\qe: 











o. 033 : 0.032 : 
0.426 : 0.160 : 
0.533 : 0.460 : 
0.941 : 0.593 : 
1.013 : 0.855 : 
1.047 : 0.827 : 
1.145 : 1.190 : 
0.814 : 1.686 : 
2.652 : 2.363 : 
1.200 : 1.200 : 

























o. 333 : 
0. 742 : 
o. 959 : 
J. 026 : 
1. 366 : 
1. 330 : 







0. 751 : 
o. 929 : 
1.174 I 
o. 911 : 
1.212 : 
1. 200 : 
1.200 : 
0. 063 : 
0.215 : 
0.446 : 
0. 742 : 
(1, 760 : 
0. 940 : 
1.1)(1(1 l 






o. 530 : 












0. 670 : 
0. 967 : 
1.211 ! 





0.009 : 0 : 
0.306 : 1 : 
(1, 258 : 2 : 
(1, 920 : J I 
1.128 : 4 : 
I. 150 : " I 
l.150 : b : 
1.144 : 7 : 
1.200 l B : 
1.200 I 9 : 
1.200 l H : 
-----------------------------------------·~---------------------------------------------------------------------
: Age: 1967 I 1968 : 1969 : 1970 : 1971 l 1972 : 1973 : 1974 l 1975 : 1976 I i\gel 
~ ----l---------l---------1---------l---------l---------l---------l--------- i ---------l---------l---------1--··-: 
(I 11118326001 130646(101 24820370: 39722110: 68241120: 897478301 449366901 89984910: 56952240: 57570170: 0 : 
1 : 4366031: 8693786: 997580: 1684420 l 2849324: 5064705: 6888469 I 34N877l 6903182 l 4395460 l I i 
2 : 592647: !1246\101 28717221 1747351 30810£1 7412821 1410765: 19887291 903481 i 21081191 " I 
.., I 2561861 2126BB: 319750: 1040331)1 48174: 1140471 2298221 392281: 5200171 265465\ 3 : 
4 1 437361 82677: 61m: 99041: 2757121 190431 m101 55524: 9326ll 1268521 4 : 
.~ I 129575: 130061 213511 22129: 312181 1oom: 7816: 170BOI 14774: 24\i4bl .~ • 








































834l 7 : 
3! I 8 ! 
4201 9 : 
361 10 l 
-----------------------------------------•W ___ ------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
: Age! 1977 : 1978 : 1979 : 1980 : 1981 I 1982 : 1983 : 1984 : 1985 : 1986 : Aqel 
l----1--------- i --------- i ---------:---------: ---------l---------l---------l---------1---------l---------l----: 
0 : 573432501 598255301 571880601 24266380: 241130601 206476001 29'111650: 33808010! 41514590: 733550101 0 : 
1 l 4403808l 43342241 45237631 43629111 1823155: 17653131 15915731 2192862: 26149991 32014411 I l 
2 : 14173321 1111980: 14283791 1385503: 15101611 594565: 5719951 496694: 652342: 8933141 '} I 
3 : 4954651 :nom: 4475781 5502091 575336: 6904411 239295: 23:'.496: 1863331 302368: ~ I 
4 : 55793 ~ 136203: 206678: 143309: 170537: 193064: 284494: 80281: 67b84 I 67202: 4 : 
5 I 31147: 15014: 429331 803961 375061 48433: 674951 98546! 209331 190731 5 : 
6 : 74961 8512: 5115: 118931 154801 104a8l 14B'i9l 20525: 27747: 48581 b : 
7 : 7921 18571 2016! 13251 25641 30771 25£0! 42o7l 415(11 58181 7 : 
8 l 1911 2871 2821 630l 3b8l 555l 1')131 5BBi i(l57l 739l 8 l 
9 : 71 11: 22: 65: 04: 901 m: m: 1~s: tos: 9 : 
10 : 209: 11 ; 2: 19 ~ 55: 36l 54: 34! 22 ~ E1 ~ 
------------------------------------------------·· ---------------------------------------------------------- ----
Table 17.9 WHI in IV Age 1: Abundance indices and catchability coefficients 
I VCl Yr. I IJPA I IYFS EGFS DGFS 
Index I Q I Index Q I Index I Q 
169 in 701 16841 69.01 0.041: 
170 in 7!: 28491 274.01 0.0961 
171 in 721 50651 332.01 0.0661 
l72 in 731 68881 1156. Ol 0.1681 
173 in 741 34711 322.01 0.0931 
174 in 751 69031 893.01 0.1291 
175 in 761 43951 679.01 0.1541 
176 in m 44041 418.01 o.095l219b9.0l 4.9881 
l77 in 781 43341 513.01 0.118124632.0\ 5.6831 
178 in 791 45241 457.01 0.101l20019.0i 4.4251 
179 in 801 43631 692.01 o.l59l30044.0l 6.8861 
:ao in a1: 18231 227.01 o.l25l266o.::.o: 14.5931 
FRG5F SGFS 
Index I Q Index 
181 in 821 1765\ 161.01 0.091127704.01 15.6'16\ 887.01 0.5031 
182 in 831 15921 128.01 0.080lll813.0l 7.4201 771.01 0.4841 
183 in 841 2193:' 436.01 0.199150319.01 22.9451 l 1348.01 0.6151 
184 in 351 26151 341.01 1), 130115739.01 6.0191 I 1994.01 0. 7631 ~ -------- ~ ----- f -------:------- ~ ------- ~ -------:-------: -------1------- ~ -------: -----~··~: -------: 
:as in 86i o: m.o: 0.125115184.01 12 • .m: 
l i nputl = > VPA= 36361 = > VPA= 12271 
i 1660.01 1).6781 
: => VPA= 24171 
:--------:-----: -------: -------: -------: -------:-------: -------1-------l-------: -------: -------l 
186 in 871 01 704.01 0.1251 
l input: => VPA= 5bl7i 
Table 17.10 WHI in IV Age2 : Abundance indices and catchability coefficients 
lYC! Yr. : VPA l IYFS EGFS DGFS FRGSF SGFS 
I Index l Q I Index Q I Index I Q I Index : Q : Index I I 
i68in 701 1751 77.01 0.4401 
i69in 71 l 3081 31.01 0.1011 
i7Din 721 7411 190. o: 0.2561 
:71io 73l 14111 763.01 0.541 I 
i72in 741 19891 496.01 0.2491 
173in 751 9031 153.01 0.1691 
i74in 761 21081 535.01 0.2541 
175in77\ 14171 219.0\ 0.1551 6531.01 4.6091 
i76in 781 11121 293.01 0. 2631 5492. 0 l 4. 9301 
l77in m 14281 183.01 0.1281 7441.01 5.211l 
i78in BOl 13961 391.01 (1,282l15040.0l 10.8511 
\ 79in 81 I 1510: 495.01 (1, 321130646.01 21). 295\ 
:Boin 82: 5951 232.01 0. 390 l 7928. 0 l 13.3241 891.01 1. 4811 
l81in 831 5721 126.01 1), 220110855.0 l 18.977l sao.o: 1.0141 
lB2in 841 4971 179. Ol 0.360110790.01 21.710: 380. o: o. 7651 
i83in 851 6521 .359.01 0.551l16879.0\ 25.8881 937 .o: 1.4371 
l--------:-----1-------l-------: -------:-------:-------:-------:-------:-------:-------:-------: 
l84in 861 Ol 257.01 0.3041 bb17.0l 19.1341 
linputl => VPA= 8451 => VPA= 3461 
l 473.01 1.1441 
l => VPA= 4131 
~ -------- ~ ----- ~ ------- ~ -------~ -------~ -------:-------~ -------~ -------: -------: -------:------ -l 
185in Bll Ol 540.01 0.3071 
I i nputl = > VPA= 17b0 l 
89 
90 







Age Age 2 
Commercial Q 893 
Shepherd 2,491 530 
Cook 3,349 764 
(weighted) 
Res. Vessel Q 2,967 706 
(weighted mean) 
Value adopted 3,200 893 
at ages 1 and 2 
using various 
1987 






c:.~ 17.12c1ean ri!'h1ng Mort;;;itY •. Biomas: anu r:ecruit.1ient of liH!11NG in 1'1 oetrJe~il !961 and 1%6 
iiE;;r. F1 shi ng tlor tal! tv I Bi ornass R~cl-u! ts 
P.qe;; : l;qes : 1 (I (I(• tonnes : Age 0 
2 to 6 l 0 to 4: 
iear H. Con i Disc I Hy-c;t ; Total i SD St iY,L. \Million\ 
----·--; -·-------! -------- ~ --------1-------:-------:---- ·: ------- ~ 
19.'' ·::. 6Ji : (1. ~1}3 : 
~ ~· ·Je : L• i\126 : 
19;:'=1 ::, 4C'9 : ~j~ 195 : 
~ ~-7 (_\ i ~. 0('<6 l.i,21J : 
1 y:: n.4U 0.1:5 : 
:o! 1 Ur56:2 : 0. ;4i 
~ q73 ~:~. 685 ; 0.! 7(: ; 
19'4 : (1. 6!'lt- ! ~~. 1 J~· 
'';>!5 c. 864 : 1),227 : 
1G-:t. ! {i,Q70 ; 0. J73 : 
t!i'71 : D. 596 (1,127 : 
q78 o. b[\8 t1. oa? : 
!9F 0. 63~ ; J~ 075 : 
19.9(! C•."il 0,2(;7 ; 
i'i81 ; (:, 6~-1 : ll.O% 
tq8; : ( .• 487 fl, i66 : 
: 9S~ 0. 573 0.147 i 
; S'B4 : !). 758 : 1).132 : 
1 ~:?.5 :), 746 1), (':36 ; 
1-'l't. : (1, 720 : ,;, 13~ 
:).03:1 : 765 
(1.072 1307 
\ 1 ~ 278 715 
1). 2:-B 510 
(1,(161 5!9 
0. I 16 Q(i(l 
o. !6i 912 
IJ~ 290 ! .m 
::.146 : 1077 
(1.277 : 1016 
0.21B : 1020 
0.104 7!2 
(J,1(14 I 383 
0.091) : 799 
(!,(61 : 621 
(}, 095 : 444 
1},(169 i 467 
(1.08-3 : 419 
O.C56 : ~63 

















298 l 67 ~ 111833 : 
421 : os 131)65 r 
589 l 6S 24820 l 
2!9 : ! 1 62-241 
268 : n : 8974B 
378 l 7) : 4~¥37 
435 : 74 i 89"'85 : 
~46 : 75 l 56952 l 
566 I 76 i 575Hi ~ 
5Z.b \ 77 : 57~~43 l 
41;) I 78 : 59B26 i 
470 : 79 : 57188 : 
478 i 80 l 24206 : 
465 81 : 24113 ) 
342 : 82 \ 2(i648 I 
3(19 i 83 I 2991:: : 
244 i 84 : 33808 I 
234 I 85 l 41515 l 
294 : 86 \ 73355 I 1------ "------------·----------------------------------------- -- t 




Tablel7 .13 Input for catch prediction ot I~H!TING in l'l 
\o'alues used in Prediction 
F at age , t1ean Wt. and Propn. Retained h)' Consumption Fisherv 
1---------------------------------------------------------------------- l 
1986 1987 Scaled mean F Mean values for period !'iBl to 1985 
: Aqel Fishinq Hortal!ty Stock 1981 to 1985 Mean Weight IKg.) : Prop. : 
: H.Con. : Disc : lnd Nur,ber : H.Con. : Disc : lnd : H.Con. : Disc : Ind : Stock l Ret. : 
1----: --------l--------1--------l----------l--------l-------- :--------:--------:--------:--------:--------: -------l 
i) I 0.001 I 0.017 I 4660000(1 : 1),(11)0 I 0.003 I 0.017 
1 : 0.003 : 0.133 : 0.054 : 5626b31 0.007 I 0.117 : o. 046 I 
2 : 0.073 : 0.181 : 0.003 : 1024291 : 0.124 : 0.215 : 0.066 
3 : 0.590 : 0.245 : 0.085 : 440072 : 0.453 I 0.173 I 0.091 I I 
4 : 0.875 I 0.141 I 0.1 !1 : 84914 I o. 769 : 0.135 : 0.050 I I I 
5 : 0.949 : 0. 059 : 0.142 : 16114 : 0.961 : 0.103 : 0.042 
6 I 1.110 I (1, 040 : 4703 : 1.258 : 0.073 : (1,(128 I I 
7 : 1.125 : 0.019 : 1198 : 1. 352 l o. 029 : 0.004 
a : 1.171 : 0.02'1 1'517 : 1.546 : 0.004 I I 
9 : 1.200 I 182 : 1.340 : I 
10 : 1.20(1 26 : 1.340 : 
Age 2 to 6 :Age 0 4: He an F Age 2 to 6 l Age 0 41 
0.853 : 0.054 : Unsealed : 0, 764 : 0.093 : 
: Scaled 0, 853 : 0. 054 : 
Recruits at age 0 in 1988 = 46600000 
Recruits at age 0 in 1989 = 46600000 
M at age and proprtion mature at aqe are as sho1;n in Table 17.4 
I (1,138 I 
: 0.198 ' 
: 0.237 : 
: 0.286 : 
: 0.33'1 : 
: 0.401 I I 
I 0.438 : I 
0.507 : 
o. 578 : 
0.657 I I 
0.840 : 
Hean F for ages 1 to 6 in 1986 for human consumption landings + discards = 0,853 . 
0.040 : 0.015 I 0.018 
0.105 : 0.052 : 0.086 
0.155 I 0.145 : 0.173 I 
0.210 : 0.260 (1.261 
0.239 I 0.372 I o. 325 I I 
0.260 : 0.476 : 0.391 
0.268 I 0.572 : o. 436 I 
0.268 : 0.477 0.503 
0.312 : 0.578 
0.657 
0.840 
Hu,lian consumption +discard F-at-age values in prediction are mean values for the penod 1981 to 19B5 
rescaled to produce a mean value of F for ages 2 to 6 equal to that for 1986 
Mean F for ages 0 to 4 in 198b for Sliali -[,esh fisheries = 0. 054 • 
Industrial fishery F-at-age in the prediction are averages for the penod 1981 to 1qa5 • 
rescaled to produce a mean value of F for ages 0 to 4 equal to that for 1986 
: o. 002 : 
: O.OTi : 
: 0.370 : 
: (1, 709 : 
: 0.841 : 
l G.900 : 
: o. 945 : 
I (!,979 I 
I (1,997 I I I 
: 1.000 
I 1.(11)0 : I 
Tablel 7.14 Predicted Catches and Biomasses I 1000's at tonnes 1 of ~HiTING 1n IV !987 to !988 
\ear 
: 1986 : 1987 : 1 'iS8 
---------------------------! -----1··---- i -----:-----:-----:-----:-----1-----:-----:-----1----- ~ 
: Bi omass 1 Jar. of Year 
Total l o05 l 813 l 798 : 798 : m : 798 i 798 : 798 : 798 : 798 : 7% : 
Spawninq : 294 l 368 l 500 l 500 l 50(1 l 500 : 500 l :'·00 i 5(H) : 50(! : 500 : 
: Mean F Ages 
: Human Cons. 
: Small-mesh 
2 to 6 lO.B5 \0.85 lO.OO \0.17 \1).34 lCJ,5! lC.6B lO.B5 :1.02 i(•.22 \0.74 ; 
o to 4 :o.os :o.o5 :o.o3 :o.o3 :0.(13 :o.o;:; l\i,03 :o.03 :o.03 :o.o3 :o.o3 : 
\Mean FIYearliHean Fm86) : F().Jl Fma;:l 
Human Consumption J!.(IO \1.00 10.00 ::),£0 \0.40 \1),60 lO.BO lLQO ll.20 \0.26 ',(J,Sb: 
SMa1I-mesh Fishery l1.0(J l!.OO 10~50 :t:_5~J l0~50 ;o.so i0~5(; 10.50 l0.50 10.50 l0&50 l 
: Gat eh tiei ght 
Human Consumption 5b : 80 : () : 16 : 49 : 71) I 89 : 106 : 121 34 : C4 : 
Discards 77 : 78 l l) : ! 9 : 36 : ") : 68 : 83 : 97 : 24 i 73 : 
Small-mesh Fisheries 18 : 27 18 : 17 : 16 : 16 : 15 ; 15 : !J : 17 : 15 : 
Total I andings 74 : 106 : 18 ' 43 : 66 : 86 : i04 : 121 : 135 : 51 l 110 : Total catch : 15i I 184 : 18 : 62 : 101 : 139 : l73 I 204 233 I 75 : Ja3 : 
: Biomass 1 Jan of Year+! 
Total I 813 : 798 i 986 l 941 : 899 : 862 : 828 : 790 : 768 : 927 I 81B : 
Spatmi ng : 368 : 5v0 : t.iil : 646 : 606 ~ 569 : 535 ; 5(15 : 477 : b33 J :'·'25 , 
Industrial by-catch F = 0.5 x recent average. 
Table 17.15 Predicted Catches and BicGasses t ](lfy)·s ot tonnes i of WHlfHlG in !V 1987 to 1988 
'/ear 
: 1986 : 1987 : 
---------------------------:-----: -----:----- i ----- i -----! ----- i·-----: ----- ~ -----:----- ~ -----l 
: Bi omass 1 Jan of Year 
Total : 605 : Br.:. : 798 : 798 : 7"18 \ 798 \ 798 \ 798 l 798 : 798 : m : 
Spatmi nq i 294 l 368 l 500 : 500 : 500 l 500 : 500 : 500 : 500 : 500 l 500 : 
: Mean F Age!: 
I Human Cons. 
\ Sma! I -mesh 
2 to 6 10.85 :o.a5 !O.oo 10.11 :0.34 :u.51 :o.6B :o.Bs 11.02 :0.22 :o.b4 1 
0 to 4 l(;.05 i0.05 10.05 i0.(15 10~05 l0.05 10.05 l0.05 10~05 l0.05 10.05 l 
\Mean F!Yearl/Mean F\1986) \ F0.1 l Fmaxl 
Human Consumption \1.00 l!.OO :0.00 10.20 \0.40 10.60 10.8() :1.00 :1.20 10.26 l0.75 : 
Smal I -mesh Fishery l 1. 00 I 1. 00 I l. 00 : 1. 00 : !. 00 : 1. 00 I 1. 00 I!. 00 I 1. 00 : J. Ot) :!. 00 l 
: Catch wei qht 
Hu;,an Consurnpti on 56 : 8(\ ' (\ : 26 l 4'1 : 69 : sa : 104 : 119 l 33 : 83 I 
Discards 77 : 78 I 0 : 18 : 36 l 52 l 68 I 82 I 96 : 24 I 64 : I 
Small-mesh Fisheries 18 l 27 : 0-J : 34 : 33 : 1t : 31 I 31) l 29 ~ 33 : 3.1 \ 
Total landings 74 106 : J~l : 59 l fll 101 : 118 : 134 : 148 : 67 114 l 
Total catch \51 184 I 35 : 78 : !17 : 153 l 186 : 216 : 244 i 91 177 : 
I B1omass 1 Jan of Year+! 
Total \ 813 l 798 l 963 l 919 \ 879 l 843 \ 810 \ 779 : 752 l q06 \ BJB l 
Spawning : 368 : 500 : 671 I 628 : 588 l 552 l 520 : 49\l I 463 : 615 : 528 : 
Industr.ial by-catch F = recent average. 
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Table 17.16 Predicted Catches and Biomasses I 1000's of tonnes l of \:IHJTlNB in IV !987 to 1988 
Year 
11986 11987 : 1988 
---------------------------: -----1-----l-----1-----: ----- ~ -----:----- \-----1-----; ----- i -----: 
; B1 amass 1 Jan of Year 
Total 
Spawning 
: Nean F Aqes 
I 605 f 813 f 798 : 798 f 798 I 798 I 7'18 l 798 l 798 I 798 l 74B i 
: 294 I 368 : 500 : 500 : 500 : 500 : 500 : 500 I 500 : 500 J 500 : 
f HuBan Coos. 
: Sinal 1-rnesh 
2 t.o 6 :o.ss :o.as :o.oo :o.17 10.34 10.s1 10.68 10.85 11.02 :0.22 10.58: 
0 to 4 lO.OS 10.05 lO.OB lO.OB lO.OB 10.08 10.08 lO.OB lO.OB !0.08 lO.OB : 
lHean F\Year)/Mean f(l9861 : FO.t: Fma~: 
Hu:;an Consumption 11.00 :1.00 :0.00 10.20 10.40 :o.60 10.80 fl.OO 11.20 !0.26 10.68 l 
Small-mesh Fishery : 1. 00 : 1. 00 : 1.50 I 1.50 : 1. 50 I 1. 50 I 1. 50 l 1. 50 :!. 50 l 1. 50 l l. 50 : 
: Catch uei ght 
HumEn Con:;umption 56 : so l I) l 2~ ' .J I 48 : 68 l 86 : 103 l 118 : 33 } 75 : 
Di scuds 77: 78 : I): 18 : 35 l 51 l 67 l 81 1 95 l 24 i 57 l 
S•lioll-rnesh Fisheries lB l 27 I 51 50 : 48 : 47 l 4" I .J I 44 1 41 : 4S' : 46 : 
Total I andings 741 JOb l 51 75 I 9bl 115 : 132 l 147 l 160 : 82 ; 122 : 
Tohl catch 151 194 ! 51 93 : 131 1 166 : !98 l 228 : 255 ~ 106 l m: 
l ~1omas; l Jan of Ye~r+l 
fatal : 813 : 798 1 941 l 898 : 859 : B24 l 792 : 763 : 736 : 885 l 811 
Spaiining I 368 I 500 l 651 : 609 : 571 l 537 l 505 l 477 l 450 l 597 i 524 l 
Industrial by-catch F = 1.5 x recent average. 
fable 17.17 Predicted Catches and Biomasses f 1000's of tonnes J of WHITING in IV 1987 ta 1988 
Year 
119Bt· l 1987 l 1988 
---------------------------: -----:-----: ----~·1- ----1-----l-----: -----: ----- i -----:-----:-----: 
l B1o~ass l Jan of ]ear 
Total : 605 I 813 : 823 I 823 1 823 i 823 1 823 1 823 l 823 l 823 1 B23 : 
Spawning l 294 I 368 l 525 1 525 l 525 I 525 f 525 l 525 I 525 I 525 i 525 i 
l r,ean F Ages 
: Human Cons. 
! Small-flesh 
2 to b 10.85 10.70 !0.00 10.14 l0.2B 10.42 10.56 10.70 10.84 IO.N 10.50 I 
o to 4 10.05 :o.05 :o.o5 10.05 10.05 :o.o5 :o.os 10.05 10.05 10.05 10.05 : 
l~ean F<rearJttiean F!19B6i 
Human Consumption 
Smal h;esh Fishery 
I Catch we; oht 
Human Consumption 
Discards 
Sl!ial! -mesh F i shen es 
Total 1 and1 ngs 
Total catch 
Biam;;;s 1 ,iar. of Year+! 
Total 
!':pawning 
l FO.lJ FE~tu:l 
I LOO 10.82 10.00 10.16 10.33 10.4'1 10.66 10.82 10.99 10.2.3 10.58 l 
: I. 00 I I. 00 l 1.0(1 I 1. 00 I l.liO I!. 00 I 1. 00 l 1. 00 I 1. 00 I 1. 00 I 1. 00 l 
56 I b4 I) : 22 I 41 5~' 7b ' 91 105 l JO : oB ; I 
77 : 69 I (I I 15 ' 3(1 I 44 l 58 : 71 84 : 22 : 52 : I I 
18 I 1.7 I 36 I 35 : 34 I 34 : 33 : 32 : 31 : 35 : 33 : 
74 I '1 36 57 : 76 : q3 l lOB I 123 I 13b I 65 : 101 : I I I 
151 : 161 36 : 72 : 106 l 137 : 166 I 194 ! 219 : f) : 153 ; 
813 1 823 I 983 l 94 7 l 913 I BS2 l 852 l 825 : BOO l 932 l 865 : 
l 368 : 525 : 692 l 656 l 622 I 592 l 563 1 537 l 512 I 642 I 576 : 
Includi~g mesh changes. 
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2 Includes Division VIb. 
3 Includes Divisions VIb and Vb. 






















































































Table 18.2 Annual Weight and Nuwbers of WHITING caught in VIA between 1967 and 198o 
Weight ! 1000 tonnes ) Number (millions l 
: Year : Total H.Con ! Disc : By-cat: Total l H.Can i Disc I By-cat: 











: 1977 : 





: 1'183 : 
I 1984 l 
l 19B5 I 






















































































































































0 : (l: 
0 : 
0 l 
0 : (l: 
0 I 
0 : 
T~ Results of anal\1Sis of catchability coefficients for WHITING in VIA 
F for naaed gears and total international F 
l Gear Estimate I Age 2 : Age 3 : Age 4 I Age 5 : 
1---------:-------------:---------- I----------~----------~---------- i 
l F!gearl 0.035 0.053 0.053 0.082 
I SCO SE! : Var Ftgearl l 0.00015 l 0.00016 : 0.00013 i 0.00016 : 
I Propnl1Jear) I 0.18127 I 0.15882 l 0.12715 : 0.09943 : 
i --------- ~ -------------:---------- ~ ---------- t ----------1----------l 
I Ftgml O.OB4 0.157 0.155 0.202 
: SCO LTR : Var Ftgearl I 0.00057 : 0.00058 I 0.00063 : 0.00223 l 
: Propn!gear) l 0.17111 : 0.22674 : 0.22132 : 0.17924 \ 
i ---------I -------------1---------- ~ ----------!----------I----------: 
: f(gear) 0.017 0.025 0.020 0.(122 
I SCO NTR I Var Ftgear) I 0.00012 I 0.00007 : 0.00037 I 0,00065 I 
: Propn(gear) : 0.05174 l 0.06744 I 0.09254 I 0.01660 : 
l---------1-------------: ----------1---------- ~ ----------~ ----------\ 
: F!gear) 0.137 0.235 0.228 0.306 
JAil above: Var F(gearl : 0.00084 I 0.00082 I 0.00113 I 0.00305 : 
I Propnlgear) l 0.40412 : 0.45301 i 0.44101 I 0.29527 : 
~ ---------1-------------1----------! ----------:---------- t ----------! 
i Total i I 0.338 i 0.5!9 I 0.517 l 1.037 
I fnternatl: Var F : 0. 00515 ! 0. 00399 ! 0. 00580 i 0. :n495 l 
Table 18.4 Values of Natura! Mortality Rate and Proportion Mature at age 
I Age : Nat Hor I Mat. I 
l -~·---I -·-------1------- I 
1 : 0.200 i 0.000 
2 0. '2110 : 1' 000 I I 
3 i 0.200 : 1.000 : 
4 : 0.200 : 1.000 : 
5 : 0.200 : 1.000 : 
b : 0.200 : 1.000 : 
7 : 0.200 : 1.000 : 
8 I 0.200 1.000 : I 
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Table 18.5 Total International Catch at Age l!OOt/s) of iiHIT!NG in \'lf\ bet¥1een 1'1'67 and .1986 
: Age\ 1967 : 1968 : 1969 : 1970 : 1-171 : !m : !973 : 1974 : 1175 : 1976 : Age: : ----:---------:--------- i ---------! ---------1---------; --------- t ---------! --------- i ---------1---------: ----l 
1 I 5169 I 72b5! 873 ~ 730: 
2 : 26(123\ 164841 25174! 642::1 
3 : 10619: 9239: 8644: 28065: 
4 : 697: 36561 2566\ 3241\ 
5 I 145741 324\ 1206\ 671)1 
b : 7891 5036 I 118\ 214: 
7 : 1131 328\ 2113\ 16\ 
8 I 131 22\ 210\ 4721 








14078: 9083: 149171 
36142: 51036\ 167781 
5592: 100491 36318\ 
14611 1166: 2819: 
357: 180: 281 I 
4292~ 52l 571 
2n: am , , 
26: 311 m: 
8500: 1 : 
46421\ 2 : 
15757 ~ 3 l 
17m: 4: 
1508: J ' 
66: 6 ~ 
131 I I 
8 ! 














































































26741 1 : 
!4825\ r, I 
977(Jl ··' I 
26531 4 : 
532} J I 
291: /:, : 
m: .. 
41\ 8 \ 
Table 18.6 Totai International Mean Weight at Age< Kg. l of WHlTHIG 1n VIA between 1967 and 1986 
: Agt' l 1'16 7 l 1968 : 1969 l l 970 l 1971 : 1972 : 1973 1974 : 1975 : 1976 : Age: l----1---------: ---------l--------- I---------~---------\ ---------1--------- ~ --------- ~ --------- ~ ---------1---- ~ 
I ' 0.204 l (1.206 l Ci.l78 l 0.2(15 : 0.209 l 0.211 l 
2 : 0.240 1 0.263 I 0.223 l 0.203 l 0.247 I 0.2SB l 
3 l 0.319 J 0.36b l 0.335 l 0,274 i 0/176 l 0~345 i 
4 : 0.424 : 0.444 : 0.5(10 ! 0.382 : 0.316 : 0.368 I 
.J I 0,412 : i),554 : l),57(1 : (1,5!9 : 1),426 : (1,426 : 
6 l 0.639 : 0.538 l 0.649 I 0.619 : 0.~·51 : 0.494 I 
7 : 0.822 : 0.70! : 0.618 : 0.664 ) 0.696 : 0.603 : 
B ! (:.B78 : 0.853 ! 0.725 l 0.666 : 1.028 ; 0.717 : 
0.196 l 0.193 : !),2(19 : 
0.235 ! 1).215 : 0.245 : 
0.362 ~ 0.317 l 0.305 I 
o.m : o.444 : 0.471 : 
1).485 : 0.591 : 0.651 : 
0.532 \ 0.641 : 0.615 : 
(),654 : 0.574 : 0.841 : 
0. 748 : 0. 843 : 1). 713 : 
0. 201 l ! I 
0~ 242 l '"l I 
1),3(19 : 3 : 
o. 2·bl : 4 l 
(1, 497 : 5 : 
0. 687 : 6 ! 
1. 050 : 7 : 
8 : 
l Aqe\ 1977 l 1978 : 1979 : 1'180 : 1'181 : !982 : 1983 l 1984 l 1985 l 1986 : Age: 
J ----:---------i---------t ---------1---------; ---------1---------l---------: ---------l---------l---------1-··-- ~ 1: (}.200\ 0.1991 0.218: 
2 ~ 0.244 1 0.235 l 0.2'32 l 
3 : 0. 296 : (l. 286 : 0. 306 : 
4 ! 0.392 : 0.389 I 0.41)4 : 
5 : 0.431 l 0.516 l 0.536 : 
6 : 0.&29 : 0.549 : 0.678 l 
7 : 0.848 : 1).602 : 0.694 : 
B : 1.160 : 0.973 l 0.644 \ 
0.172: 0.192: 
0.242 I 0.228 l 
0.330 : 0.289 : 
0.420 : 0.382 : 
0.492 : 0.409 : 
i)' 595 : 0. 409 : 
0.722 : 0.542 : 
0.876 I 0. 751 l 
(1, 1B4 : 
0.220 l 
0.276 : 















(1. 313 : 
(1,371 : 




(1, 185 : 
0.238 l 
0. ~.06 I 
o. 402 : 
0.430 : 
0. 461 : 
(l, 531 : 
0.604 : 
0.175 : 
0. 236 l 2 : 
0.294 : ~ : 
0. 468 : 5 : 
t).4P.2 I 6 ! 
0. 496 : 7 : 
o. s22 : a } 
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· 3tie 18.7 Total International Fishing Mortality Rate at Aqe of WHITING in IliA between 1967 and 1986 
· floe' \967 l 1968 l 1969 l 1'170 : 1971 l 1972 l 1973 : 1974 : 1975 : 1976 : Jigel 
J---- i ---------1---------l---------l---------: --------- i ---------l---------1---------:---------: ---------:----: 
' 1 l iJ, !OS : 
I 2 : 0 • 923 ~ 
3 ' (1, 933 : 
4 : o. 759 : 
o , 0. B10 i 
7 : 1.(;(1(' : 
B ~ ~~i)Of ~ 
o. 039 l 
0. 585 : 





'' 000 : 
o. 049 l o. 037 : 0. (!89 1 
0.184 : 0.601 : 0.762 1 
0.7\19 : 0.320 : 1.025 : 
1.041 : 0.641 j 0.834 l 
1.339 : 0.880 : 0.6'J4 ! 
L57B : 0. 951 : 0. 962 : 
1.000 ; 1.000 : 1.00(1 l 
1. 001) : L 000 i 1. 000 : 
0.221 : 
0.835 : 







1. 027 l 




1. 000 : 
0.160 l 
0.478 : 
0. 940 ! 







(:. 757 : 





0.204 : 1 : 
o. 620 : 2 : 
1.282 : 3 : 
L 078 1 4 ~ 
1. 378 l 5 : 
1.281 : b : 
1.000 : 7 : 
1. 000 1 B l 
: Apel Jn7 : 197B ! 1979 l 1980 i 19Bl l 1982 ; 1983 \ 1984 I 1985 l 1986 \ Agel 







l .OOo l 

















o. 991 : 
1.000 : 
1. -~oo : 
0.070 1 
0,23B l 





J .ooo : 








0. 1 00 : 0. 082 i 
0.245 : 0.360 : 
0.397 : 0.633 i 
0.439 ! 0.624 : 
0.466 : 0.901 : 
0.716 : 0.710: 
1.000 ! 1. 000 : 
1. 000 \ 1. 000 \ 
(!,! 14 : 
0.489 : 






Tabla 18.8 Stod NuAbers at Aqe (1000's} of WHITING in VIA betlieen 1967 and 1'>86 








0.036 I 1 : 
O. 338 ~ 2 I 
o.:·l9 I 3 l 
0.517 l 4 I 
1.037 f 5 I 
1.1)00 : b : 
1. 000 l 7 ! 
LOOO I 8 I 
I Agel 1967 i 196B ! 1969 l 1970 l 197! l 1972 i 1973 l 1974 1 1975 l 1976 l Aqei 
i ----; ---------! --··------·l-----·----·1---------: --------- ~ --------- ~ ---------l---------l---------l---------1----: 
1 \ 
2 : 
t T I 
1 V I 
6 : 
~ 7 : 
B 1 







































50bb0l 1 : 
1097B2l 2 l 
23567: J ' 
286301 4 I 
2176: J ' 
98l 6 : 
221 7 : 
a : 
i i\~el 1977 l 1978 l 1979 l 19BO l 1981 l 1982 l 1983 l 1984 l 1985 1 1986 1 Agel 

















































































8406Bl ! l 
56711: 2 : 
263971 •) I 
71891 4 : 
8'151 5 : 
5001 b : 
814\ 7 I 
Btl 8 l 
Table 18.9 Estimates of recruitment at age for 












Table 18. ') 0 Mean Fishing Mortality 1 Biomass and Recruitment of WHITING 1n VIA between 1'167 and 1986 
----------------------- ---------------------------- -------------
Mean Fishing Hortaiity : Biomass Recrlil ts 
Ages : Ages : 1000 tonnes Age I 
2 to 4 : I to 'I 
: Year H.Con : Di se : By-cat : Total l Sp St :v.r. :Million: 
1------ i--------1-------·· !--------l-------: -------:----:-------: 
: 1967 : 0.872 : 0.000 0.000 I 42 : 31 : 66 : ,J.l I I 
: 1968 : 0.899 : 0.000 : 0.000 I 68 : 25 I 67 : 210 : I I 
: 1969 : o. 645 0.000 : 0.000 : 52 : 4'i' I 6B : 20 : I 
1970 : 0.521 I 0.000 : 0.000 : 43 : ::18 : 69 l 22 : I 
1971 : 0.874 : 0.000 : 0.00(! : 36 : 29 : 70 : 31 : 
1972 : 1.049 I 0.000 : 0.\100 : 40 : 20 71 : 93 : I 
1973 : 1.337 : 0. 000 : 0.000 I 61 : 22 : 72 : !95 : I 
1974 : 0.884 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 52 : 39 : 73 : 68 : 
!975 I 0.673 : 0.000 : 0.000 I 69 l 38 : 74 : 151 I I I 




1977 : 0.802 I 0.000 : 0.000 : 44 ! 28 : 76 l 80 : I 
1978 : 0.673 : 0.000 I (1.000 : 48 : 25 ' 77 : 112 
' ' 
1979 : 0.762 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 49 : 32 : 78 : 79 i 
1980 : (1.551 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 64 : 31 : 79 : 191 : 
1981 : 0.373 ' 0.000 : 0.000 I 59 : 51 : 80 l 40 : 
' ' 
1982 : 0.360 : 0.000 ' 0.000 : 51 : 45 : 81 : 35 : 
' 
1983 : 0.539 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 47 ' 36 : B2 : 48 : 
' 
1984 : 0. 769 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 45 ' 29 : 83 : 73 : 
: 1985 : 0.898 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 39 : 25 : 84 : 74 : 
: 1986 : o. 458 : 0.000 ' 0.000 ' 40 : 25 : 85 : 84 : I 
l------------------ -------------------------------------------- ! 
Ne an recruits at age 1 for peri ad 1967 to 1984 : 86 : 
----------------------------------------------------------------
Tablel8.11 Input for catch prediction of WHITING in VIA 
\la! ues used 1 n Prediction 
F at age ~ tie an ~t. and F'ropn. Retained hy Consurnpt 1 on F I5herv 
: ----------------------------------------------------------------------: 
1986 1987 3caled ;;ean F Mean value; for pmod 1'181 to l<i85 
: A9e: Fi shi nq nor tal i tv Sbck 1981 to 1q95 Mean Weight IKg.) l Prop. i 
l H.Con. : Disc : lnd Number i H.Con. : D1sc : !nd : H.Con. : Disc : lnd l Stock : Ret. ! 
l----1--------; --------l--------: ----------: -----··--: --------1--------l--------! --------1--------l----···---: -··--··--! 
1 : (1,(1'13 : 143000 : (!.073 : (1.199 : 0.199 
2 l 0.339 : 62203 : 0.282 J.239 : o.n'i 
~. : 0.519 : 32999 : 0. 481 l 0.293 : (1.293 
' 4 : !),517 : 12861 : 1).6!2 : i),;)](l : (:,370 
5 : 1.!)37 ' 3510 : (), 719 : 0.433 : 0. 433 
' 
b : 1.000 : 260 : 0. 741 : o. 467 : il.467 
7 : 1.00(1 ' 151 : (l, 780 ' 0.508 : 0.508 
' 
B : 1.000 l 245 : 0. 780 : O.bOO o. 600 
Age 2 to 4 l Age 0 I) l Mean F : Age ~ to 4 I Age 0 o: 
0.458 i 0.000 : Unsealed l 0.588 I 0.000 : 
' 
i Sealed 0.458 : 0.000 : 
Recruits at age I in 1988 = 78'163 
Recruits at age I in 1989 = 79963 
M at age and proprtion mature at age are as shown in Table 18 • 4 
Mean F for ages 2 to 4 ln 1986 far human consumption landings + discards = 1),458 • 
Human consumption +discard F-at-age values In pred1ction are rn~an values +or the oedod 1981 to 1985 
rescaled to produce a mean value of F for ages 2 to 4 equal to that for 1986 
Mean F for ages 0 to i} in H'86 for small-mesh fisheries= I),(H)(; • 
lndustnal fishery F-at-aqe In the prediction are averages for the period 1981 to 1985 • 
rescaled to produce a mean value of F for ages (I to (I equal to that t•Jr !986 
!.MO : 
: l.O(i(l \ 
: j,(l(l(l : 
' 1.000 : 
: l.:l(l(l : 
: j,(H)(I l 
: l.OOO : 
: ~. (1(11) : 
Table 18.12 Predicted Catches 2.nd Biomasses I 1000's of tonnes ) of WH!IHIG in VJA 1987 to l98tl 
Year 
l l9B6 l 1987 l 198B 
---------------------------1----- ~ ----- ~ -----:----- :----- ~ -----1-----:-----! ----- ~ -----l-----1 
l Bi ornass 1 ,ian of Year 
Total 39 : 60 : 6'1 : 62 62 : b2 : 62 : 62 : 62 : 62 : 62 : Spa~mi ng 25 : 31 47 : 47 : 47 : 47 : 47 47 : 47 : 47 4/ : 
: Mean F Ages 
: Human Cons. 
: Small-mesh 
2 to 4 lt1.4b :0.~6 JI).(H) l0.\19 :o.ta :o.n :o.3? :o.46 :o.ss :o.n :o.oo: 
o to o :o.oo :o.oo :o.oo :o.oo :o.oo :o.oo :o,oo 10.(1(1 :o.C,(I :o.oo :o.oc, : 
:Mean F('learl/Hean F(JqBbl : FO.Jl Fma~: Huaan Consumption \1.00 :1.00 :o.oo :0.20 :0.40 :0.6C• JO.BO ll.(IO \1.20 l0.5B :o.oo l 
: Catch weight 
Human Consumption 11 0 : 3 : 7 : 10 12 : l~ 
-· 
: i7 i (l : Discards 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 ! (I ! 0 : (1 : 0 : 0 : 0 I 0 : Small-mesh Fisheries () : 0 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : (l : () : 0 : Total landings B : 11 0 : ,, : 7 : 10 : !2 15 : 17 : 'i : (1 ! Total catch B I 11 0 : 3 : 7 10 I 12 : 15 : 17 : 9 : 0 : I ' 
: Bi omass 1 Jan of Year+! 
Total 60 I 62 : 78 : 74 : 7(1 : 67 : 64 : 62 : 59 : bl : (1 : I Spawning 31 : 47 : OL. : 58 : 55 51 : 49 : 4o : 43 : ._I..;, : 0 : 
101 
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Table 19. j Nominal catch (in tonnes) of WHITING in Division VIb, 1977-1986. (Data 
for 1977-1985 as officially reported to ICES.) 
Country 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 19861 
Denmark 




Spain 196 112 88 16 1233 
UK (Engl.& Wales) 3 2 5 1 + + 2 + 
UK (Scotland) 15 5 24 2 59 + 5 25 6 
Total 18 30 3 62 196 112 93 46 131 5 
1 Provisional. 
~Included in Division VIa. 
Foreign landings not included. 
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.'r£lble 20. :l Nominal catch (in tonnes) of WHITING in Divisions VIId and VIIe in 1977-1986. (Data for 1977-1985 
as officially reported to ICES.) 
Country 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 
Belgium 36 85 92 85 102 Denmark 1 21585 6 2 France 81886 81010 51352 71690 81842 Ireland 11 12 13 Netherlands 1 2 1 2 2 UK (England & Wales) 11342 11038 930 839 11136 
Total 101276 91 148 81960 81635 101084 
Country 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1 
Belgium 101 94 83 84 67 Denmark 
11 1 7062 France 81051 51708 71239 81 107 Ireland 
Netherlands 70 399 
604 3 UK (England & Wales) 11222 11210 811 741 
Total 91444 7 1 411 81 133 81795 121514 
1 . . 1 
2 ProvJ.sJ.ona . Includes all of Sub-areas VII (except Division VIIa) and 
3 VIII: ForeJ.gn landings not included. 
Tilble 20.2 SUM OF PRODUCTS CHECK 
!IHITIN•.J IN THE ENGLISH CHANNEL (FISHING A~EAS VIlE AND VIID) 1-' 
CATEGORY: TOTAL 0 _.,.. 
CATC'1 IN NU M3 E K S UN IT: thousanrJs 
----------------
.19/7 1G7 8 19/9 108U 1<,1d1 108~ 19~j 19 84 198 5 19 ~6 
'l n 9o ll 0 '14 () ~ 3 141 n 
1 19 ~ 91 10 882 162)4 d~>39 3096 091 4,-s bll .564 2 15 6n 1125 
2 11:. C1 z 2 1197o 1221/ 1 /b49 ., 20'1[1 1311~2 1413'1 15) 59 154oi3 1.5616 
.s .s llj 1 4541 .530) 4 ))j 1U65 LS632 6964 115 84 12Ur4 159 '58 
4 55.5 71.5 ?.fl(lb t:5') •t'J6 7 2652 ~47Y 24 n2 1 o4 9, ':J 737 
5 12 3 66 22.) 94 210? FH)5 o41 1j68 6b1 I .53 
6 :~ 1 .s 1.5 4 <:iO~ 3l) ·1 I U .Si:i4 lUll ., 4[1 
1 1 () 1 u 6)~ 1[)4 45 ?.4 .,, 26 
f. q D [I 2 1 7 j 1.5 .Sf\ 1 fl 
Q fl u 1 lJ [l 2 ., 0 [l 1 
l']+ fl 0 0 [} ll (1 .. 0 n n 
TOTAL 4:) Q';JQ .5/2>i,( .)402(] j1Qfl[) .)g6f)1 3~6i [l 29241 34f59 31907 359/f> 
Tr>:Jli? 20.3 s u '1 0 F 1-' R 0 D IJC CHECr; 
WHITING IN ThE ENGLISH CHANNEL CFJSHI~G AHEAS VTIE AND VIID) 
CATEGORY: TOfAL 
•'1E A r, w!: I G t: T AT AGE HI THE CATCH Ul\ IT: i< i Lo :j ri'llll 
-------------------------------
"IQ ( 7 1978 19 ( 9 1'i.'lU 19ci1 19iJ2 
n • uon • 21 0 .00[] .Url(; • 1 ;j!l .11un 
1 • 2110 • 2111 • 21 ::> .23~ • 1 ( 1 • 1 f ·1 
2 • 2 (7 • ? ~ (: • ? !'I .i?.S • 242 • ? fJt 
.) • .5oS • 3'Jt+ • .) ::> 1 .::.zu • 2 b{• • 2~ 1 
4 .44? .4.54 • 3 6·=> • .59(] • 2 ~!7 .34l 
5 .5o1 ./36 .)1) 
.530 • .)I) •J .4L/ 
6 • :~2 3 1. r]~ '! ·1 • lJ6 ~~ '1 •• , c;4 • .5 Y1 .421 
I • 0.) 3 • rHJO .4 9 0 • uno • .563 .415 
• 'lfJn • nno • (HJ(l .'!52 ., • 053 • 7'7/ 
191).) 
.:de 
• 19 ( 
.C.:d .
• hi ( 
• 3 4o 
• j ~[l 
.445 
.4415 
• I rl'l 
r; 
.o,n • onrJ ./16 • unu • QfJfl .t.t) 1.0 b/ I 1) + • ,nn • fl;l(l .rwo • f]fl(l .uPn • fl[ll} 1 • l i]b 
T'lblP 20.4 VI~TUAL POPULATIO~ A~ALYSIS 
<IHITb:; I~; TlE E.';'~LT~H CHAili.f:L (t-.TSHII;S AfU':!\S VJTE MID VIIO) 
19K4 •J ',1::; 5 
• ·1 ~ 6 • I .S 7 
• 1 5 ( • ·1 / ll 
• .? 'l.S • I d2 
• 2 n:i .un 
• .S53 . ss~~ 
• 2 >35 • .51Q 
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T<'lule 20.5 VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
\-IH I I I Ne; n.J THE EN r_; LIS H CHANNEL CFIStiif'<G At<E.I-\S VT H AND V liD) 1-' 
0 
0'\ 
sroc;< SIZF IN ·'IUMBEPS UNIT: thOUSi'inCS 
---------------------
8 I;) f"l 4S S I 0 TAL<; UN:rT: tonnes 
--------------
ALL VALUES ARE GIVEN fOR 1 JANUARY 
1 961 1 9 .~:.<c 1 <j ~.:S 1 'I ii4 1 'I tSS ., 9to H~l 198'1-1'::4 
1 SY!JS6 5166'1 o2'1 OS s r·1 n4 4S X69 1 8:5'16 0 s~4 n 
?. :5~.515 2916K Y:>c.ou 46464 45467 :.>6146 ·usuo j(jrJ/ 
.3 1 ( y (7 2!1525 1 2('4(, 16t4 -, c.41Jn 21li!. 'I 1 14ili!. 16 '/41 
4 1J~j(j 4U.'3 4t.:S9 .:St34 3244 RO'( .5 5:.>96 SI$HtS 
5 56'15 1 y; s 1S1i!. 16n 1 009 1 n1<:: 2262 20615 
6 1.5 ~!::l 61+4 Hi? CJ5 9 112 240 1tS.5 120 
(+ 11 s 2 194 ~i!. 64 yt, 64 ye_ .568 
TOTAL \jQ 11119.5 103315 1'16154 ., c 6[}31 11/965 136561 
SP S '•10 7!.. 7::> 6 5665:5 :>404Y 6C:SI3.5 12 <195 6 ~165 
TOT. 8[ or;; 2::> tO 1 23221:$ 262/n 24r6t c.)( 56 16510 
SP s rHJ•'I 1Yilc5 14.594 1 40.55 15 t'n 1 15 959 13Y16 
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Table 20.6 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of WHITING in Divisions 
VIIb,c and VIIh-k, in 1977-1986. (Data for 1977-
1985 as officially reported to ICES.) 
Country 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 
Belgium 8 
France 336 419 444 656 516 
Germany, Fed. Rep. 1 45 + 
Ireland 1 , 191 1, 160 2,589 3,499 3,550 
Netherlands 25 1 1 21 
Spain 
UK (England and Wales) 1 67 
UK (Scotland) 2 80 1 
Total 1, 564 1,625 3,035 4,236 4,155 
country 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1 
Belgium 12 France 204 356 .398 583 
Germany, Fed. Rep. 
Ireland 4, 011 2,590 1,872 2,719 2, 198 
Netherlands 78 363 169 90 
Spain 85 91 57 76 
UK (England and Wales) 49 18 58 71 36 
UK (Scotland) 4 
Total 4,427 3,418 2,558 3,539 2,235 
1 Provisional. 2 Included in Divisions VIId,e. 
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Table 21.1 Nominal catch (tonnes) of SAITHE in Sub-area IV and 
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1,142 363 1, 280 


























































156,873 156,127 184,178 180,4241 168,535 
5,003 1,445 51 616 7,895 1, 126 
161,876 157,572 189,794 188,319 1 169,661 
1 Preliminary. 
2 Data from national labs. 3 Foreign landings not included. 
~Includes Division IIa. 
Jan-Nov. 
Weight 1 1 (1(1(1 tonnes ) Number ( mlilions 1 
: Year i Total : H.Con : Dhc 1 By-cat: Total : K.Con : D1s' ! Bv-r.at: 
l------: -------1-------: -------!-------: -------1------- i ------- ~ -------1 
1970 : 













































































































































TablE 21.3 Results of analrsi:. of catchail!llty ·:oefTicients for ·;AJTHE In :v 
F for named geare. and total International F 
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~ Gear Esti ;r,ate : Age 2 ; Age 3 l Pqe 4 i Aqe 5 l Aqe c. : Age 7 : rloe B l Age 9 Aae 10 : AgE 1! 
\ Aqe 12 : 
1----- ----·; -------------~----------1--··----··-- ~ ----------; ----------: ----------,: ---··----·-- ~ ----------1------- -·--:-·--------·-I 
i 0.014 
SCO L TR : 'Jar F I gear I 
0. (1(1~)00 i 
i Propn (gear) 
0.15165 : 
0.002 ij, 004 0.004 0,(105 n.Oll 0. 016 ). 012 
(I.(I(H)Q! 0.00000 i).{l()(I(J(J ' 1),0(1(i~)(· 0.0:;(1(.1) l),(i')(lU(i O.OOIJI)! (i,(!(H)(ll l),:)i)(j(l(J (1,1)(1(1(1 




FRA ALL : Var F {gt'ar J 
0.00035 : 
: Proon (gear: 
(1, !5!65 : 
0.002 0.047 (1,343 0.460 0,394 0.120 0.039 0.(;17 1),(1'!4 0.f:b6 
O.(H)003 1),0(H}10 tLOO!b7 0. 00210 C:.r)0286 0.00056 (i, \10052 0. 00034 O.CC013 0. (!(:(;3 
o.osm o.112s3 o.iB30i o.3l262 o.I5599 o.07699: o.oqoo3 o.o96to o.1o217 o.m5 
1---------l-------------; ----------l----------: ----------l----- -----:----------: ----------1---------- ~ ----------1---------- i 
----------I---------- I 
F1gear) (l,(l!)4 0.052 0.348 ! 0.464 0.127 fJ.050 o. 034 (), 084 1). 078 
0.081) 
iAil above! Var F1gearJ (l,(l0i)(i4 ().00010 0.00167 .).01)210 ! ~).00286 (!,(;(10!:.7 '),1)0053 ,).(!1)(135 (1,(11)(!13 0,(1(!03 
8 l o. (1(1035 l 
l Propn (gear) 0.08173 0.11253 l 0.18302 0. 31262 (l, 15599 1), (17699 0. 09003 0,1)9610 ! 0.102:7 0.1355 
9 l G.15io5 l 
1---------l------------- ~ ----- -----1----------l--------~--l---- ------1----------: ----------:----------: ----------: --------~·- ~ 
----------1----------: 
~ Total l (1,(151 0. 463 1.899 ! . 483 ;..559 !.651 (J. },~(J 0.352 o. 8!8 
I 0. 526 
l Internatl i Var F \1.00561 0.00781 O.OH~·B 0.0:214° 0.11773 0.09544 0.<)6554 (;.03778 <:.01263 0.('2(•9 
l 1L0152a l 
llO 
Table 21.4 Values of natural mortality rate and proportion 
mature at age. 
Age Natural mortality Mature Mature 1987 
1 0.200 0.000 0.000 
2 0. 200 0.000 0.000 
3 0.200 0.000 0.020 
4 0. 200 0.150 0.200 
5 0.200 0.700 0.850 
6 0.200 0. 900 0. 970 
7 0.200 1.000 1 .000 
8 0. 200 1 .000 1.000 
9 0. 200 1.000 1 .000 
10 0. 200 1. 000 1 .000 
11 0. 200 1.000 1 .000 
12 0.200 1.000 1.000 
13 0.200 1 .000 1 .000 
14 0.200 1.000 1 .000 
15 0.200 1.000 1 .000 
Table 21.5 Recruitment indice obtained by observers along 
the Norwegian coast (given on a scale of 0-10 




1982 7. 1 
1983 2.7 
1984 5.4 
1985 7. 0 
1986 2.7 
:;c)2 21.6 Total International Catch at Aqe t!OOO'sl of SAiTHE 1n IV between 1970 and !986 
' 4ge. 197(1 : 1971 : 1972 : 1973 : 1974 : 1975 : 1976 l 1977 : 1978 \ 1979 : Age\ : ----1---------; ---------:---------:---------! ---------1--------- i ---------l---------l---------1---------! ---- i \ 1 I 
2 1 
~ 6 \ 
B ! 
~ 12 ! 
'13 





















































































































i Ag~! !98(1 l 1981 : 1982 : 1983 : 1984 : 1985 \ 1986 \ Age\ 


























































































2331 1 l 
51001 2 1 
53838\ 3 : 
82275: 4 : 
il7181 J ' 
30141 b 1 
14(131 7 1 
8811 8 ! 
'2521 9 l 
174! 10 
1021 11 : 
124\ 12 : 
LIJ1 13 ~ 
39\ 1ll 1 
















8701 1 : 
169681 2 : 
10196\ 
14818: 4 : 
12864: J ' 
7393: b I 
2640: 7 : 
an: a : 
4701 9 : 
282: 10 : 
4(14\ 11 : 
344: 12 : 
i57l 13 1 
541 14 I 
99l 15 I 
111 
112 




: Age: 1970 : 1971 : 1972 1973 : 1974 : 1975 : 1976 : I'm : 1978 : 1979 : Age l 
l----1---------l--------- ~ ---------: ---------l---------l---------1---------:---------: --------- t ---------:----: 
i : o.m ' 0.495 ' 0.304 : 0.154 : 0. 268 : 0.198 : 1).461 : 0. 429 : 0.353 : c.m : 1 : 
' ' 
2 : 0.697 ' 0. 609 : 0.510 ' 0. 392 : 0.494 : 0.494 : 0.501 : 0. 424 ' 0.513 : 0. 387 : 2 : l 
' ' 
3 : 1), 931 : 0.838 : 0. 743 : o. 780 I 0.849 : 0.887 : 0.690 : o. '59 : o. 752 : 0. 010 3 : 
' 
4 : 1.442 : 1.357 : 1.158 : 1. 407 : 1.556 : 1.497 : 1.302 : 1.254 1.262 : I. 469 : 4 : 
5 : 2. 073 : 2.203 : 1.897 : 1.575 : 2. 489 : 2.478 ' 2.175 : 1. 903 : 2.051 : 2.189 : 5 : 
' 
6 : 2. 708 : 3.0(17 : 2. 364 : 2.543 2. 729 : 3.275 : 3.036 : 3.110 : 3.347 : 3.026 : 6 : 
7 : 3.598 : 3.804 : 3.869 ' 3.339 : 3.353 : 3.684 : 4.007 : 4.151 : 4.1>60 : 3. Qi)4 : 7 : 
' 
8 : 4.420 : 4.635 : 4.184 : 4.657 : 4.386 : 4.190 : 4.325 4. 556 : 5.292 ' 5.030 : a : ' 
9 : 5.615 : 5.168 : 4.543 : 4.502 : 5.538 : 5.481 : 4. 981 : 4. 787 5. 7':.7 ' 5.885 : 9 : 1 
10 : 5.826 ' 5.629 : 5.538 : 5. 601 : b. 407 : 6. 827 ' 6.008 : 5.181 : 6.069 : 6.258 : 10 : 
' ' 
: 11 : 6.698 I 5.47b : :r.319 : 5. 788 I 7. 640 : 7, 347 : 6. '101 : 6.494 : 6. 72b : 6. 774 : i1 : 
: 12 l 7.212 : 6.555 : 6.693 : 7.468 I 8.500 ' 7. 719 : 7. 422 \ 7.400 : 7.674 : 7.617 : 12 : 
' 
: 13 : 9.170 : 7.680 ' 9.258 : 7.264 : 9.098 : 8.495 : 8.017 : 8.696 : B.b01 : 8. 081 : 13 : 
' 
' 14 : 8.874 : 9.350 l 7. 931 : B.593 : 11.841 : 10.668 ' B. 105 : 8.948 : 9.699 : 8.200 : i4 
' ' 







' Agel 1980 : 1981 ' 1982 : 1983 : 1984 : 1985 ' 1986 : Age! 
' ' ' l----l---------l---------1--------- ~ ---------·: --------- ~ --------- ~ ---------:---- f 
1 : 0.297 : 0.285 : (),273 : 0.422 ' 0.185 : (), 162 : 0.264 : 1 : 
' 
2 I 0. 463 I 0.556 : t).542 : 0.460 : 0. 491 ' 0.475 : 0. 448 : 2 : 
' 
3 : o. 963 : 0.897 I 1.089 : o. 966 : o. 711 : 0.659 : (1,651 3 I 
4 l 1. 798 : 1.625 : 1.516 : 1.703 : 1.610 : 1.154 : (1, qg2 : 4 ' 
' 
5 : 2. 447 : 2.489 ' 2.292 : 2.126 2.234 : 1.953 l 1. 781 : 5 : I 
6 : 3.274 : 3.356 : 3.004 : 3,076 : 2. 701 2. 779 : 2. 778 : b 
7 ' 4.690 ' 4.418 : 3. 983 ' 3.569 : 3.857 : 3.372 : 3.856 ~ 7 : 1 
' 
8 : 5.620 l 5.354 I 4.891 ' 4. 567 : 4. 542 : 4.b32 : 4. 511 I a : 
' q : 6.302 : 6.338 : 5, 765 : 5.393 ' 5.961 I 5.351 : 6,034 ' 9 I 
: 10 I 7' 436 ' 7.233 l 6.513 l 6.223 : 7.147 : 6.631 : 7.24£ I 10 l 
' 
: 11 ' 7. 835 1 7 ~·1~ : 7. 510 : 6.913 : 7. 758 : 7.272 ~ 7. 353 : 11 : 
' 
,,J..:,,J 
: 12 : 7. ~·12 ' 7, 996 ' 7.848 7.693 : 7.427 : 7. 995 : 8.270 l 12 : 
' ' 
: 13 : 8.442 : B. 664 I 8.102 I 9. 236 : B. 189 ' 8.297 : 8.263 : 13 : 
' 
: 14 : B. 946 : 8.267 8,4!)7 : 7.805 I B. 401 : 8.6% : B. 730 : 14 





Table 21.8 Total International Fishing Mortalitv Rate at Aae ot S!i!THE in IV b2b1een 1970 and lS'86 
: Agel 1970 l 1971 : 1972 l 1973 : 1974 l 1975 : !Fb l 1977 : 1978 ; 1979 : 1\qe! 




! b : 
7 : 
8 : 
! 9 : 
10: 
I 11 : 
: 12 : 
1 13 ! 
I 14 l 
l 15 l 















o. 003 : 
(1, 063 : 
0. 276 : 
o. 362 l 
0.393 : 
0.219 : 









0.002 : 0.018 : 
0.124 : 0.191 : 
0.352 : 0.470 : 
0.434 : 0.548 : 
0.263 : 0.310 : 
0. so:. : 0. 277 : 
0.321 : 0.368 : 
0.387 l 0.264 : 
0 o 354 l (j I 277 l 
0.298 : 0.396 : 
0.204 : 0.278 : 
0.365 : 0.370 : 
0.176 I 0.435 : 
0.300 l 0. 300 I 
0. 300 I 0. 300 : 
0,1)07 : 
0. 083 ~ 
0.6% : 
(1, 601 i 
0. 398 : 
0. 440 : 
0.432 : 
0. 347 I 
o. 244 l 
0~ 172 l 
0. !8B : 
0. !28 : 
Ci. 257 I 
0. 3(10 I 
o.:ioo : 
(1, 002 : 
0.167 : 
0. 403 I 
i).625 l 
0. 40Cl I 
0. 401 I 
0,553 i 
1).535 : 
o. 490 : 
0.467 : 
0.356 : 




0. 221 ! 
0. 938 : 
0. 908 I 
0.596 I 
0.420 l 





(l. 237 ~ 





o. 248 : 
(i, 689 : 
0. 637 : 
(1, 646 : 
0.508 : 
(1,648 : 
lj, 630 : 
(1.411 : 





I ilge I 1980 l 198 I l 1982 I 193?, I 1984 : 1985 I 1986 l Age I 





















0. 570 I 
0.5(15 l 
0.503 : 
0. 344 : 
0. 449 I 
0.292 : 







o. 156 i 
















o. 746 : 
0. 583 : 
0. 518 l 
0.471 : 
0. 778 I 
0. 354 I 
0.383 : 
0.336 I 









l), 993 ! 
1), 793 i 
o. 613 : 
0.542 l 
0. 416 I 











(1, 691 : 
0.359 I 
C.234 l 




o. 300 : 
0.002 : 
0.03b ; 
0. 46(1 : 
1.119 I 
1.151 : 
(>, 914 : 
0.821 I 
0. 416 I 
0.282 : 
o. 205 : 
0.133 : 




O.O(t1 I 1 I 
0. 029 l 2 i 
0.450 l .... ' 
(:. 710 l q l 
(J, 8(11) ~ " I 
1.000 : t. i 
0.810 : 7 i 
0, 740 I B : 
0.480 : 9 i 
o. 390 : j!) : 
1), 380 : 11 I 
0.3!0 I l2 I 
o. 360 : 13 : 
0.300 : 14 : 
r;.3(t(l : 15 I 
1),012 : 
0.195 : 
o. 457 : 
0.524 : 
0.507 ; 
(1, 377 : 
o,.w;: 
0, 306 ~ 
0. 291 I 
{;. 239 l 
0.217 : 
0.331 : 
(1, 569 : 
0, 3(10 : 
1),300 : 
0. 004 : 1 : 
(1,233 l 2 { 
(1,180 : < I 
0.442 : 4 : 
01509 ~ J I 
0.43(: : 6 : 
0. 497 l 7 : 
0.418 : 8 : 
0. 219 l 9 1 
0.185 : 10 i 
l 1 .214 : 11 : 
0.186 I 12 I 
o. 210 ; 13 : 
G. 3()0 I 14 l 
0.300 I 15 I 
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T?Cle 21.9 Stock Numbers at Age (1000's) of SA !THE in IV between 1970 and 1986 
-------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------------------------------------
: Age l 1970 I 1971 I 1972 l 1973 I 1974 I 1975 : 1976 I 1977 l 1978 I 1979 l Agel I I 
l---- ~ ---------1---·------l---------: ---------1---------1---------! ---------1---------l---------: ---------·1----l 
1 I 2361731 234227: 2422271 2765781 6326181 212282\ 148108: 1255761 1111071 245060 l 1 1 
: 2 1 383454: !931501 1912321 197976 l 2224551 514379! 1735201 1210481 100993\ 898801 2 I 
,, : 2731741 3119331 148416: 138368\ 1339271 167563\ 356489: 113864! 876501 68060: 3 l 
4 I 208442: 1926651 1938621 854451 708111 549901 91719! 1142451 727671 45457: 4 I 
5 : 39408\ 1040641 109838\ 102855\ 404551 29930\ 24096: 30291: 469651 35291: 5 : 
6 I 31899: 20435: 575171 69145: 61773: 22243\ 16424: 10870: 131201 23168: 6 
7 I 15837: 157891 13445l 284761 42918l 325681 12193l 88391 46651 73711 7 : I 
8 : 101841 9682\ 9526: 7986\ 161131 22821: 15341: 7004: 4356\ 2801\ B I I 
~ : 2772~ 6901 I 56981 52951 50201 93401 109391 82141 30011 26271 9 l 
t::. l 964l 20191 42351 3274: 32881 3221: 46861 b2b01 35B1l 18371 10 l 
ll : m: 7171 !363\ 25751 18031 22661 1654: 2878: 33971 21091 1l l 
!2 l 2861 2231 41Q: 911)1 15%~ 12231 13001 9B2l 15491 22371 12 : 
11 : 13~ £211 1751 2381 5151 11491 m: 840! m: 911: 13 I 
: 14 l lbl i'l 175\ 1201 126\ 326\ 693\ 521: 380 ~ 229l 14 
: J,J : 77! 39l !651 Bll t:m 1os: 47(\~ m: 401: 421: 15 l 
------------------______ .__ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I Aqel 1980 l 1981 : 1982 : 1983 I 1984 1 1985 l 1986 l Agel I 
1---- \--------- \--------- i --------- ~ ---------\--------- ~ --------- ~ ---------:---- i 
1 1548861 1854571 3334901 5539221 2518051 242351: 2421631 1 : 
2 : l 998531 12591(11 146791: 2715791 453274 I 2060931 198111\ 2 I I 
3 l 583191 1468311 869691 978521 191541 f 3415571 1627061 3 l 
4 l 465~0 l 37776: 102B47l 487~91 58'1301 86674: 1764951 4 l 
5 : 239291 28257: 227691 523061 23089: 199761 231731 5 l 
6 : l737ll 110841 16763l am: 196091 83781 5176\ 6 \ 
7 I 12337\ 858\ll 51441 76631 30731 50981 275ll 7 : 
8 l 36701 61101 41731 2510\ 2324: !337l 1837 I B I 
9 : 15101 21291 21061 2133! no: 953! 7231 9 I 
l \::1 : 1nn 7891 11451 7921 946\ 5321 5891 10 : 
: 11 ! 12501 10561 3861 6581 377l 6131 355: 11 I I 
~ 2 1527~ 748\ 517\ 215\ 3551 222\ 4391 12 \ 
: 13 : 15221 10791 3061 303: 108\ 2271 12Bl 13 l 
I 14 : 6051 1053: 6211 1591 1681 63\ 1651 14 l 
I 15 l 348i !4!)t)l 6241 4341 2351 1511 1581 15 I 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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i;cie 21.10 Mean Fishing Modillity , Biomass and Recruitment of SA!THE in IV between 1970 and 1986 
Mean Fishing Mortality i Bi amass Recruits 
Age; l Ages l 1000 tonnes l Age 1 
3 to b l j to 4\ 
! \'ear : H.Con i Disc : By-cat : Total ' Sp St \Y.C. ll1illionl 
:------: -------- i -------- :--------l-------1-------i ----:-------: 
1 ~TJ : 0~ 332 : O.IJOfl : (l,(lbq : 1221 : 3C8 \ 69 236 : 
1971 : 0. 271 ; o.ooo : 0.043 : !2(17 : 414 : 70 : 234 i 
1972 : (i, 346 ' l),!)(,(i : (1,042 : 1009 i 460 l 71 242 : 
1973 : (1. 311) ·, 0.0(10 : 0.091 : 88& : 489 i2 277 : 
: lq74 i 0.401 i (l,OQ(i : 0.151 : !(:71 : 537 : 73 : 633 ' 
' : 1 ~75 : 0.362 : 1), 000 0.106 : 1003 : 459 : 74 : 212 : 
1976 (1, 61:· 0.000 : 0.119 : 858 : 334 : 75 : !48 : 
i977 c. 540 ; 0.0(1[) : (1,013 i 610 i 276 : 76 : 126 : 
1978 (1, 458 : 1),(11)0 : (1,006 519 : 251 i 77 Ill : 
iQ7'i : (J.382 : 0. ()\l[) : r),r\(\6 ! 1532. : 243 : 78 : 245 : 
J9ill) : 0.4(1\: ; (1,0(10 ' n.oo~ : 538 : 249 : 79 : 155 ' 
' 1981 : (;, 335 0.001) : [l,l)(l4 : 558 : 226 I 80 : 185 : 
1982 : 0.529 0,(1(10 ' (1,(1!8 : 605 I 186 : 81 : 333 : 
' 
!983 : 0.61t. : (),(;(10 : (1,!)04 I 745 : '"" ' 82 : 554 : LOJ 1 
!984 : 0.8~6 : (1,(10() : '.), 02{1 : 650 m : 83 : 252 : 
!9-a:. : i1,875 : J),(l()i; : 0.(127 : 567 : 105 84 242 : 
!986 : o, 736 : 0.000 : 0.004 : 526 ' 106 I 85 : 242 : 
' 
:-------------------------------------------------------------- J 
M2an re~ruits at age 1 for peri ad 1977 to 198.3: 2421 
--------------------------~·-------------------------------------
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Table 21. 1.1 Input for catch prediction of SI\ITHE 1n !V 
Values used 1n Prediction 
F at age , Mean Wt. and Propn. Retained by Consumption Fishery 
: -----------------------------------------------~----------------------1 
19B6 1987 Scaled mean F Mean values tor period 1981 to H85 
: Age: Fishing Hart a! i ty Stock 1981 to 19B5 Mean Weight (l(g.) l Prop. l 
: H.Con. : Disc : lnd Number l H.Con. l Disc l lnd l H.Con. l Disc l Ind l Stock l Ret. l 
l----1--------: --------:-------- l ----------1-------- I-------- i -------- i --------i--------t --------l--------! ------- ~ 
1 I 0.001 242000 : 0.010 : o.ooo 0.267 : o. 198 : 0.265 I 
2 : (1,118 : 0.002 : 198056 : 0.145 : 1).001 : (1,506 : 0.462 : 0.505 
3 : 0.440 : 0.010 : 143858 l 0.410 : 0.007 : 0.874 : o. 730 : 0.865 
4 I 0. 704 : 0.006 I 8494(1 : O.nl : 0.01(1 : 1.530 : 1.318 : 1.521 I I 
5 : 1), 799 : 1).001 71044 I 0.867 0.003 : 2.223 : 2.074 2.219 I 
6 : 1.000 : 8525 I 0.935 : •).0(11 2.993 : 2. 752 : 2. 983 I 
7 : 0.810 : 1559 : 0.802 : 1).000 i 3.840 i 3. 370 3.840 
8 I o. 740 l 1002 I 0.745 I 0.000 i 4. 797 i 5.085 l 4. 797 I I 
9 : 0.480 : 71B : 0.564 : (1,1)(1(1 : 5. 759 : 5. 97\l : 5. 760 
10 I 0.390 : 366 : 0.426 : •:J.(I(i(l i 6. 750 ; 5.97(1 : 6.75(1 I 
11 I 0.380 : 326 : 0.410 : 7.39b I 7.396 I I 
12 : 0. 370 I 199 : 0.486 : 7. 792 : 7. 792 
13 l 0.360 : 249 : 0.381 B. m : 8.498 
14 I 0.300 l 73 : 0.346 8.315 l 8.315 I 
15 : 0.3tl(l l lOO I 0.346 : 9.438 l 9.438 
Aqe 3 to 6 l Age 1 4 l Nean F l Age 3 to 6 l Age 1 4 l 
o. 736 l 0.004 l Unsealed l 0.638 : 0.015 l 
l Scaled !), 736 ! 0. 004 l 
Recruits at age 1 in 1988 = 242000 
Recruits at age 1 in 1989 = 242000 
H at age and proprtion 11ature at age are as shown l n Tab! e 21 • 4 
Mean F for ages 3 to 6 in 1986 for human consumption landings+ discards= 0.736 • 
Human consu11ption + discard F-at-age values in prediction are fiean values for the pericd 1q81 to 1985 
rescaled to produce a mean value of F for age; 3 to b equal to that for 19Bc 
Hean F for age; 1 to 4 in 1986 for small-mesh fisheries = 0.01)4 , 
Industrial fishery F-at-age in the prediction are nerages for the period 1981 to 1985. 
reseal ed to produce a mean value of F for ages 1 to 4 equal to that tor 1986 
: LOOO : 
: 1.000 
: 1.00(1 : 
l 1.0!)0 : 
: 1.000 : 
: 1.•)00 i 
: 1.(101} l 
: 1.000 I I 
: 1.000 : 
l 1. ~(10 : 
i 1.000 i 
: 1.0(10 : 
: 1.000 : 
: 1.(;(1(1 l 
I !.000 l I 
Table21.12 PredJcted Catches and BiuJlJsse£ ( 1000's of tonnes) of SAITHE in 1\1 1987 to 1983 
:1986 mB7 : 
---------------------------:-----: -----l-----l-----1-----: ·~----l··----1-----: -----:-----1-----: 
: BioJilass 1 .Tan of Yedr 
Total 
Spa1mi ng 
: Mean F Ages 
: 526 : 626 : 572 l 572 : 572 : 572 : 572 l 572 l 572 : 572 \ 572 
106 : 178 : 158 : 158 : !58 l 158 : 158 : 158 : J:,B ; 158 : \58 ~ 
: Human Cons. 
: Sma 11-mesh 
3 to 6 :o.H :o.H :o.oo :o.15 :o.29 :o.H :o.59 :o.74 :o.aB :0.20 :0.33 : 
1 to 4 :o.oo :o.oo :o.oo :o.oo ;o.oo :o.oo :o.oo :o.oo :o.oo :o.oo :o.oo : 
ll1ean F(Yearlitiean F\1986\ 
Hu;lan Consumption 
Small-rnesh Fishery 
: Catch weight 





: Bl amass 1 Jan of Year+! 
Total 
Spawning 
I FO .. t: Fiiiar. i 
lLOO ll.OO lO.OO 10.20 10.4(1 !(1,60 i0.8(i 11.00 l\.20 :0.27 l0.4~ l 
:LOO ll.OO lLOO lLOO il.OO ll.OO il.0!1 il.OO il.CI(1 ll.OO l!.OO l 
161 : 221 0 : 5(1 : 9~ : 133 : lb7 : 196 : 222 t 67 103 t 
0 : 0 : 0 0 : 0 : (l : 0 0 : (l : 0 : 
I : 2 2 : 2 : 2 : 2 : 1 1 t 1 : 2 : 2 ' t 
: 162 223 : 2 : 52 : 9b ' 135 : 168 : 19B ; 224 : 69 : 105 : t 
162 : 223 : 2 : 52 96 : 135 : 16B : 198 : m : b9 : 105 : 
: 626 : 572 : 795 : 730 : 6'3 : 623 : 579 : 541 : 507 i 709 661 




T;tle 21.13 Predicted Catches and Bio:liasses ! 1000's of tonnes ) of SAITHE 1n !V 1987 to 1988 
Year 
11986 \ 1987 : 1'188 
---------------------------:-----: -----l-----l-----l-----l-----1-----l-----l-----l-----l-----; 
: B1omass 1 .Jan of 'lear 
Tatal 
SpaNni nQ 
: i1ean F Ages 
\ 526 : 626 \ 634 : 634 l 634 : 634 : 634 : /,34 : 634 l b34 : 634 : 
106 l 17B \ 195 I 195 : 195 : 195 l 195 I 195 : 195 : i 95 : 195 \ 
l Human Cons, 
, Small-,r,esh 
3 to 6 \0.74 10.5;. IO.Or) \0.15 10.29 \0.44 10.59 10.74 \0.8B 10.20 \0.33 ~ 
1 to 4 !0.00 lQ,(l(> \0.00 10.00 10.(10 10.00 \0.00 \0.00 10.00 :0.00 10.(10 I 
I 11ear F \le.;r iiHean F 0986 l l FO.l: Fmax l 
Huaan Consuflption 11.00 10.72 10.00 \(l,20 \0.40 \(l,h(. \0.30 11.00 11.20 10.27 10.44 I 
Sir.all-~e"h Fishery it.QO \!.00 \1.00 \1.00 \1.00 \1.00 11.00 \1.00 11.00 :J.,iO 1!. 1)0 I 
: Catc~ weight 
Human Coosumpt ion 161 m l (I I 59 I 110 l 154 I 193 I 227 i 257 l 78 : !20 : 
Discards 0 l 0 I 0 l (l l 0 l 0 l I) : 0 : 0 I 0 I 0 : I I 
S11ti 11-~esh Fi sheri t'S 1 2 I 2 : 2 : 2 ; 2 2 2 I I I 2 \ 2 I I I 
Total I andinqs 162 175 I 2 I 61 : 112 I 156 I 195 l 229 : 259 l 80 I 122 l I I 
Total rat·:h 161 l 175 : 2 \ 61 112 I 156 I 195 l 229 l 259 : 80 I 122 : I 
i lli amass t J an of 'r eart 1 
Total \ b2b l b34 l 864 l 789 l 7'1.3 : 666 l 616 : 573 l 535 l 764 l 710 I 
l !7B i 195 i 351 l 29'i l 156 I 219 : 187 I lbl I 13B l 283 I 247 l Spelming 
TAC taken in 1987. 
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UK (England and Wales) 
UK (Northern Ireland) 
UK (Scotland) 
Total 


















































































































fable 22.2 Annual Weiqht and Numbers of SA!THE cauaht in '1! between 1970 ond [Q86 
Weight i 1000 tonnes ) tlumber i iill i] iOi!S ) 
l Year l Total : H.C:an l Di se l By-cat l Total l H.Con : Disc : By-cat: 
1------: -------l-------1-------l------- :-------l-------l-------l-------; 
197(1 15 l 15 : (I : 0 : 8 : 8 : () (I : 
: 1'171 : 20 l 20 : 0 : 0 : 11 : 11 : 0 : 0 : 
I 1972 l 29 : 29 \ 0 : I) l 19 \ 19 : 0 : (I I 
: 1973 l 34 l 34 I 0 : 0 : 23 : 23 : 0 : I) \ I 
: 1974 : 36 : 36 : 0 : (I : IB : 18 : (! : 0 : 
: 1975 : 31 : 31 : 0 : 0 : 16 : lb 0 : (I : 
1976 : 42 : 42 I (I : (l : 2(1 : 20 : (i : (I : I 
1977 : 27 : 27 : 0 : 0 : 13 : !3 : 0 : 0 : 
1978 I 33 : 33 : 0 : (I : 16 : 16 : (I : 0 I I I 
1'179 l 22 : 22 l (I i I) : 7 : 1 : 0 0 : 
1980 \ 22 : 22 : (\ \ (i : B \ B : (I : () : 
1981 l ~4 24 0 : 0 : 11 11 l j () I I 
1982 l 2~ : 24 : I) l 0 : 11 l 11 : 0 : (I : 
1983 l 29 I 29 l 0 I 0 l 14 : 14 : D : 0 : I I 
1984 : 22 \ 22 : (i \ () : 13 : 13 : (I : I) \ 
19B5 l 27 : 27 0 : li 14 : 14 : 0 I 0 l I 
1986 l 39 : 39 : 0 l (l : 23 23 : (l : 0 : 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
TahiP22.3 Results of anal vsi s of catchabi l i tv coeff id ents for SAITHE tn VI 
F for named gears and total internati on a! F 
l Gear Estimate l Age 2 : Age 3 : Age 4 l Age 5 : Age b l Age 7 l Age 8 l 
i ----~·----: -------------1---------- i ----------\ ----------~ --------- ~ -------·--- ~ ----------1----------l 
: f(gear) 0.034 0.224 0.396 0.399 0.560 0.630 0.419 
l FRA ALL l Var F(gear) l 0.00008 l 0.00407 l t),(l05i9 l il.00587 ; 0.002!8 l 0.01068 l 0.00535 l 
! Propn(gearl : 0.24718 : 0.73185: 0.88147 \ 0.86034 l 0.7970i : 0.7281>1 : 0.58784: 
1--------- ~ ------------- ~ ---------- ~ ---------- ~ ---------- t ----------:---------- ~ ------·---- i ----------: 
: F(gear) 0.034 0.224 0.396 0.399 (i,560 0.630 0.419 
JAil above\ Var F(gear) l 0.00008 l 0.\10407 l 0.00519 l 0.00587 : 0.00218 l 0.01068 ; 0.00535 ; 
: Propn(qe;;rl : 0.24718: 0.73195 : 0.88147 : 0.86034 l 0.79701 : 0.72861 : 0.58784 : 
:--------- ~ ------------- ~ ----------l----------1---·-------: ----------: ----------1··---------1-------- --1 
: Total : : 0.138 i 0.30& l 0.449 ; 0.463 : (;,7(13 : O.llb5 : 0.712 
llnternatl i Var F : 0.00135 i 0.00759 : 0.00663 i 0.007n l 0.00343 l 0.02011 l 0.0155(1 i 
i Gear Estimate l Age 9 l Age 10 i Age !1 l Age 12 I 
:---------:-------------:----------:---------- !----------!----------; 
i F(gearl 0.319 0.277 0.086 0.119 
i FRA ALL i Var F(gear) i 0.00158 l 0.00360 l 0.00557 l 0.01486 l 
: Propn(gearl l 0.67327 : 0.69381 : 0.42904 l 0,62095 \ 
I ---------1------------- I----------!----------~---------- i ----------l 
l F(gearl 0.319 0.277 0.086 0.119 
!All above! Var F(gear) I 0.00158 i 0.00360 l 0.00557 l 0.0148b l 
: Propn(gearJ : (1.67327 l 0.69381 : 0.42904 l 0.62095 : 
l---------l-------------1----------: ----------1---------- f ----------l 
: Total i : 0.474 : 0.400 \ 0.201 : 0.192 
: Internatl l Var F l 0.00348 : 0.00749 : 0.03026 : 0.03853 : 
: A ne : Nat Nor: Hat. : 
! ----- j -------- 1-~------: 
I : 1), 7!)0 : 1), (H)() : 
L t (1.2(1!) l !).(i(il) l 
.j 1 0,20\' : (),(lf)(l i 
4 ; Ci. 2(11) l 0. (l(l(i ; 
5 : 0. iOO l i .000 f 
6 : (1, 21)(1 : 1.(100 : 
7 i 0,2(lU ' 1, (l(l(:o l 
8 : 0.2()0 l 1.000 : 
9 ; 0. ~!)(t l 1. 000 l 
1(1 : (i, 20(1 : 1. (1(1(; : 
11 l 0.200 i LDOO : 
12 l 0. 200 l L 0(H) : 
F ' 0.200 1.000 : 
14 : a.L:<•O : uoo ; 
15 ; 0.200 : Lf!i.ili : 
Table 22.5 Total lnterr,atronal Catch et Aqe iJOOO's.l of SAJOHE in \1! betl;een iS''!) and 1986 
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~ ----! --------- :---------;- --------l --------; ---------- '- ·------ --l- -------- i --------- ~ ----------;- ------- .. :----: 
1 ' • I








: 14 : 

























































































: Age\ 1980 \ 1981 \ 1982 : 1983 \ 1984 l 1q95 ~ 1986 · Agel 














: 15 l 




















































































2Z.4i 1 l 
b907 i 3 : 
B39bl 4 : 
37321 5 I 
1:3121 b : 
958: 7 ; 
401)l 8 : 
166: y : 
1'7l 1\) ; 
21; 1' . 
31 ~ 12 ~ 
57) 1..:· t 
3t.l 14 : 


























9' I : 
q69: 2 ; 
18281 3 i 
1194: ' ' 
1151l 5 l 
/'1)8l 6 : 
3b8: i \ 
15bl 8 l 
l ~·1: 7 z 
1521 l(; l 
!b4: 11 : 
137l 12 l 
l!•)i 14 : 
62: 15 : 
122 
';J]e 22.6 Total International Mean Weight at Age ( l(g. ) of SAJTHE in VI between 1970 and 1'186 
; Age: 1970 : 1971 : 1972 l 1973 l 1974 l 1m : 1976 : 1977 : 1978 : 1979 l Age: 












l. 066 : 
1.401 : 
1. 954 : 






(!, 935 i 
1.240 : 
L 7o2 : 
2.697 : 
3. 454 l 
d, 616 ~ 
5.1'16 : 
5.8!6 : 
6. 948 : 
o. 507 : 
o. 764 : 
1.139! 
l. 815 : 
2.631 : 
2.598 : 
2. 979 : 
5.!)18 : 
6.118 : 
7. 321) : 
7. 709 : 
0. 311 l 






4. 833 : 
b. 705 : 
7.329 : 
7. 951 : 
0. 309 : 
0.59(1 : 
o. '187 l 
1.622: 
l.HZ.l 
3. 534 : 
4.542 } 





0. 737 : 
o. 939 : 
1.504 : 
2.575 I 
3. 497 : 





o. 4-44 : 
0. 681 : 
1. 005 : 
1. 442 : 
2. 732 l 
3.230 ! 
4.174 : 
4. 930 l 





0. 794 : 
1.353 : 




5. B29 l 
6.518 : 
6.884 : 
(), 412 : 
o. 490 : 
1.091 : 
1.674 : 
2. 583 : 
::..813 i 
4. 657 : 
5. 278 : 
5. 979 l 
6.853 l 
1).513 : 1 : 
(), 7(10 l L I 
1. 323 : ~ I 
1.9Bil : 4 : 
2~ 405 l 5 l 
3. 366 I 6 i 
4. 609 l 7 i 
5.815 l 8 l 
6. 967 l 9 : 
7.559 : 11) : 
8.387 : 11 l 
.. ' 7.510 : 7 • 755 ~ 7.662 : 8.986 : 8.981 : '.1.030 : 7.823 : 7.931 : 9.072 : 9.187 : 12 : 
l !3 i 8.309 l B.i87 l 9.522 l 9.274 ! '1,830 l B.995 l 8.592 l 8.736 l 10.030 l 10.154 l 13 l 
! i4 \ 8.2~ti! 8 . .ib7: 10.488: 10.550 l 10.567 l 10.63B l ~.477! Q,A(I~! Hi,9.~1 i 11.fi9l l 14 I 
15 : 8.684 : 8.661 l 11.:.177 : 11.550 : 11.969 : 11.883 : 10.296 : 10.590 ! 9,548 : !1.73•\ : 15 : 
: Age; 198(1 : 1981 : 1982 : 1983 : 1984 : 1985 : 1986 : Agei 










: 12 : 
: 1.3 : 
: 14 l 
t ~ e r 
! • .J I 
ll.417 : 0. 400 : 0. 432 : 
0.650 : (l.b76 : o. 717 : 
1 . 165 : 1. 096 : 1. o 7e : 
I. 932 l 1.699 I l. 77'1 I 
2. b51 l 2, ~'63 l 2. 73b l 
3. 56(1 I 4, 047 l 3, 946 ! 
4.560 : 5.115 : 5.348 : 
5.~31 l 6.24C• l 6.197 l 
b.514 : 7.222 : 7.765 : 
i.90';': 8.304 : 9.148 : 
8.bi30 : 8.473 : 9.374 : 
9.482 : 9.311 : 10.411 l 
9.753 : 10.121 : !0.580 : 
10.77A : 10.978 ; 10.779 l 
1l,q57 : 12.314 l 12.130 ! 
0,378 l 0.472 ! 
0.665: o.m: 
1.246 : 1.109 : 
!. 833 : 1. 786 : 
3.074 : 2.663 : 
}. 642 : 3. 503 : 
5.036 : 4.714 : 
6.285 : 5.791 : 
6. 975 : 7. bOi : 
8.160 : 9.(12S : 
8.802 : 8.832 : 
9. 827 : 9. 989 : 
1L254 I 1L2lf1 f 
12.055 I 11.597 I 
13.153 : 12.452 : 
0.405 : 
0.7(17: 




4. 316 : 
6.(102 : 
7.377 i 
8. 940 : 





li.b72 : 1 : 
o. 746 : 2 : 
0. 873 1 3 j 
1.336 : 4 : 
2.183 : 5 : 
3. (l(10 : b : 
3, 727 I 7 I 
4.381 l B l 
5. 757 l 9 l 
b. 760 : !(I : 
7.553 : 11 l 
a.:m: 12: 
E .• m : n : 
s·. 244 : 14 : 
12 .. )()6 : 15 l 
~22. 7 !oh! !nrernatJonal Fishing Mortalih Rate at Age of SAITHE tn Yl between 1970 and 19Bb 
; Aoe' lq7(1 ! i97i : 1972 I 1973 I 1974 I 1975 I 1976 I jq]] I i978 i 1979 I Age! 
~ ---- ~ ---------l---------1--------- i ---------1--------- 1---------l---------l---------: ---------:---------:----: 
i 2 ; 
i 1 
! s l 
j(' i 
: 11 : 
:u 
i 13 i 
1 4 ~ 
! 15 ; 
(t, 0(11 ; 
(!,[l(l! 
0. i66 : 
(\, 183 ; 
0.12(1 ! 
0. ·:.•62 I 
(;,')54 : 
!!.t'B7 : 
(l, ~ !':2 : 
11, i!J4 ~ 
0. 208 : 
o. 3(H) I 
\1, 3(!0 : 
0.002 : 0.010 : 0.026 : 0.001 : 0.002 : 
O.Oll : 0.145 i 0.286: 0.136: \1.10! : 0.156 i 
0.068 : 0.342 I 0,449 ~ 0.435 l 0.453 : 0.559 1 
0. 249 : 0. 271l : (1, 355 : 0. 268 : (i, 336 : o. 360 : 
<).197 : 0.!89 : 0,207 i (1.248 : 0.235 : 1),44(1: 
0.16(l : 0.062 : (!, 101 : (l, 096 : (1.160 : o. -::22 : 
0.129 : 1), 062 : 0. 082 : o. 156 : (), 226 : 0.178 : 
0.125: 0.057 : O.OB2: (1,243: 0.17(1: 1.1.m.; 
0.111 i (•.042! 0.094: 0.17~· I 0.077 i 0.2fl7: 
(1,152! 0.(:::,9 l \),122 ~ 0:303: 0.044 i 0.176: 
0.267 ~ 0~ 1/1B l (.~.o;q : \1.162 I 0.093 : 0.284 : 
(1,1~5 l (i,C·BB l 0.476 l O.Hi7 l (i.iO! l 0.284 t 
1},558 i (!,095 : l;,l(l6 : 0.436 : 0.05(1 ' 0.315 : 
(1, ~(H) i U. :.00 ; 0. 3('0 1 0, 300 l 0. 30(l l (), 3(10 I 
;).3(;~ ; o.~.o~:J : o~30t) : o.3oo : o.3oo : 0.3(11_.' : 
0. 009 : 
O,O'i6 l 
0. 412 : 
0. 361 ! 
o.:s3 1 
0. 326 : 






l), 300 I 
(J.3(i0 : 
: Aoe: !98(i i 1981 : 1982 i 1983 : 1984 : 1985 : 1986 : Age: 
:---- . -------- -)------- -- i ---------; ---------1---- -----l--------- j ---------:----; 
2 ; 
! 4 : 
b : 







(;,(f1)1 i (1.006 ! O.OU1 l 
1\0b7 ; 0.127 l 0,071 ~ 
(i, 337 : (1, :)9B i 0. ~.59 l 
l.2(~~· l 0.34~ l 0.2Bff : 
). 291 : (l, 1'15 ; (1, 3~6 : 
(it313 l (1,287 : (1,~:92 l 
:), 282 i 1).277 : 0. 47b : 
(),lq() : 1\,2!0 : 0.328 : 
i\13-, i 0~226 l (1,191 : 
).!Si : 0.268 : 0.157 : 
(1(174 : (:.317 j 0.171 l 
;), :?1.~. I 0.169 l 0. 259 J 
t;.3~;} : o.30B : o. m : 
0. 300 l 0. )!)(} l ~\, ~00 l 
0.3iJO l (·~30(• l 0.300 l 
(l,(l(;J i 
(',128 : 







1), 182 : 
u. 346 : 
(!, 431 : 
0. 300 : 
0.3(i(l : 
u. 004 i 
0.070 : 
0.258 i 
0. 355 l 
(1,20i : 
o, 306 : 
0.2~3 : 
0.221 : 
o. 217 : 
1).146 : 
o. 045 ; 
0.032 : 
(:, 102 : 
0.300 i 
0. 30(1 : 
(1,(1(11) : 
o. 067 : 
0.163 : 
0.218 : 
(1, 379 : 
o. 475 : 
0. 4'7'3 : 
0.298 : 
0.256 : 
0. 301 i 
o. 100 i 
0.043 : 
0.108 : 
0. 300 i 
(1,3<)(1 : 
(1, :)08 : 1 : 
0.03~. : 2 : 
0, 306 : 3 I 
!),449 l 4 ~ 
(1.463 i u ' 
o. 703 l t. l 
0.864 l 7 : 
0. 7i2 I 8 l 
o.m: 9: 
(1,4(H) I 1!) I 
0. 201 : 11 I 
lJ,192 l 12 : 
0. 30(. I 13 : 
0,31)0 : 14 
0.300 l 15 : 
0. 002 : 
(;, 418 : 
0. o: 2 : 







(1, 344 : 
0. 336 l 
0.300 : 
G. 3(i(i i 
0.000 : 1 : 
(1.(16b : 2 : 
o. 262 : 3 ~ 
(1,3!(1 : 4 : 
0. 336 ! 5 : 
0.265 l 6 l 
0.238 l ' \ 
0.164 : 3 : 
0. 206 : ~ i 
0.110 : 10 : 
(1, 16ii : 11 
0.167 l 12 l 
\l.28o : 13 : 
0. 3(10 : 14 : 
o. j(l(i l 15 l 
123 
124 
Table 22. B Stock Numbers at Aqe (1000's) of SA!THE 1n 1il beh~een 1970 and 1986 
: Age: 1970 : 1971 : 1972 : 1973 : 1974 l 1975 : 1976 : 1977 : 1978 : 1979 : Aoel 
:----:---------:---------:---------:--------- :---------!-·~------·· i ----------:--------- ~ --------- J --------- ~ ----: 
1 I 451881 362761 354251 32731: 35268: 
2 : 2B26b: 36997: 29700: 28957 I 26534 I 
3 l 30200 l 231131 299451 2103::·1 17813: 
4 : 16775: 221501 17674: !74101 109941 
J I 118751 11630: 14137: 110481 99951 
6 : 5828: 80971 7819: 9586: 7351: 
7 : 4414: 4231l 56521 60161 7097: 
B : 4068 l 33'17: 3045 I 43491 45371 
9 ! 5381 3154~ 2455l 23541 32791 
10 : 5951 404: 231~: 19281 17541 
1! : 228: 436: 284: 1820 I 1397: 
I 12 l 1191 lt:.Bl 2731 2111 rm1 
: 13 : 67: yq: 119l 2051 1071 
I 14 : 17l 441 3'1 891 151: 














































l Age: 1980 ! 1981 : 1982 I 1983 I 19B4 I 1985 I 1986 : 1\ge: 
I----:---------~----~·----:--------- l ---·~-----l---------1-------·--! ---------1---- l 
1: 
2 : 













27696 I 25958 I 
170531 22635: 
12774 I 13055 I 
54%1 74631 
29471 36511 





11861 511 I 
8051 8161 


















58488: 46(165 I 31228; 
3678'11 4784Bl 37582! 
161111 264911 365291 
'13331 88121 167561 
44v2 1 5285: 5057: 
2 435 I 2837: 3538 I 
15041 12991 1711: 
5641 7721 7941 
567: 317: 5071 
5821 3681 2091 
381: 3921 26(11 
242~ 260: 3(!7: 
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i'!ean F1 shi nq f1ortal i tv i Biouss Hecrui t3 
AgEs Ages : j(i(l(l tonnes Aqe ! 
3 to 6 0 to l)l 
: Yea1· I H.Con : Di se l By-cat : Totai : s~~ St :Y.C. IMiU ion l I 
! ------:--------; -------- ~ -------- i ------- i -------:----; -------: 
: 197(: : (1, !45 : (l.(ll)(l 1 0.000 l 1sq : 86 : 69 : 4~· : 
: 1S'71 : 0.168 I 0.000 0.000 171 \ 98 : 71) \ 36 : I 
1972 : 0. 216 0~ (l(i(l : o.ooo : 235 : 128 : 71 : 25 : 
1973 : 0.278 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 226 \ 1~·0 \ 72 l 33 \ 
1974 : 0.262 : 0.00\l : 0.000 : 222 : 160 : 1? •J 35 : 
1975 : 0.296 I 0.000 I 0.000 : 222 : 157 : 74 : lb I I 
1976 : 0.420 : 0.000 : (1, (i(l(l : 194 : 136 : 75 : 18 : 
: 1977 \ (1, 373 I 0.000 I 0.000 : 151 : 111) l 76 '1;\ : I 
: 1978 0. 403 : 0.000 0.00(1 : 146 : 105 : 77 : 20 : 
l 1979 I 0.293 (1,000 l (1,(101) : 134 : 90 : 78 : ·ti : I Ll 
: 1980 : (1.287 : f),(ll)(! : 0.000 : 127 : 79 : 79 2B : 
: !981 : (1, 306 : 1),000 : 0.000 l m : 71 : 8[! : lt : 
1982 : 0. 329 : O.OO(l : 0.000 : 133 : 68 : 81 : 45 i 
\ 1S'B3 : !), 360 : 0.000 0.001) I j 46 : 63 I 82 \ 58 : I 
! 984 : 0. 28(1 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 153 : 52 \ 83 : 46 : 
I 1985 \ (;.309 : il.OOO : I),(IV(l : 162 : 56 : 84 : 31 : 
\ 1986 I (1.480 : 1),000 : 0.000 : 158 \ 58 : 85 : 3: : I 
; --------~------------------------------------- --· ---------~·-- -- ~ 
Mean recruits at age 1 for oeriod 1970 to 1984 l 33 : 
----------------- ---------------------- ---------- ---------- -----
126 
:;ole 22.10 Input far catch prediction of SAITHE in VI 
Values used in Fndiction 
F at age , Mean Nt. and Propn. Retained by Consumption Fisherv 
1----------------------------------------------------------------------1 
1986 Mean values for penod 1981 to 1985 




Sealed mean F 
1981 to 1985 Mean lieight (Kq.) l Prop, l 
l H.Con. l Disc l Ind l H. ran. l Di se : Ind l H.Con. l Disc l lod : Stock l Ret. \ l- --- ~ --------1--------l--------l----------: --------1--------:--------:--------:------ --l-------- ~ --------l-------1 
1 I 0. 003 : 32888 : 0.004 l 0. 417 : 0.417 ] : (1, !L_(I : 26428 : 0.14(> : 0.698 : 0.6% 
3 : 0.306 : 18562 l 0.479 I 1.117 : l.ll7 I 
4 : (:,44Q : 1.7341 l 0.478 l !. 755 l 1. 755 
J l 0. 4o3 13284 : 0.422 : 2.811) : 2.810 
b : ~. 703 : 5682 : 0.542 3.675 3.675 
l 0.864 : i 149 : 1.1.608 : 4. ql)b : 4.906 
8 : 0. 712 : 622 : (1,434 : 6.103 : 6.103 
9 : (•.474 : 344 ! 0.340 : 7.389 : 7.389 
10 : 0.4% : 246 : 0.324 : B. 716 : a. 716 
: 11 : 0.201 : 176 : 0.247 : q .040 I 9.040 I 
l 12 : o.m : as 0.258 I 9. 7ql I 9.791 I I 
: 13 : 0.301) : 130 I 0.330 : : 10.725 : : 10.725 I 
: H : (1,3(1(1 : 146 : 0.455 I : 11.50(1 I : 11.5(1(1 I I 
: 15 : 0.300 : 92 I 0.455 : 12.537 : : 11.537 I 
fige 3 to 6 :Age 0 0: Mean F l Ag~ 3 to 6 :Age 0 (If 
r., 480 l 0. 00(1 : Unsealed l 0.317 : 0.000 : 
l Sealed 0.480 : 0.000 : 
Recruits at age 1 in 1988 = 32888 
Rec.ruits at aae 1 1 n 1989 = 32888 
M at aqe and proprtion r,ature at age are as shmm in Table 22.4 
Mean F far ages 3 to 6 1n 1986 far human consumption landings+ discards= 0.480 • 
Hu.:~ar. ci!nsurnption + discard F-at-age values in prediction are mean values for the period 1981 to 1985 
resr.aled to ~roduce a f!ean value of F for ages 3 to 6 equal to that for 1986 
Mean F for ages 0 to 0 in 1986 ior small-mesh fisheries= 0.000 • 
Jndustr;;l fiEherv f-at-agr, in the prediction are 3Verage: for t~~e period 1981 to 1985 • 
rescalErl to produce a rnean value of F for ages Q to 0 equal to that for 19B6 
l 1.000 : 
: 1.000 
: 1.000 l 
: 1.000 : 
: 1.000 : 
: 1.0(1(1 : 
: 1.001) : 
: 1.000 : 
l 1.000 i 
I 1.000 : I 
I 1.000 ; I 
I 1.00(1 : I 
: 1.000 : 
I 1.000 : I 
: i.OI)O : 
[3~;E 22.11 Predicted Catche: a~d Blornas~es ( 1000's of tonnes l af SAJTHE in vi 1987 to 1'188 
Year 
: 1986 11987 : 1988 
---~---------··-----------··--! ----- ~ ---·--:-~--- i -----1----- l -----l----- I -----1----- l ----- i ----- l 
~ Bioecs=- 1 Jan of fear 
Total 
Spawning 
' 11ean F Ag;;s 
; J5B : 162 : 147 : 147 : m : 147 : 147 : m : 147 : m : 147 : 
58 I 79 : 77 I 77 I 77 : 77 1 77 : 77 : 77 l 77 : 77 I 
i Hum3n Cons. 
: Srnall-~e;;h 
3 to 6 10.48 10.48 10.1)0 10.10 10.19 10.29 10.38 10.4B 10.58 10.18 10.28 1 
o to o :o.oo 10.00 10.\iO :o.oo :o.oo 10.00 !(J,I)(• 10.00 :o.oo :0.(10 :o.O(i 1 
i'iean Fl'leal"l/Hean F\19861 \ Fn.n F~ax: 
Huma~ Consumption 11.00 11.00 10.00 10.20 10.40 iO.bO 10.80 !J.OO 11.20 10.37 10.59 : 
: Catr~ r1ei oht 
Human Consumpti or 39 : 46 I 1) 1 10 1 19 I 28 1 35 42 : 49 I 18 I 27 : I 
' C'iscards 0 I 0 \ i) (I 0 \ 0 \ 0 : (: 0 : (l : 0 t 
Small-rnesh Fi sh2ri es (l : (! (i : 0 : 0 : I) 0 I (I \ 0 (I : (I I I I 
Total landings .)7 : 46 : I) : 10 : 19 l 28 35 : 42 i 49 \ lB 27 \ 
Total catch :;.q I 46 : 0 : jl) : 19 28 : 35 : 42 : 49 I JB : 27 : I 
: B1omass 1 Jo;n of 'teart! 
Tobl : 162 l 147 l 185 l 172 : 161 l 151 l 141 l 133 : 125 l 162 l 151 
Spatifll no \ 79 : Ti : 101 \ 91 : 83 i 75 : 68 : 62 : 56 : 84 : 76 l 
127 
128 
Table 23.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of SAITHE in Sub-area 
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Foreign landings not included. 
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Figure 17.1 Areas used to calculate Northern and Southern 
recruitment indices for Whiting at age 1. 
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METHODS OF ESTIMATING RECRUITMENT 
1 Introduction 
In recent years, a number of abundance indices have been made 
available to the Working Group in addition to the IYFS. 
Consideration was given at last year's meeting to the handling of 
these data and the question was further discussed at the Methods 
Working Group (Anon., 1986). As a result, three methods were 
available at the meeting to utilize abundance indices for 
recruitment estimation. 
2 Catchability Analysis 
Catchability analysis has been used to tune input F to VPA using 
commercial catch and effort data. The same principle can be 
applied to survey indices. The ratio R(y)/N(y) is calculated for 
each year where: 
R(y) 
and N(y) 
survey index for yth year class 
VPA estimate of the same year class 
This ratio can be interpreted as catchability Q(y). An average 
value of the Q(y)s for each year is then obtained using a 
Cleveland weighted mean, where the years farther back in time 
receive ~regressively lower weight. Thus, the mean value of Q 
(i.e., Q) is a value reflecting recent Q(y)s. The required 
recruitment estimate is then calculated from: 
N(t) A R(t)/Q 
where t is the year for which the year class is being estimated. 
The method is implemented on the ICES IBM microcomputer and will 
give a separate estimate of N(t) for each survey. The Working 
Group decided to combine these estimates by a weighted mean using 
the weighting factors described in Annex Section 5. 
3 Shepherd Method 
Shepherd's method is briefly outlined in Section 5.3 of_the 
report of the Working Group on Methods of Fish Stock Assessments 
(Anon., 1986) and was made available to the Group in the form of 
Program RCRTINX implemented on an Apricot microcomputer. The 
method consists of calculating a log-log regression of survey 
index vs VPA, with VPA as the independent variate. For each 
survey, a predicted recruitment value and its associated variance 
can be calculated. The predicted values can then be combined by 
taking a weighted average, where the weights are the inverse of 
the variances of the individual estimates. 
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4 Cook Method 
A working paper by Cook (1987) was presented to the Working Group 
describing a multiplicative model for the analysis of survey 
indices. The method consists of fitting the model: 
r (f,y) = a(f) + P(y) ( 1 ) 
where r(f,y) log recruitment index for survey f in year y 
a(f) log catchability of survey f 
P(y) log population of fish in year y 
The model treats VPA as a survey subject to a(VPA) = 0. This 
normalization allows the estimate P(t) in the last data year to 
be an estimate of recruitment scaled to the VPA. 
The model is implemented on the ICES ND 500 computer as Program 
INDEX05. The program offers various options allowing a number of 
different models to be fitted accommodating non-linearity in the 
relationship between survey index and the number of fish in the 
sea and changes of a(f) with time. Only option 1 which fits equa-
tion 1 was used in conjunction with weighting factors described 
below. Although the other options were tried, they either fitted 
the data badly or gave unrealistic estimates of recruitment. 
5 Weighting Factors 
In its current form, Shepherd's method is self contained, since 
weighting factors are an integral part of the method. Cook's 
method, as implemented, offers the opportunity to weight 
residuals. Thus, more weight can be given to particular surveys 
or years, but this must be specified by the user. The method, as 
run by the Working Group, used Cleveland weighting (see Cook, 
1987) to give less weight to historical data and hence bias the 
estimates of a(f) to recent data. Additionally, the weight given 
to each survey was the square root of the number of hauls in each 
survey. These were chosen to reflect the precision expected from 
each survey on the basis of its sample size. Very low weight was 
given to the 0-group indices because their precision is 
uncertain. In the absence of a logical weighting for the shrimp 
trawl index, it was given the same weight as the smaller surveys. 
The weight given to the VPA was then the sum of the weights for 
each survey in the analysis. The factors used are given in Annex 
Table 1. The same weights were used for Division VIa stocks, 
except that the North Sea VPA values were included as "surveys" 
and given the same weight as the Division VIa VPA. 
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Annex Table 1 Surveys and weighting factors used for estim-
ating year-class strength by Cook's method. 
Cod Haddock Whiting 
Weighting 
Survey factor A<Je 1 Age 2 Age 1 A<Je 2 A<Je 1 A<Je 2 
IYFS 23.0 + + + + + + 
EGFS 8.9 + + + + + + 
DGFS 9.5 + + + + + + 
SGFS 9.5 + + + + + + 
FRG SF 9.5 + 
EGFSO 0. 1 + 
DGFSO 0.1 + 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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